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vAbstract
Electroweak-scale supersymmetry is one of the most popular extensions of the Standard
Model and has many important implications for nuclear physics, particle physics, and cos-
mology. First, supersymmetric electroweak baryogenesis may explain the origin of the
matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe. In this scenario, electroweak symmetry is
broken in the early universe by a first-order phase transition, when bubbles of broken phase
nucleate and expand, eventually consuming the unbroken phase. Charge density is gen-
erated within the expanding bubble wall and diffuses into the unbroken phase. Through
inelastic collisions in the plasma, this charge is partially converted into left-handed quark
and lepton charge, which in turn leads to the production of baryon number through weak
sphaleron transitions. In this work, we study these charge transport dynamics, from its gen-
eration within the bubble wall, to the final baryon asymmetry. We evaluate which collisions
are important for baryogenesis, and what is their impact upon the final baryon asymmetry.
Our main result is that bottom and tau Yukawa interactions, previously neglected, can play
a crucial role, affecting the magnitude and sign of baryon asymmetry. We investigate how
this works in detail in the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM); we sug-
gest that these interactions may be even more important in gauge-singlet extensions of the
MSSM. Second, low-energy precision measurements of weak decays may provide interest-
ing signals of supersymmetry. We study in detail the supersymmetric radiative corrections
to (i) leptonic pion decay branching ratios, and (ii) muon and beta decay coefficients. A
deviation from the Standard Model predictions would imply strong departures from the
minimal, commonly-assumed, theoretical assumptions about supersymmetry breaking.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction: Cosmology, Precision
Tests, and the Electroweak Scale
The Standard Model (SM), despite its forty years of experimental success, falls completely
flat in the cosmological arena. It fails to explain the nature of dark matter and dark en-
ergy that currently dominate the energy density of the Universe; it fails to explain why the
Universe is so flat, and why acausally-separated regions on the surface of last scattering
have the same temperature; and, lastly, it fails to explain the origin of the baryon asymme-
try of the Universe (BAU). In the near future, experiments at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) aim to discover the last missing piece of the SM, the Higgs boson, which is respon-
sible for electroweak symmetry breaking and the generation of mass. However, the Higgs
boson is still a wild card. Although the SM Higgs boson is the simplest incarnation of
electroweak symmetry breaking, it may not be the correct one. Electroweak-scale super-
symmetry (SUSY) is one theoretically attractive alternative. Its primary virtue lies in its
resolution of the SM’s hierarchy problem — that in the SM, the Higgs boson mass (which
sets the scale of electroweak symmetry breaking) receives large radiative corrections, and
therefore the observed electroweak scale is realized only at the expense of an extreme fine-
tuning of the underlying parameters. SUSY may also explain some of these unanswered
cosmological puzzles, potentially providing an exciting connection between the Universe
and upcoming experimental exploration of the electroweak scale. In this work, we study
two of its implications: (i) the generation of the BAU through the dynamics of super-
symmetric particles during the electroweak phase transition in the early universe, and (ii)
2signatures of supersymmetry in low-energy precision measurements of weak decays.
Characterized by the ratio of baryon number density to entropy density, the BAU has
been measured through studies of Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the cosmic mi-
crowave background (CMB) to be in the following range
nB/s =
 (6.7 − 9.2)× 10−11 BBN [1](8.36 − 9.32)× 10−11 CMB [1, 2] (1.1)
at 95% confidence level. This translates into about one baryon per cubic meter, averaged
over the entire observable universe. Anti-baryons, in comparison, are rare. The only evi-
dence for extraterrestrial anti-baryons is cosmic ray anti-protons, whose abundance is con-
sistent with secondary production from collisions of primary cosmic rays with the inter-
stellar medium [5].
Of course, the BAU might simply be an initial condition. However, this hypothesis is
nearly (but not completely) inconsistent with the much-beloved inflationary paradigm. To
explore this in more detail, let us compute the initial baryon asymmetry at the beginning
of inflation (denoted by time ti), required to explain the present abundance, assuming that
inflation lasted forNe e-foldings, after which radiation domination proceeds with reheating
temperature TRH . The required initial baryon number density is
nB(ti) ∼ nB(t0) g∗S(TRH)
g∗S(T0)
(
TRH
T0
)3
e3Ne (1.2)
∼ 1090 cm−3 ×
(
g∗S(TRH)
10
) (
TRH
10 MeV
)3 (
1065
)Ne/50
.
where t0 and T0 are the present time and radiation temperature, and g∗S counts the effective
number of degrees of freedom. The success of BBN requires TRH & 4 MeV [4], while the
inflationary solution to the horizon and flatness problems requires Ne & 50 (e.g., [3]). In
the SM baryon number is carried by quarks; at ti they would be a highly degenerate Fermi
gas, with Fermi energy given by the chemical potential
µ ∼ n1/3B ∼ 1016 GeV×
(
g∗S(TRH)
10
)1/3 (
TRH
10 MeV
) (
1022
)Ne/50
. (1.3)
3If we require that µ < Mpl, where Mpl ∼ 1019 GeV is the Planck scale, so that the baryon
energy density ρB ∼ µ4 < M4pl, then we must have Ne and TRH extremely close to the
aforementioned bounds; it is expected that both quantities may be much greater. Therefore,
let us abandon this possibility and focus on a baryon asymmetry that arises dynamically
sometime between the end of inflation and the BBN era.
Successful baryogenesis requires three conditions, due to Sakharov [6]. First, there
must exist interactions that violate baryon number (B), or else no baryon number can be
generated. Second, there must exist interactions that violate both C and CP symmetries,
where C is charge conjugation and P is parity; otherwise, it is not possible to bias the
generation of baryons over anti-baryons. Third, there must exist an arrow of time, or else
the rate for the production of baryons will be equal to the rate for the inverse process to
destroy baryons. This arrow can stem from a violation of CPT symmetry (where T is time
reversal), or a departure from equilibrium during the evolution of the universe.
In principle, the SM does contain these ingredients; early work suggested that baryo-
genesis could occur during the electroweak phase transition (EWPT) when the universe
cooled to a temperature T ∼ 100 GeV and the Higgs field acquired a vacuum expec-
tation value (vev) [7, 8]. In this scenario, a departure from equilibrium is provided by
a strong first-order EWPT, where bubbles of broken symmetry nucleate and expand in a
background of unbroken symmetry, filling the universe to complete the phase transition.
Second, CP-violation is present in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) quark mix-
ing matrix; this induces CP-violating interactions at the expanding bubble walls, where
the Higgs vev is spacetime-dependent, that leads to the production of a CP-asymmetric
charge density. (This is the so-called CP-violating source.) This CP-asymmetry, created
for one species, diffuses ahead of the advancing bubble and is converted into other species
through inelastic interactions in the plasma; in particular, some fraction is converted into
left-handed fermion charge density, denoted nL. Third, baryon number is violated by elec-
troweak sphaleron transitions, which are active outside the bubbles, in regions of unbroken
electroweak symmetry [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. The presence of non-zero left-handed fermion
charge nL biases the sphaleron processes, resulting in the production of a baryon asymme-
try [16]. Electroweak sphalerons become quenched once electroweak symmetry is broken,
4as long as the EWPT is strongly first-order; therefore, the baryon asymmetry becomes
frozen in once it is captured inside the expanding bubbles.
Despite its promise, the electroweak baryogenesis (EWB) scenario is not viable in the
SM: (i) the CKM-phase is insufficient to generate the observed BAU, and (ii) for a SM
Higgs boson with mass mh > 114.4 GeV [2], electroweak symmetry breaking occurs
by a continuous crossover, rather than a phase transition [53]. However, all is not lost.
Supersymmetric extensions of the SM can readily include all the ingredients for EWB to
work. There are many new CP-violating phases that can drive the creation of nB. In
addition, there is an extended Higgs sector, reviving the possibility that the electroweak
phase transition is first-order. In Chapter 2, we briefly describe supersymmetry and some
of its key parameters relevant for EWB.
The baryogenesis computation is essentially a two step process. First, one studies the
finite-temperature Higgs potential to determine the nature of the electroweak phase transi-
tion. It must be strongly enough first-order so that electroweak sphalerons are quenched
within the bubble of broken symmetry. One computes the “bubble solutions” — the spacetime-
dependent profiles of the vacuum expectation values (vevs) of all the Higgs fields from bub-
bles of broken electroweak symmetry expanding in a background of unbroken phase [39,
49].
Second, upon this stage of expanding bubbles, we let unfold the drama of charge trans-
port dynamics in the hot electroweak plasma. This is the subject of our thesis. We study
how charge densities, induced by the expanding bubble walls, diffuse, interact, and equi-
librate in the plasma. Ultimately, some fraction of this charge density is converted into
nL, the left-handed quark and lepton charge. Our main result is that nL crucially depends
upon which interactions are in chemical equilibrium during the electroweak phase transi-
tion. In particular, we show how the charge transport picture is dramatically impacted by
bottom and tau Yukawa interactions, which until recently had not been included in EWB
studies [24].
In Chapter 3, we formulate the charge transport problem as a system of coupled Boltz-
mann equations for the various charge densities during the EWPT. The conversion of charge
from one species to another occurs via inelastic collisions. We compute these thermally-
5averaged interaction rates in Chapters 3 and 4, showing under what conditions they lead to
chemical equilibrium. The generation of charge density within the initially CP-symmetric
plasma occurs within the bubble wall. In Chapter 5, we describe a novel interpretation for
this physics, in analogy with neutrino oscillations.
Next, we solve the system of Boltzmann equations, both analytically (Chapter 6) and
numerically (Chapter 7). Our analytic results, verified numerically, make it clear that bot-
tom and tau Yukawa interactions can have a strong impact on nB. In previous work, the
sole contribution to nL was quarks of all three generations. We show that bottom Yukawa
interactions, when active, strongly suppress left-handed quark charge when the scalar su-
perpartners of right-handed top and bottom quarks have (i) masses greater than 500 GeV,
or (ii) approximately equal masses. In addition, when tau Yukawa interactions are active,
significant left-handed lepton charge is generated, which had not been included in previous
studies. The question of whether quarks or leptons dominate nL, thus driving baryon-
number generation, is not purely academic. It can affect the overall sign and magnitude
of nB, thus is important for connecting EWB to experiments. In the Appendix, we pro-
vide a review for how the Boltzmann equation can be derived from the Closed-Time-Path
formalism of finite-temperature field theory.
Of primary importance is the question of whether electroweak-scale SUSY is actu-
ally realized in nature. There are two complementary experimental approaches: (i) direct
production of supersymmetric particles at high-energy colliders such as the LHC, and (ii)
precision measurements of (comparatively) low-energy observables that can be sensitive to
virtual supersymmetric particles in quantum loops. In Chapters 8 and 9, we study several
precision measurements of weak decays that can provide interesting signitures of SUSY.
First, in Chapter 8, we study leptonic pion decays. In the SM, the ratio Re/µ has been
computed very accurately [65, 66]:
Re/µ =
Γ[pi+ → e+ νe(γ)]
Γ[pi+ → µ+νµ(γ)] = 1.2352± 0.0001 . (1.4)
A discrepency between this prediction and upcoming measurements of this ratio may be
a signal for SUSY. We find that a large supersymmetric deviation in Re/µ implies either
6R-parity violation1, or a nondegeneracy between the scalar supersymmetric partners of the
electron and muon.
Second, in Chapter 9, we study supersymmetric effects in muon and beta decays. For
each fermion f in the SM (except neutrinos), there are two scalar supersymmetric partners
f˜L and f˜R, corresponding to the left- and right-handed chiralities fL and fR. We find that
these decays are sensitive to large tri-scalar, SUSY-breaking parameters that lead to mixing
between f˜L and f˜R for the superpartners of the electron, muon, and first generation quarks.
None of these tests of weak decays will give a deviation from the SM predictions in
the most minimal supersymmetric scenarios [52] where R-parity is conserved, electron and
muon superpartners are degenerate, and the tri-scalar mixing parameters are small for the
first and second generations. Therefore, these probes are interesting in that they provide
handles on regions of parameter space that defy our theoretical prejudice and may be diffi-
cult to identify with collider studies. Lastly, we summarize our conclusions in Chapter 10.
1R-parity is a discrete symmetry under which SM particles have parity (+1), while supersymmetric par-
ticles have parity (−1).
7Chapter 2
Supersymmetry, from a Baryon’s
Perspective
Electroweak-scale supersymmetry (SUSY) is one of the most popular and well-motivated
extensions of the Standard Model (SM) [52]. One of its many virtues is the possibility
that it may explain the origin of the baryon asymmetry of the universe. In this chapter,
we describe the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM), at least those parts
that are relevant for electroweak baryogenesis. We also briefly comment on the Next-to-
Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (NMSSM).
In a supersymmetric extension of the SM, for every gauge boson or chiral fermion
degree of freedom in the SM, there is an additional supersymmetric degree of freedom dif-
fering by half-integer spin. Gauginos are fermionic superparters of gauge bosons; squarks
and sleptons are the scalar superpartners of quarks and leptons. In addition, the Higgs
sector is enlarged beyond the SM. In the MSSM, there are two Higgs doublets, and their
fermionic Higgsino superpartners; in the NMSSM, there is an additional gauge singlet,
and its fermionic superpartner the singlino. In Table 2.1, we list all of these particles, and
their respective gauge quantum numbers. For more information, we refer the reader to the
excellent review given in Ref. [52].
Here we identify which pieces of the MSSM Lagrangian are most relevant for EWB
charge transport dynamics. Recall, the key steps are (i) generation of charge density within
the expanding bubble wall, (ii) diffusion of charge into the unbroken phase, and (iii) inelas-
tic collisions that convert this charge into left-handed fermionic charge, which (iv) is then
8Chiral Supermultiplets Spin-1/2 Spin-0 SU(3)C×SU(2)L× U(1)Y
quarks, squarks qi ≡ (uiL, diL) q˜i ≡ (u˜iL, d˜iL) (3, 2, 1/6)
u†i ≡ u†iR u˜∗i ≡ u˜∗iR (3¯, 1, −2/3)
d†i ≡ d†iR d˜∗i ≡ d˜∗iR (3¯, 1, 1/3)
leptons, sleptons `i ≡ (νiL, eiL) ˜`i ≡ (ν˜iL, e˜iL) (1, 2, −1/2)
e†i ≡ e†iR e˜∗i ≡ e˜∗iR (1, 1, 1)
Higgs, Higgsinos Hu ≡ (H+u , H0u) H˜u ≡ (H˜+u , H˜0u) (1, 2, 1/2)
Hd ≡ (H0d , H−d ) H˜d ≡ (H˜0d , H˜−d ) (1, 2, −1/2)
Singlet, Singlino† S S˜ (1, 1, 0)
Gauge Supermultiplets Spin-1/2 Spin-1 SU(3)C×SU(2)L× U(1)Y
U(1)Y Bino B˜ Bµ (1,1,0)
SU(2)L Wino W˜1,2,3 W
µ
1,2,3 (1,3,0)
SU(3)C gluino g˜ Gµ (8,1,0)
Table 2.1: The particles, with gauge quantum numbers, of the Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model. The Next-to-Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model also includes an
additional gauge singlet, denoted by †.
converted into baryon number by weak sphaleron transitions.
2.1 Electroweak phase transition
First and foremost, a strong, first-order phase transition is required for electroweak baryo-
genesis to work. When electroweak symmetry is broken at temperature T , the Higgs fields
acquire their vacuum expectation values:
〈H0u〉 = vu(T ) , 〈H0d〉 = vd(T ) . (2.1)
Furthermore, electroweak sphaleron transitions are no longer unsuppressed; a barrier of
height Esph = (const)× v(T ) rises between neighboring electroweak vacua, where
v(T ) =
√
|vu(T )|2 + |vd(T )|2 . (2.2)
Baryon-number-changing transitions between vacua must surmount this barrier by thermal
excitation; hence, the rate for electroweak sphaleron transitions is suppressed by a Boltz-
9mann factor [14]:
Γws ∝ e−Esph/T . (2.3)
This suppression is good news for EWB; electroweak sphalerons, if in equilibrium after the
phase transition, would wash out any baryon number previously created by EWB. Thus, we
require that Γws be less than the Hubble rate H; this is achieved if the electroweak phase
transition is “strongly” first-order, such that v(T )/T & 1 [15, 7, 9].
A first-order phase transition can occur in the MSSM [47]. The tree-level Higgs poten-
tial (including only neutral degrees of freedom) is
V0 = (M
2
Hu + |µ|2) |H0u|2 + (M2Hd + |µ|2) |H0d |2 (2.4)
− ( bH0uH0d + c.c. ) +
g21 + g
2
2
8
(|H0u|2 − |H0d |2)2 ,
where M2Hu,d and b are SUSY-breaking parameters, and µ is the Higgsino mass parame-
ter. We can eliminate these parameters using the minimization conditions for electroweak
symmetry breaking at T = 0 [52]:
M2Hu + |µ|2 = m2A cos2 β +
1
2
m2Z cos 2β (2.5a)
M2Hd + |µ|2 = m2A sin2 β −
1
2
m2Z cos 2β (2.5b)
b = m2A sin β cos β , (2.5c)
where mZ and mA are the Z and pseudoscalar Higgs boson masses at T = 0, and tan β ≡
vu/vd. Furthermore, we assume that tan β is approximately constant during and after the
electroweak phase transition. With this simplification, electroweak symmetry breaking
occurs along a fixed direction in H0u-H
0
d field space, defined by H
0
u = ϕ sin β and H
0
d =
ϕ cos β. The tree-level potential becomes
V0 = − 1
2
m2Z cos
2 2β ϕ2 +
g21 + g
2
2
8
cos2 2β ϕ4 . (2.6)
The origin at ϕ = 0 is unstable; the potential is minimized for m2Z = (g
2
1 + g
2
2)ϕ
2/2, as
expected.
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To study the nature of the electroweak phase transition, one computes the one-loop,
daisy-improved, finite-temperature potential. Following Ref. [9], this is given by
V = V0 +
∑
i
ni
64pi2
mi(ϕ)
4
[
log
(
mi(ϕ)
2
Q2
)
− 3
2
]
(2.7)
+
T 4
2pi2
( ∑
i∈bosons
ni JB(mi(ϕ)
2/T 2) +
∑
i∈fermions
ni JF (mi(ϕ)
2/T 2)
)
+
T
12pi
∑
i∈bosons
ni
[Mi(ϕ, T )3 −mi(ϕ)3 ]
wheremi(ϕ)2 is the field-dependent mass-squared for particle i, andMi(ϕ, T )2 ≡ mi(ϕ)2+
δm2i , where δm
2
i is the finite-temperature plasma mass for particle i, given below in Ta-
ble 2.2. The loop functions JB,F are
JB(m
2/T 2) ≡
∫ ∞
0
dx x2 log
[
1− exp
(
−
√
x2 +m2/T 2
) ]
= − pi
4
45
+
pi2
12
m2
T 2
− pi
6
(
m2
T 2
)3/2
+O
(
m4
T 4
)
(2.8)
JF (m
2/T 2) ≡
∫ ∞
0
dx x2 log
[
1 + exp
(
−
√
x2 +m2/T 2
) ]
=
7pi4
360
− pi
2m2
24T 2
+O
(
m4
T 4
)
, (2.9)
with ni counting the number of on-shell degrees of freedom (with an additional (–) for
fermions). Eqs. (2.8,2.9) follow from a high-temperature expansion.
Electroweak symmetry restoration occurs from the terms in JB,F proportional tom2i /T
2
in the high T expansion. As an example, consider the top quark contribution, for which
m2t (ϕ) = y
2
t sin
2 β ϕ2 nt = −12 . (2.10)
The top quark contributes to the potential the following term quadratic in ϕ
V ⊃ y
2
t
4
sin2 β T 2 ϕ2 . (2.11)
11
The complete set of terms of this type are
V ⊃ (sin2 β δm2Hu + cos2 β δm2Hd) ϕ2 ∝ T 2 ϕ2 , (2.12)
where δm2Hu,d denotes the plasma masses for Hu,d, listed in Table 2.2; they are proportional
to T 2 and depend on which degrees of freedom are active in the plasma. These terms
stabilize the origin and restore electroweak symmetry at sufficiently high T .
In order for buble nucleation to occur, there must be a critical temperature T where the
potential has two degenerate minima, one at ϕ = 0 and another at ϕ 6= 0, separated by a
barrier. The symmetric minimum at ϕ = 0 is stabilized by positive quadratic terms given
in Eq. (2.12); the potential is stabilized at large ϕ by quartic terms. Therefore, in order
to have another minimum at ϕ 6= 0, we need a negative cubic term. This is provided by
the daisy term, the last term in Eq. (2.7), which receives contributions from bosons. To
the extent that M2i ∝ ϕ2, these daisy terms will induce cubic terms in the potential. In
the MSSM, the right-handed top squark (“stop”) is the only phenomenologically viable
candidate to generate a large enough cubic term consistent with a strong first-order phase
transition [47]. If we neglect mixing with the left-handed stop, the field-dependent stop
mass is
M2
t˜R
(ϕ) = M2T +
(
y2t sin
2 β − 2
3
sin2 θW
g21 + g
2
2
2
cos 2β
)
ϕ2 + δm2
t˜R
, (2.13)
where θW is the weak mixing angle, M2T is the SUSY-breaking right-handed stop mass
parameter, and δm2
t˜R
is the RH stop plasma mass. This term gives rise to a cubic term in
V only if there is a delicate cancellation between the SUSY-breaking and plasma masses,
such that
M2T ≈ −δm2t˜R < 0 . (2.14)
Only if the ϕ2 term is exposed is a cubic term generated. It is required that M2T . 0. How-
ever, this parameter cannot be made arbitrarily negative without destabilizing the MSSM
scalar potential in the t˜R-direction, spontaneously breaking SU(3)C . Indeed, the latest
results indicate that a strong first-order phase transition in the MSSM is consistent with
12
experimental bounds only if (i) the zero-temperature right-handed stop mass is less than
approximately 125 GeV, (ii) the left-handed stop has mass in excess of 6.5 TeV, and (iii)
the zero-temperature electroweak vacuum is meta-stable (with lifetime to decay to the true,
color-breaking vacuum longer than the age of the universe) [46].
One popular and simple extension of the MSSM is the addition of a gauge singlet super
multiplet. This extension comes in several flavors, differing in which parameters in the
singlet sector are allowed or forbidden. We use the moniker NMSSM to refer to all of
them. As far as EWB is concerned, the NMSSM has a huge advantage over the MSSM in
that it is much easier to generate a strong first-order phase transition [49, 50, 51]. It is not
hard to see why. If we assume for simplicity that all three vevs 〈Hu〉, 〈Hd〉, 〈S〉 are real,
then by gauge invariance, the most general tree-level potential has the form
V0 = aϕ
2 + b ϕ4 + c ϕs + dϕ
2
s + e ϕ
3
s + f ϕ
4
s + g ϕs ϕ
2 + hϕ2s ϕ
2 , (2.15)
where ϕs = 〈S〉, ϕ is defined as above, and other parameters are functions of the various
Lagrangian parameters and β. Now, we can perform a shift ϕs → ϕs+ constant, such that
for ϕ = 0, V0 is minimized at ϕs = 0. This eliminates the linear c-term. Absorbing this
shift into a redefinition of the parameters, Eq. (2.15) becomes
V0 = aϕ
2 + b ϕ4 + dϕ2s + e ϕ
3
s + f ϕ
4
s + g ϕs ϕ
2 + hϕ2s ϕ
2 . (2.16)
The fact that electroweak symmetry is broken implies a < 0. The leading field-dependent,
finite-temperature corrections from the one-loop potential lead to contributions of the form
V1 ∝ δa T 2ϕ2 in the high-T limit, with dimensionless coefficient δa, restoring electroweak
symmetry. Now, let us assume that electroweak symmetry breaking occurs along a fixed
direction in the ϕ-ϕs plane, defined by ϕ = ρ cos θ and ϕs = ρ sin θ. We see that the
potential has the form:
V ⊃ [(δaT 2 − |a|) cos2 θ + d sin2 θ] ρ2 + [e sin3 θ + g cos2 θ sin θ] ρ3 (2.17)
+
[
b cos4 θ + f sin4 θ + h sin2 θ cos2 θ
]
ρ4 .
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At tree-level, there is a cubic term that may give rise to a first-order EWPT, without a
fine-tuned cancellation in the effective potential. This scenario does not require a light,
right-handed stop. In this work, we do not study the NMSSM in any detail; rather we use
it as motivation to consider a broader range of parameter space than may be viable in the
MSSM.
2.2 Particle masses, outside and inside the bubble
During the electroweak phase transition, most of the collision and diffusion dynamics take
place outside the bubble, where the charge densities are largest, in the phase of unbroken
electroweak symmetry. Therefore, when computing inelastic collision rates, we take the
degrees of freedom to be those listed in Table 2.1, with well-defined SU(3)C×SU(2)L×
U(1)Y quantum numbers. The particle masses are given by m20 = M
2 + δm2, the sum of
the renormalized mass parameters m20 in the Lagrangian, and the finite temperature plasma
masses δm2 [43]; the latter are given in Table 2.2.
For Higgs bosons, the story is more potentially more complicated. In order to find the
Higgs spectrum in the unbroken phase, one must compute the curvature of the one-loop
finite temperature potential at 〈Hu〉 = 〈Hd〉 = 0. Here, we approximate that the quadratic
terms in the potential are given by
V ⊃ (H+†u , H−d )
 m2u + |µ|2 + δmHu b
b m2d + |µ|2 + δmHd
 H+u
H−†d
 , (2.18)
and the same for (H0u, H
0†
d ) but with b → −b. This is the tree-level potential, but we
have included by hand the finite temperature corrections that restore electroweak symmetry,
denoted by δm2Hu,d . These corrections, valid in the high T limit, are given in Tab. 2.2.
Again, we use the minimization conditions at T = 0 to eliminate the parameters in the
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Species δm2SM/T
2 (A) δm2SUSY/T
2 (B) δm2SUSY/T
2 (C)
qL
1
6
g23 +
3
32
g22 +
1
288
g21 +
1
16
y2t +
1
16
y2b +
1
16
y2t +
1
16
y2b
tR
1
6
g23 +
1
18
g21 +
1
8
y2t +
1
18
g21
bR
1
6
g23 +
1
72
g21 +
1
8
y2b +
1
72
g21
`L
3
32
g22 +
1
32
g21 +
1
16
y2τ +
1
16
y2τ
τR
1
8
g21 +
1
8
y2τ +
1
8
g21
H˜u
3
16
g22 +
1
16
g21 +
3
16
y2t
H˜d
3
16
g22 +
1
16
g21 +
3
16
y2b +
1
16
y2τ
W˜ 3
8
g22
B˜ 5
12
g22 +
2
12
g22
t˜R
4
9
g23 +
1
3
g21 +
1
3
y2t −19g21
b˜R
4
9
g23 +
1
18
g21 +
1
3
y2b
τ˜R
1
2
g21 +
1
3
y2τ
Hu
3
16
g22 +
1
16
g21 +
1
4
y2t +
3
16
g22 − 148g21 + 14y2t + 112g21
Hd
3
16
g22 +
1
16
g21 +
1
4
y2b +
1
12
y2τ +
3
16
g22 +
7
48
g21 − 112g21 + 14y2b + 112y2τ
Table 2.2: Thermal masses δm2 for active particles in the plasma during the electroweak
phase transition. The different contributions arise from thermal loops involving: (A) SM
fermions and gauge bosons only; (B) Higgsinos, Winos, Binos, and RH stops; and (C) RH
sbottoms and RH staus.
mass matrix,
m2u + |µ|2 = m2A cos2 β +
1
2
m2Z cos 2β ' −
1
2
m2Z (2.19a)
m2d + |µ|2 = m2A sin2 β −
1
2
m2Z cos 2β ' m2A +
1
2
m2Z (2.19b)
b = m2A sin β0 cos β ' 0 , (2.19c)
where the approximations follow assuming tan β À 1. Therefore, in this limit, the Higgs
boson mass matrix (2.18) is diagonal, with eigenvalues
m2Hu = −
1
2
m2Z + δm
2
Hu (2.20a)
m2Hd = m
2
A +
1
2
m2Z + δm
2
Hd
. (2.20b)
These are the Higgs boson masses during the electroweak phase transition. We note (i)
if mA ∼ O(100 GeV), then Hd is also light, and (ii) for sufficiently small T , we have
m2Hu < 0, corresponding to the destabilization of the symmetric minimum.
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Inside the bubble, within the broken phase, the spacetime-dependent Higgs field leads to
spacetime-dependent mass terms that mix supersymmetric particles with different SU(2)L×
U(1)Y quantum numbers. This effect is what is responsible for charge generation within the
bubble wall: the so-called “CP-violating sources.” For example, the mass term for charged
Higgsinos and Winos is
L ⊃ −
(
W˜−, H˜−d
) M2 g2 vu(x)
g2 vd(x) µ
  W˜+
H˜+u
 + h.c. (2.21)
where W˜±, H˜±u,d are two component spinors. In addition, the spacetime-dependent Higgs
vevs are vu,d(x) ≡ 〈H0u,d〉, and the gauge couplings are gi, for i = 1, 2, 3. The coefficients
M2 and µ are the Wino and Higgsino mass parameters, which in general are complex-
valued. Now, we perform the phase redefinitions: W˜− → e−i arg(M2) W˜− and H˜−d →
e−i arg(µ) H˜−d . After this redefinition, we can express this mass term as
L ⊃ − |M2| Ψ¯W˜+ΨW˜+ − |µ| Ψ¯H˜+ΨH˜+ (2.22)
− g2 Ψ¯H˜+
(
vu(x)PL + e
iφ2 vd(x)PR
)
ΨW˜+ + h.c. ,
where we have defined the four-component Dirac fermions
ΨW˜+ =
 W˜+
W˜−†
 ΨH˜+ =
 H˜+u
H˜−†d
 , (2.23)
and CP-violating phase φ2 ≡ arg(µM2 b∗). (Note: the phase of b is implicitly hiding
in Eq. (2.22); we have chosen it to vanish though our convention that the vevs vu,d are
real.) Similar results apply for the neutral Higgsino, Bino, and Wino; the total spacetime-
dependent mass terms are
LM = − g2 Ψ¯H˜+
(
vu(x)PL + e
iφ2 vd(x)PR
)
ΨW˜+ (2.24)
− g2√
2
Ψ¯H˜0
(
vu(x)PL + e
iφ2 vd(x)PR
)
ΨW˜ 0
− g1√
2
Ψ¯H˜0
(
vu(x)PL + e
iφ1 vd(x)PR
)
ΨB˜0 + h.c.
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with Bino CP-violating phase φ1 ≡ arg(µM1 b∗), with M1 the Bino mass parameter. defin-
ing the four-component spinors
ΨB˜0 =
 B˜0
B˜0†
 , ΨW˜ 0 =
 W˜ 0
W˜ 0†
 , ΨH˜0 =
 −H˜0u
H˜0†d
 . (2.25)
In Eq. (2.24), we see how the CP-violating phases and Higgs vevs couple together.
Clearly, within the bubble it is no longer appropriate to regard ΨW˜+ and ΨH˜+ as the true
degrees of freedom in the plasma; they mix. In this work, we avoid this difficulty by
treating the vev-dependent terms in Eq. (2.22) perturbatively, following Refs. [31, 22]; this
approximation is valid sufficiently close to the bubble wall, where the vevs are small. More
sophisticated treatments, involving a spacetime-dependent diagonalization of the full vev-
dependent mass matrix, have been pursued in Refs. [32, 33, 34].
2.3 MSSM Interactions
Inelastic interactions are of utmost importance for electroweak baryogenesis. Charge den-
sity, initially created for a supersymmetric species, must be converted into left-handed
quark or lepton charge density in order to bias baryon number generation via electroweak
sphalerons. How effective this conversion is depends crucially upon which interactions are
in chemical equilibrium during the phase transition.
Two classes of interactions are relevant: gaugino interactions and Yukawa interactions.
Gaugino interactions, the supersymmetric variant of SM gauge interactions, are processes
that convert SM particles into their supersymmetric partners via the absorption or decay of
gluinos, Winos, and Binos. They lead to interaction coefficients, generically denoted ΓV˜ ,
which tend to equilibrate the chemical potentials for particles and their superpartners. All
previous studies have assumed the limit ΓV˜ → ∞, which leads to superequilibrium. In
Chapter 4, we examine under what conditions this assumption is true or false.
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We list the gaugino interaction terms: for Higgs bosons and Higgsinos, we have
LV˜ ⊃−
g1√
2
[
Ψ¯H˜+(H
−∗
d PL + e
iφµH+u PR)ΨB˜ + Ψ¯H˜0(H
0∗
d PL − eiφµH0u PR)ΨB˜
]
− g2√
2
[
Ψ¯H˜+(−H−∗d PL + eiφµH+u PR)ΨW˜ 0 + Ψ¯H˜0(H0∗d PL + eiφµH0u PR)ΨW˜ 0
]
− g2
[
Ψ¯H˜+(H
0∗
d PL + e
iφµH0u PR)ΨW˜+ + Ψ¯W˜+(H
−∗
d PL − eiφµH+u PR)ΨCH˜0
]
+ h.c. ; (2.26a)
for quarks and quarks, we have
LV˜ ⊃−
g2√
2
[
u˜i∗L Ψ¯W˜ 0 PL u
i
L − d˜i∗L Ψ¯W˜ 0 PL diL
]
(2.26b)
− g1
3
√
2
[
u˜i∗L Ψ¯B˜ PL u
i
L + d˜
i∗
L Ψ¯B˜ PL d
i
L
]
− g3
√
2
[
u˜i∗L λ
aΨ¯a
G˜
PL u
i
L + d˜
i∗
L λ
a Ψ¯a
G˜
PL d
i
L
]
− g2 d˜i∗L Ψ¯W˜+ PL uiL − g2 u˜i∗L Ψ¯CW˜+ PL diL
− g3
√
2
[
u˜iR λ¯
au¯iRPLΨ
a
G˜
+ d˜iR λ¯
ad¯iRPLΨ
a
G˜
]
+
2
√
2
3
g1
[
u˜iR u¯
i
R PL ΨB˜
]− √2
3
g1
[
d˜iR d¯
i
R PL ΨB˜
]
+ h.c. ;
and for leptons and sleptons, we have
LV˜ ⊃−
g2√
2
[
ν˜i∗L Ψ¯W˜ 0 PL ν
i
L − e˜i∗L Ψ¯W˜ 0 PL eiL
]
(2.26c)
+
g1√
2
[
ν˜i∗L Ψ¯B˜ PL ν
i
L + e˜
i∗
L Ψ¯B˜ PL e
i
L
]
− g2 e˜j∗L Ψ¯W˜+ PL νiL − g2 ν˜i∗L Ψ¯CW˜+ PL e
j
L
−
√
2 g1
[
e˜iR e¯
i
R PL ΨB˜
]
+ h.c. .
Here, the index i = 1, 2, 3 labels generation. Color indeces have been suppressed; the
matrices λa (λ¯a) are the SU(3)C generators in the 3 (3¯) representation, normalized such
that Tr[λaλb] = δab/2. Furthermore, we have neglected flavor-violation altogether. As-
suming that the CKM matrix is the only source of flavor-mixing, we can neglect Cabibbo-
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suppressed interactions; they will be too slow compared to the dynamical time scales of
EWB.
Next, we consider Yukawa interactions, here defined as all interactions mediated by
third generation Yukawa couplings yt,b,τ . Until recently, it had been assumed that only top
Yukawa interactions are relevant for EWB dynamics. This assumption is false; both bottom
and tau Yukawa interactions can also be important, drastically affecting the conversion of
charge density into left-handed quarks and leptons [24]. The third generation Yukawa
interactions are
Ly = yt
(
µ∗H−†d − AtH+u
)
b˜L t˜
†
R + yt
(
µ∗H0†d + AtH
0
u
)
b˜L t˜
†
R (2.27)
+ yb
(
µ∗H+†u + AbH
−
d
)
t˜L b˜
†
R + yb
(
µ∗H+†u − AbH0d
)
b˜L b˜
†
R
+ yτ
(
µ∗H+†u + Aτ H
−
d
)
ν˜τL τ˜
†
R + yτ
(
µ∗H+†u − AbH0d
)
τ˜L τ˜
†
R
+ ytH
+
u t¯R PL bL − ytH0u t¯R PL tL
+ ybH
−
d b¯R PL tL − ybH0d b¯R PL bL
+ yτ H
+
d τ¯R PL ν
τ
L − yτ H0d τ¯R PL τL
+ yt t˜
†
R Ψ¯
C
H˜0
PL tL + yt t˜
†
R Ψ¯
C
H˜+
PL bL
+ yb b˜
†
R Ψ¯H˜+ PL tL − yb b˜†R Ψ¯H˜0 PL bL
+ yτ τ˜
†
R Ψ¯H˜+ PL ν
τ
L + yτ τ˜
†
R Ψ¯H˜0 PL τL
+ yt t˜L t¯R PLΨH˜0 + yt b˜L t¯R PLΨH˜+
+ yb t˜L b¯R PLΨ
C
H˜+
− yb b˜L b¯R PLΨCH˜0
+ yτ ν˜
τ
L τ¯R PLΨ
C
H˜+
− yτ τ˜L τ¯R PLΨCH˜0 + h.c.
with SUSY-breaking parameters At,b,τ . These interactions lead to top, bottom, and tau
Yukawa interaction rates, generically denoted Γyt, Γyb, and Γyτ , respectively. In Chapter 4,
we will compute these gaugino and Yukawa rates explicitly.
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Chapter 3
Charge Transport Dynamics
The dynamics of the plasma during the electroweak phase transition are governed by a
system of Boltzmann equations. These equations describe how charge density of a given
species (i) is generated through CP-violating scattering with the expanding bubble wall,
(ii) diffuses into the phase of unbroken electroweak symmetry, and (iii) reaches chemical
equilibrium through interactions with other species in the plasma. Some fraction of the
charge density generated by the wall is converted into left-handed fermion density nL,
which in turn biases the creation of baryon number via electroweak sphaleron processes.
In this section, we will identify these Boltzmann equations and compute the collision terms
therein.
3.1 Preliminaries
The Boltzman equations leading to EWB have been derived using the closed-time-path
(CTP) formulation of non-equilibrium quantum field theory [25]. This formalism is sum-
marized in the Appendix. We note that for the pupose of computing thermally-averaged
collision rates, the CTP approach offers little over the usual semi-classical treatment (e.g.,
[36]); however, it is essential in computing scattering rates of particles with the background
Higgs field of the expanding bubble. Ultimately, we arrive at a system of equations of the
form
∂µ j
µ
i = −
T 2
6
∑
X
ΓX
(
µi + µj + ...− µk − µ` − ...
)
+ SCPupslopei (3.1)
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where jµi is the charge current density of the species i. The density j
µ
i , induced by CP-
violating source SCPupslopei , is coupled to other species via coefficients ΓX that describe the rate
for a process i + j + ... ↔ k + ` + ... to occur. (We have explicitly factored T 2/6 out of
ΓX , for reasons that will become clear below.) The chemical potentials are denoted by µi.
Chemical equilibrium, when
µi + µj + ...− µk − µ` − ... = 0 , (3.2)
is maintained when when the interaction rate ΓX is sufficiently large.
Let us first consider the LHS of Eq. (3.1). First, we assume a planar bubble wall profile,
so that all charge densities are functions only of z ≡ vwX0+X3, the displacement from the
moving bubble wall in its rest frame (where vw is the velocity of the bubble wall, and Xµ
is the plasma-frame coordinate). Second, we apply Fick’s law [26, 27, 28, 16, 29], which
allows us to replace j i → −Di∇ni on the LHS of Eq. (3.1), with charge density ni ≡ j 0i .
The diffusion constant Di is the mean free path of particle i in the plasma. In all, the LHS
of Eq. (3.1) becomes
∂µ j
µ
i = vw n
′
i −Di n′′i . (3.3)
We have neglected Hubble expansion in our Boltzmann equations; the Hubble time scale
H−1 ∼Mpl/T 2 is much much longer than all dynamical time scales relevant for EWB.
Next, we turn to the RHS of Eq. (3.1). The chemical potentials are related to their
corresponding charge densities by
ni =
T 2
6
ki µi +O
(µi
T
)3
, (3.4)
where we have performed an expansion assuming µi/T ¿ 1. The statistical weight ki is
defined by
ki = gi
6
pi2
∫ ∞
mi/T
dx x
ex
(ex ± 1)2
√
x2 −m2i /T 2 , (3.5)
in which gi counts the number of internal degrees of freedom, the + (−) sign is taken for
fermions (bosons), and the mass of the ith particle mi is taken to be the effective mass at
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temperature T . For reference, chiral fermions have ki(0) = 1, while Dirac fermions and
complex scalars have ki(0) = 2. In our analysis to follow, these k-factors are ubiquitous.
They essentially count the effective number of degrees of freedom for a given species in
the plasma, i.e., the true number of degrees of freedom, weighted by a Boltzmann factor.
While in principle there is an interaction coefficient ΓX for every interaction in the
supersymmetric Lagrangian, we can determine which ones need to be taken into account
for the EWB computation by considering the relevant time scales. After a time t, charge
densities created at the bubble wall will have diffused on average by a distance ddiff =
√
D¯ t
(with the effective diffusion constant D¯ to be defined below). At the same time, the moving
bubble wall advances a distance dwall = vw t. The diffusion time scale, defined by ddiff =
dwall, gives the time that it takes for charge, having been created at the bubble wall and
having diffused into the unbroken phase, to be recaptured by the advancing bubble wall
and be quenched through CP-conserving scattering within the phase of broken electroweak
symmetry. This time scale is
τdiff ≡ D¯/v2w . (3.6)
Numerically, we have τdiff ∼ 104/T (shown later). To this, we compare τX ≡ Γ−1X , the
interaction time scale. If τX À τdiff , then the process i + j + ...↔ k + ` + ... is slow and
ΓX may be neglected from the Boltzmann equations. Physically speaking, charge density
is recaptured by the advancing bubble wall before conversion processes can occur. On the
other hand, if τX ¿ τdiff , then these interactions are rapidly occuring as the charge density
is diffusing ahead of the advancing wall, leading to chemical equilibrium (3.2). Expressed
in terms of charge densities, the chemical equilibrium condition is
ni
ki
+
nj
kj
+ ... − nk
kk
− n`
k`
− ... = 0 . (3.7)
In this case, the interaction ΓX must be included in the Boltzmann equations.
A similar argument tells us how we expect deviations from Eq. (3.7) to arise. Suppose
that species i is produced from the expanding bubble wall at z = 0. On distance scales
|z| .
√
D¯ τX , close to the bubble wall, Eq. (3.7) will break down: particles i have not had
enough time to interact via ΓX .
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Finally, we see that the Boltzmann equations are a system of coupled, second order,
ordinary differential equations for the set of charge densities ni(z). Ultimately, it is the
total left-handed fermionic charge density
nL ≡
3∑
i=1
(
nuiL + ndiL + nνiL + n`iL
)
(3.8)
that biases weak sphaleron transitions, thereby determining nB/s.
3.2 Boltzmann equations in the MSSM
Hypercharge Y and the third component of weak isospin T 3 are conserved in the phase of
unbroken electroweak symmetry, but not in the broken phase. Both charges, generated in
the broken phase within the bubble wall, diffuse into the unbroken phase where they are
conserved. (Of course, no electromagnetic charge is generated, since it is conserved in both
phases.)
We now show that it is the hypercharge densities, carried by various species in the
plasma, rather than the T 3 charge densities, which are relevant for the EWB computa-
tion. To see how this works, let us consider how this works for a subset of the Boltzmann
equations. The hypercharge density carried by third generation LH quarks tL and bL is pro-
portional to the isoscalar density (tL + bL); the T 3 charge density is given by the isovector
density (tL − bL). (We adopt the notation, e.g., tµL ≡ jµtL and tL ≡ ntL .) The Boltzmann
equations for these species are
∂µ t
µ
L = −Γ
[
tL, bL,W
+
] ( tL
ktL
− bL
kbL
− W
+
kW+
)
+ ... (3.9a)
∂µ b
µ
L = Γ
[
tL, bL,W
+
] ( tL
ktL
− bL
kbL
− W
+
kW+
)
+ ... (3.9b)
where on the RHS we have isolated only the collision term for the scattering process
tL g ↔ bLW+ (g is a gluon), with interaction rate Γ [tL, bL,W+] that is presumably fast
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compared to τdiff . Now, we take the sum and difference of Eqs. (3.9):
∂µ (tL + bL)
µ = 0 + ... (3.10a)
∂µ (tL − bL)µ = − 2 Γ
[
tL, bL,W
+
] (tL − bL
kqL
− W
+
kW+
)
+ ... (3.10b)
where kqL ≡ ktL = kbL (valid in the unbroken phase since mtL = mbL). Therefore,
we have shown that the isoscalar density (tL + bL) decouples from the isovector densities
(tL − bL) and W+, modulo weak isospin violation within the bubble wall. Although this
is just one simple example, this idea is true in general: isoscalar and isovector densities
decouple [35]. Since baryon number generation through weak sphalerons is biased by nL,
an isoscalar density, we only need to consider isoscalar densities. In other words, we only
need to keep track of the hypercharge carried in various species in the plasma, not the T 3
charge density.
Hypercharge is carried by the following isoscalar densities: left-handed quarks qi ≡
(uiL + diL), right-handed quarks ui ≡ uiR and di ≡ diR, left-handed leptons `i ≡ (νiL +
eiL), and right-handed leptons ei ≡ eiR, where i = 1, 2, 3 labels generation. In addition,
hypercharge can be carried by Higgs boson and Higgsino charge densities, respectively:
Hi ≡ (H+i + H0i ) and H˜ ≡ (H˜+ + H˜0). This last point may seem confusing, since
it is known that neutral Higgs bosons H0i and Higgsinos H˜
0 decompose into real scalars
and Majorana fermions, which can carry no charge. This is statement is only true after
electroweak symmetry breaking has occured. In the unbroken phase, the neutral Higgs
boson is a complex scalar, while the neutral Higgsino is a Dirac fermion. Both species can
carry charge — which makes sense since both are charged under hypercharge, an unbroken
symmetry in the unbroken phase.
We now present the full of set of Boltzmann equations in all their glory for the weak
isoscalar charge densities relevant for EWB. First, we give the equations; then we discuss
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their ingredients. The Boltzmann equations for left-handed quarks are
∂µq
µ
3 = −ΓM [u3, q3]
(
q3
kq3
− u3
ku3
)
− ΓM [d3, q3]
(
q3
kq3
− d3
kd3
)
(3.11a)
−ΓV˜ [q3, q˜3]
(
q3
kq3
− q˜3
kq˜3
)
− 2 ΓssN5
−Γyt[u3, q3, Hu]
(
q3
kq3
− u3
ku3
+
Hu
kHu
)
− Γyb[d3, q3, H2]
(
q3
kq3
− d3
kd3
− H2
kH2
)
−Γyt[u˜3, q3, H˜]
(
q3
kq3
− u˜3
ku˜3
+
H˜
kH˜
)
− Γyb[d˜3, q3, H˜]
(
q3
kq3
− d˜3
kd˜3
− H˜
kH˜
)
∂µq˜
µ
3 = −ΓM [u˜3, q˜3]
(
q˜3
kq˜3
− u˜3
ku˜3
)
− ΓM [d˜3, q˜3]
(
q˜3
kq˜3
− d˜3
kd˜3
)
(3.11b)
−Γyt[u˜3, q˜3, Hu]
(
q˜3
kq˜3
− u˜3
ku˜3
+
Hu
kHu
)
− Γyb[d˜3, q˜3, Hd]
(
q˜3
kq˜3
− d˜3
kd˜3
− Hd
kHd
)
−Γyt[u3, q˜3, H˜]
(
q˜3
kq˜3
− u3
ku3
+
H˜
kH˜
)
− Γyb[d3, q˜3, H˜]
(
q˜3
kq˜3
− d3
kd3
− H˜
kH˜
)
+ΓV˜ [q3, q˜3]
(
q3
kq3
− q˜3
kq˜3
)
− SCPupslope
t˜
+ SCPupslope
b˜
∂µq
µ
i = −ΓV˜ [q3, q˜3]
(
q3
kq3
− q˜3
kq˜3
)
− 2 ΓssN5 (3.11c)
∂µq˜
µ
i = ΓV˜ [q3, q˜3]
(
q3
kq3
− q˜3
kq˜3
)
. (3.11d)
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For right-handed up-type quarks, we have
∂µu
µ
3 = ΓM [u3, q3]
(
q3
kq3
− u3
ku3
)
− ΓV˜ [u3, u˜3]
(
u3
ku3
− u˜3
ku˜3
)
(3.12a)
+Γyt[u3, q3, Hu]
(
q3
kq3
− u3
ku3
+
Hu
kHu
)
+Γyt[u3, q˜3, H˜]
(
q˜3
kq˜3
− u3
ku3
+
H˜
kH˜
)
+ ΓssN5
∂µu˜
µ
3 = ΓM [u˜3, q˜3]
(
q˜3
kq˜3
− u˜3
ku˜3
)
+ ΓV˜ [u3, u˜3]
(
u3
ku3
− u˜3
ku˜3
)
(3.12b)
Γyt[u˜3, q˜3, Hu]
(
q˜3
kq˜3
− u˜3
ku˜3
+
Hu
kHu
)
(3.12c)
+Γyt[u˜3, q3, H˜]
(
q3
kq3
− u˜3
ku˜3
+
H˜
kH˜
)
+ SCPupslope
t˜
For right-handed down-type quarks, we have
∂µd
µ
3 = ΓM [d3, q3]
(
q3
kq3
− d3
kd3
)
− ΓV˜ [d3, d˜3]
(
d3
kd3
− d˜3
kd˜3
)
(3.13a)
+Γyb[d3, q3, Hd]
(
q3
kq3
− d3
kd3
+
Hd
kHd
)
+Γyb[d3, q˜3, H˜]
(
q˜3
kq˜3
− d3
kd3
− H˜
kH˜
)
+ ΓssN5
∂µd˜
µ
3 = ΓM [d˜3, q˜3]
(
q˜3
kq˜3
− d˜3
kd˜3
)
+ ΓV˜ [d3, d˜3]
(
d3
kd3
− d˜3
kd˜3
)
(3.13b)
+Γyb[d˜3, q˜3, Hd]
(
q˜3
kq˜3
− d˜3
kd˜3
+
Hd
kHd
)
+Γyb[d˜3, q3, H˜]
(
q3
kq3
− d˜3
kd˜3
− H˜
kH˜
)
− SCPupslope
b˜
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Next, the Boltzmann equations for left-handed leptons are
∂µ`
µ
3 = −ΓM [e3, `3]
(
`3
k`3
− e3
ke3
)
− ΓV˜ [`3, ˜`3]
(
`3
k`3
−
˜`
3
k˜`
3
)
(3.14a)
−Γyτ [e3, `3, Hd]
(
`3
k`3
− e3
ke3
+
Hd
kHd
)
−Γyτ [e˜3, `3, H˜]
(
`3
k`3
− e˜3
ke˜3
− H˜
kH˜
)
∂µ˜`µ3 = −ΓM [e˜3, ˜`3]
( ˜`
3
k˜`
3
− e˜3
ke˜3
)
+ ΓV˜ [`3,
˜`
3]
(
`3
k`3
−
˜`
3
k˜`
3
)
(3.14b)
−Γyτ [e˜3, ˜`3, Hd] ( ˜`3
k˜`
3
− e˜3
ke˜3
+
Hd
kHd
)
−Γyτ [e˜3, `3, H˜]
( ˜`
3
k˜`
3
− e3
ke3
− H˜
kH˜
)
+ SCPupslopeτ˜
∂µ`
µ
i = 0 , i = 1, 2
∂µ˜`µi = 0 , i = 1, 2 (3.14c)
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For right-handed leptons we have
∂µe
µ
3 = ΓM [e3, `3]
(
`3
k`3
− e3
ke3
)
− ΓV˜ [e3, e˜3]
(
e3
ke3
− e˜3
ke˜3
)
(3.15a)
+Γyτ [e3, `3, Hd]
(
`3
k`3
− e3
ke3
+
Hd
kHd
)
+Γyτ [e˜3, `3, H˜]
(
`3
k`3
− e˜3
ke˜3
− H˜
kH˜
)
∂µe˜
µ
3 = ΓM [e˜3,
˜`
3]
( ˜`
3
k˜`
3
− e˜3
ke˜3
)
+ ΓV˜ [e3, e˜3]
(
e3
ke3
− e˜3
ke˜3
)
(3.15b)
+Γyτ [e˜3, ˜`3, Hd] ( ˜`3
k˜`
3
− e˜3
ke˜3
+
Hd
kHd
)
+Γyτ [e˜3, `3, H˜]
( ˜`
3
k˜`
3
− e3
ke3
− H˜
kH˜
)
− SCPupslopeτ˜
∂µe
µ
i = 0 , i = 1, 2 (3.15c)
∂µe˜
µ
i = 0 , i = 1, 2 (3.15d)
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Lastly, the Boltzmann equations for Higgs and Higgsino densities are
∂µH
µ
i = −Γyt[u3, q3, Hi]
(
q3
kq3
− u3
ku3
+
Hi
kHi
)
− Γyt[u˜3, q˜3, Hi]
(
q˜3
kq˜3
− u˜3
ku˜3
+
Hi
kHi
)
+Γyb[d3, q3, Hi]
(
q3
kq3
− d3
kd3
− Hi
kHi
)
+ Γyb[d˜3, q˜3, Hi]
(
q˜3
kq˜3
− d˜3
kd˜3
− Hi
kHi
)
+Γyτ [e3, `3, Hi]
(
`3
k`3
− e3
ke3
− Hi
kHi
)
+ Γyτ [e˜3, ˜`3, Hi] ( ˜`3
k˜`
3
− e˜3
ke˜3
− Hi
kHi
)
−ΓV˜ [Hi, H˜]
(
Hi
kHi
− H˜
kH˜
)
− ΓM [Hi]
(
Hi
kHi
)
± SCPupslopeHi , i = u, d
(3.16a)
∂µH˜
µ = −Γyt[u˜3, q3, H˜]
(
q3
kq3
− u˜3
ku˜3
+
H˜
kH˜
)
− Γyt[u3, q˜3, H˜]
(
q˜3
kq˜3
− u3
ku3
+
H˜
kH˜
)
+Γyb[d˜3, q3, H˜]
(
q3
kq3
− d˜3
kd˜3
− H˜
kH˜
)
+ Γyb[d3, q˜3, H˜]
(
q˜3
kq˜3
− d3
kd3
− H˜
kH˜
)
+Γyτ [e˜3, `3, H˜]
(
`3
k`3
− e˜3
ke3
− H˜
kH˜
)
+ Γyτ [e3, ˜`3, H˜] ( ˜`3
k˜`
3
− e3
ke3
− H˜
kH˜
)
+
∑
i=1,2
ΓV˜ [Hi, H˜]
(
Hi
kHi
− H˜
kH˜
)
− ΓM [H˜]
(
H˜
kH˜
)
+ SCPupslope
H˜
(3.16b)
In order to facilitate a comparison with results appearing previously in the literature, we
give the values for the statistical weight factors in the massless limit: kq = kq˜/2 = 12,
kuR = kdR = ku˜R/2 = kd˜R/2 = 6, kHu = kHd = 4, and kH˜ = 8.
The general notation is that interaction rates are given by ΓX [...], where X denotes the
type of interaction, while the [...] denotes the participating particles, the masses of which
determine the interaction rate. The quantities in parentheses, which multiply each interac-
tion rate, are the linear combination chemical potentials (3.7) that vanish when chemical
equilibrium is reached.
There are several different types of collision terms that appear on the RHS of these
Boltzmann equations (we have included only those that are fast compared to τdiff). First,
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Figure 3.1: Examples of gaugino interactions that lead to superequilibrium: (a) absorp-
tion/decay, (b) and scattering, via an additional gluon.
there are the interactions of particles with the background Higgs field of the expanding bub-
ble. These interactions come in two classes: (1) the CP-violating sources SCPupslopei responsible
for the generation of hypercharge, and (2) CP-conserving wash-out processes (denoted by
ΓM ) that quenches hypercharge density within the broken phase [22].
Second, there are strong sphaleron processes [19]. These are non-perturbative chirality-
flipping processes
∑
i uiLdiL ↔
∑
i uiRdiR that tend to wash out a asymmetry between
left- and right-handed quarks. In other words, this interaction causes the combination of
chemical potentials
3∑
i=1
(
µuiL + µdiL − µuiR − µdiR
)
(3.17)
to relax to zero (thus reaching chemical equilibrium). This interaction has been included in
the quark Boltzmann equations above through the term
ΓssN5 , (3.18)
where
N5 ≡
3∑
i=1
(
2 qi
kqi
− ui
kui
− di
kdi
)
. (3.19)
The rate for strong sphaleron transitions is given by
Γss = 16κs α
4
s T (3.20)
with κs ' 1 [42].
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Figure 3.2: Examples of bottom and tau interactions: (a) absorption/decay, (b) and scatter-
ing, via an additional gauge boson, and (c) F -term-induced four-scalar scattering.
Third, there are gaugino interactions, denoted ΓV˜ , that lead to chemical equilibrium be-
tween particles and their superpartners — a condition we call superequilibrium. In Fig. 3.1,
we show examples of gaugino interactions that lead to superequilibrium for left-handed
quarks and squarks. The dominant process involves decay and inverse-decay of the gluino
g˜ (a); however, if the masses of the squark, quark, gluino are such that decay is kinemat-
ically forbidden, scattering processes (b) can still lead to chemical equilibration. Other
gauginos (the Bino B˜ and Wino W˜ ) contribute similarly. Gaugino interactions only lead to
superequilibrium if the gauginos are sufficiently light.
Lastly, and most importantly for this thesis, we have the Yukawa interactions. We
include third generation Yukawa couplings only. These interaction rates are generically de-
noted by Γyi, where i = t, b, τ denotes the corresponding Yukawa coupling (yt, yb, yτ ) that
enters into the rate. In Fig. 3.2, we show examples of interactions mediated by third gen-
eration Yukawa couplings. The dominant processes are absorption and decay (a); however,
scattering processes (b), through an additional gauge boson, can be the leading contribution
when decay is kinematically forbidden. There are many supersymmetric permutations of
the Yukawa interaction, each one leading to a different chemical equilibration. For exam-
ple, we list all six supersymmetric variants of the top Yukawa interaction, along with the
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corresponding chemical equilibrium condition if that rate is fast:
u3 ↔ q3 Hu,d µq3 ± µHu,d − µu3 = 0
u˜3 ↔ q3 H˜ µq3 + µH˜ − µu˜3 = 0 (3.21)
u˜3 ↔ q˜3 Hu,d µq˜3 ± µHu,d − µu˜3 = 0
u3 ↔ q˜3 H˜ µq˜3 + µH˜ − µu3 = 0
Similar expressions apply for bottom and tau Yukawa interactions.
To conclude, let us make two important points. First, the standard lore [20] was, until
recently [24], that only top Yukawa interactions were fast compared to τdiff ; this is not
necessarily true. As we discuss later, bottom and tau Yukawa interactions are also fast in
large, reasonable regions of parameter space, and their inclusion has a dramatic impact
upon the final computation of the baryon asymmetry.
Second, although it appears that we have specialized our Boltzmann equations to the
MSSM, these equations apply to the NMSSM as well. Recall, we argued that only hy-
percharge densities are relevant for the computation of the BAU. Additional degrees of
freedom that do not carry hypercharge, such as the singlet in the NMSSM, do not lead to
additional Boltzmann equations. Their effect is entirely contained in the various interaction
rates and CP-violating sources that enter therein.
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Chapter 4
Collisions in the Plasma
Inelastic collisions in the plasma are an essential, but often underappreciated, ingredient in
the story of electroweak baryogenesis. Since the CP-violation that drives EWB is contained
SUSY sector, it is the job of collisions to convert this CP-asymmetry into the left-handed
fermion charge density nL that biases electroweak sphalerons into generating the baryon
asymmetry. With so many different collision rates entering into the Boltzmann equations,
one might expect that nL depends very sensitively upon the detailed competition between
these various interactions. This is not the case. To a good approximation, a given inter-
action rate is either on or off, depending on whether it is fast or slow compared to τdiff .
If interactions are fast, the resulting densities are determined solely by the corresponding
chemical equilibrium conditions, not by how fast each interaction is in comparison to one
another.
In this chapter, we will compute the Yukawa and gaugino interaction rates that enter
into system of Boltzmann equations (3.11a-3.16b). We will compare them to the diffusion
time scale to see under what conditions they lead to chemical equilibration.
4.1 Thermally-averaged absorption/decay rates
The leading contribution to Yukawa and gaugino interactions comes from absorption and
decay of particles in the plasma. In this section, we will develop the building blocks so
that we may compute these interaction rates. The Yukawa and gaugino interactions, given
in Eqs. (2.26-2.27), fall into two general classes: (i) tri-scalar interactions and (ii) scalar-
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fermion-fermion interactions. (Common usage of “Yukawa” refers to all interactions of
the latter type; here, we use “Yukawa” to refer to interactions proportional to the Yukawa
couplings.)
First, we consider the following tri-scalar interaction with three complex scalars
Lint = a φ1 φ†2 φ†3 + h.c. (4.1)
Our computation of the corresponding thermally-averaged decay rate follows from the
Closed-Time-Path formalism described in the Appendix. From Eq. (A.37), the Boltzmann
equation for jµ1 (X), the current density for φ1, is
∂µ j
µ
1 (X) =
∫
d3z
∫ X0
−∞
dz0
[
Σ>(X, z)G<1 (z,X)−G>1 (X, z) Σ<(z,X) (4.2)
+Σ<(X, z)G>1 (z,X)−G<1 (X, z) Σ>(z,X)
]
,
where G>,<1 (x, y) are CTP Green’s functions for φ1, and the self-energy for this tri-scalar
interaction is
Σλ(x, y) = − |a|2 Gλ2(x, y)Gλ3(x, y) , (4.3)
for λ =<,>. The form for the CTP Green’s functions, which follows by assuming that the
plasma is nearly in kinetic equilibrium, is
G<a (x, y) =
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
ρa(p) nB(p
0 − µa) e−i p·(x−y) (4.4a)
G>a (x, y) =
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
ρa(p) (1 + nB(p
0 − µa)) e−i p·(x−y) , (4.4b)
where a = 1, 2, 3 denotes each of the three scalars. The spectral function is ρa(p), and
the distribution function is a Bose-Einstein distribution function nB(p0 − µa) = [exp(p0 −
µa)/T − 1]−1 (with chemical potential µa). The collision term induced by Lint in Eq. (4.1)
is obtained by evaluating the RHS of Eq. (4.2) explicitly, expanding to linear order in the
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chemical potentials µa. The end result is [23]
∂µ j
µ
1 (X) = − |a|2
T 2
6
IB(m1,m2,m3) (µ1 − µ2 − µ3) (4.5)
= − |a|2 IB(m1,m2,m3)
(
n1
k1
− n2
k2
− n3
k3
)
,
where the second line follows from Eq. (3.4). The function IB is given by
IB(m1,m2,m3) = − 3
8pi3 T 2
∫ ∞
m1
dω1
eω1/T
(eω1/T − 1)2 (4.6)
×
{
log
(
eω1/T − eω+2 /T
eω1/T − eω−2 /T
eω
−
2 /T − 1
eω
+
2 /T − 1
)
[θ(m1 −m2 −m3)− θ(m2 −m1 −m3)]
+ log
(
e−ω1/T − eω+2 /T
e−ω1/T − eω−2 /T
eω
−
2 /T − 1
eω
+
2 /T − 1
)
θ(m3 −m1 −m2)
}
with
ω±2 =
1
2m21
{
ω1
∣∣m21 +m22 −m23∣∣ (4.7)
±
√
(ω21 −m21)(m21 − (m2 +m3)2)(m21 − (m2 −m3)2)
}
.
The thermally-averaged decay rate is
Γ[φ1, φ2, φ3] = |a|2 IB(m1,m2,m3) ; (4.8)
however, exactly what interaction is occuring depends on the masses. Here we list the pos-
sibilities — corresponding to the three θ-functions in IB — along with the corresponding
decay process:
m1 >m2 +m3 φ1 ↔φ2 φ3
m2 >m1 +m3 φ2 ↔φ1 φ∗3
m3 >m1 +m2 φ3 ↔φ1 φ∗2 .
If none of the preceding inequalities are satisfied, the decay rate vanishes; all decay pro-
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cesses are kinematically forbidden. Lastly, note that IB is symmetric under permutation of
any of its arguments, although this is far from apparent from Eq. (4.6).
Next, we move to the second type of interaction: scalar-fermion-fermion. Consider the
interaction
Lint = φ1 ψ¯2 (gL PL + gR PR) ψ3 + h.c. , (4.9)
where φ1 is a complex scalar, and ψ2,3 are fermions. Again, we consider the Boltzmann
equation (4.2), but with this interaction the self-energy is
Σ>,<(x, y) = − Tr
[
(gLPL + gRPR)S
>,<
3 (x, y) (g
∗
LPR + g
∗
RPL)S
<,>
2 (y, x)
]
. (4.10)
The fermion propagators are
S<a (x, y) = −
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
ρa(p) (p/+m) nF (p
0 − µa) e−i p·(x−y) (4.11a)
S>a (x, y) =
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
ρa(p) (p/+m) (1− nF (p0 − µa)) e−i p·(x−y) , (4.11b)
for fermion a = 2, 3; the Fermi-Dirac distribution function is nF (p0 − µa) = [exp(p0 −
µa)/T + 1]
−1 (with chemical potential µa). Evaluating the collision term on the RHS of
Eq. (4.2) explicitly, and expanding to leading order in chemical potentials, we get
∂µ j
µ
1 (X) = − Γ[φ1, ψ2, ψ3]
(
n1
k1
− n2
k2
+
n3
k3
)
. (4.12)
The thermally-averaged decay rate is
Γ[φ1, ψ2, ψ3] =
(|gL|2 + |gR|2) IF (m2,m1,m3) + 2Re[g∗LgR] IF ′(m2,m1,m3) , (4.13)
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where
IF (m2,m1,m3) = − 3
8pi3 T 2
(
m21 −m22 −m23
) ∫ ∞
m2
dω2
eω2/T
(eω2/T + 1)2
(4.14)
×
{
log
(
eω
−
1 /T + eω2/T
eω
+
1 /T + eω2/T
eω
+
1 /T − 1
eω
−
1 /T − 1
)
[θ(m2 −m1 −m3)− θ(m1 −m2 −m3)]
+ log
(
eω
−
1 /T + e−ω2/T
eω
+
1 /T + e−ω2/T
eω
+
1 /T − 1
eω
−
1 /T − 1
)
θ(m3 −m1 −m2)
}
IF ′(m2,m1,m3) = 2m2m3
m22 +m
2
3 −m21
IF (m1,m2,m3) , (4.15)
with
ω±1 =
1
2m22
{
ω2
∣∣m21 +m22 −m23∣∣ (4.16)
±
√
(ω22 −m22)(m22 − (m1 +m3)2)(m22 − (m1 −m3)2)
}
.
In this work, only IF will come into play. (A word of caution: when writing Γ[φ1, ψ2, ψ3]
we will not worry about the ordering of the fields; however, in evaluating the function IF ,
the scalar mass must always be in the middle slot, as per the convention in Ref. [23]. These
functions are symmetric only under the exchange of the two fermion masses.) Once again,
the θ-functions permit only those decays that are allowed kinematically:
m1 >m2 +m3 φ1 ↔ψ2 ψ¯3
m2 >m1 +m3 ψ2 ↔φ1 ψ3
m3 >m1 +m2 ψ3 ↔φ∗1 ψ¯2 .
To conclude, we present a useful analytic form of IF . For the case of a scalar decaying
into two fermions, φ↔ ψ1 ψ¯2, this function is approximately given by
IF (m1, mφ, m2) ' T
3
4
( mφ
2piT
)5/2 [
1−
(
m1 +m2
mφ
)2 ]
e−mφ/T . (4.17)
This simplied form for IF is obtained by assumingmφ > m1+m2 À |m1−m2|, and taking
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Figure 4.1: Gaugino absorption/decay rates ΓV˜ as a function of gaugino mass mV˜ for
SU(3)C (red/solid), SU(2)L (green/dashed), and U(1)Y (blue/dotted), normalized to τ−1diff .
Where ΓV˜ /τ
−1
diff À 1, superequilibrium is maintained; here, this is when the curves exceed
the horizontal line.
Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics for these particles; it is valid at the O(25%) level for mφ &
2(m1+m2). This form clearly illustrates that IF → 0 when (i) φ is Boltzmann suppressed
in the plasma (mφ À T ), or (ii) the allowed phase space for the decay approaches zero
(mφ −m1 −m2 → 0).
4.2 Gaugino interactions
Gaugino interactions, denoted ΓV˜ , lead to superequilibrium, i.e., chemical equilibrium be-
tween particles and their supersymmetric partners. The most important parameters govern-
ing these interaction rates are the gaugino masses. Consider a fermion f and its superpart-
ner f˜ ; superequilibrium is maintained through the decay V˜ ↔ f˜ ∗ f , or through gaugino
absorption f V˜ ↔ f˜ , depending on which process is kinematically allowed. In Fig. 4.1, we
plot the gaugino absorption/decay rates
ΓV˜ [f, f˜ ] =

g21 IF (mf ,mf˜ ,mB˜)
g22 IF (mf ,mf˜ ,mW˜ )
g23 IF (mf ,mf˜ ,mg˜)
; (4.18)
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the total gaugino interaction rate will be a linear combination of these three rates, depending
on the quantum numbers of f . In the figure, we have set mf˜ = 300 GeV and mf = 60
GeV (approximately equal to a quark thermal mass). Furthermore, the rates have been
normalized with respect to the inverse diffusion time, given by τdiff ' 5×10−3 GeV (shown
below). The condition for superequilibrium is realized when the gaugino interaction time
scale τV˜ ≡ Γ−1V˜ satisfies τV˜ ¿ τdiff ; in Fig 4.1 this is when the curves exceed the horizonal
line.
The general conclusion from Fig. 4.1 is that the gaugino interaction rates can indeed
be large enough to enforce superequilibrium. However, there are two exceptions. First,
in the region near mV˜ ∼ 300 GeV, the interaction rate vanishes; here absorption/decay
is kinematically forbidden, since |mV˜ − mf˜ | < mf . In this region, scattering processes
(Fig. 3.1b), suppressed by O(α1,2,3) over absorption/decay, may still be sufficient for su-
perequilibrium. Second, the interaction rate is suppressed for mV˜ → ∞, since gauginos
become Boltzmann suppressed in the plasma; here departures from superequilibrium may
occur. From Fig. 4.1, this occurs for mV˜ & 1 TeV.
Now, we list all the gaugino interaction rates that enter the Boltzmann equations (3.11a-
3.16b):
ΓV˜ [Hu, H˜] = g
2
1 IF (mH˜ ,mHu ,mB˜) + 3 g22 IF (mH˜ ,mH1 ,mW˜ ) (4.19a)
ΓV˜ [Hd, H˜] = g
2
1 IF (mH˜ ,mHd ,mB˜) + 3 g22 IF (mH˜ ,mHd ,mW˜ ) (4.19b)
ΓV˜ [q, q˜] =
NC g
2
1
9
IF (mq,mq˜,mB˜) + 3NC g22 IF
(
mq,mq˜,mW˜
)
(4.19c)
+2(N2C − 1) g23 IF
(
mq,mq˜,mG˜
)
ΓV˜ [u, u˜] =
8NC g
2
1
9
IF
(
mu,mu˜,mB˜
)
+ (N2C − 1) g23 IF
(
mu,mu˜,mG˜
)
(4.19d)
ΓV˜ [d, d˜] =
2NC g
2
1
3
IF
(
md,md˜,mB˜
)
+ (N2C − 1) g23 IF
(
md,md˜,mG˜
)
(4.19e)
ΓV˜ [`,
˜`] = g21 IF (m`,m˜`,mB˜) + 3 g22 IF (m`,m˜`,mW˜ ) (4.19f)
ΓV˜ [e, e˜] = 4 g
2
1 IF
(
me,me˜,mB˜
)
. (4.19g)
In Eqs. (4.19c-g), we have omitted a generational index since these expressions are identical
for all generations.
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Figure 4.2: Leading top Yukawa interactions from the decay H˜ ↔ q¯3 t˜R (solid) and scat-
tering Hu q3 ↔ u3 g (dashed), compared to τ−1diff , the inverse diffusion time scale. When
Γyt/τ
−1
diff À 1, top Yukawa chemical equilibrium is satisfied.
4.3 Yukawa interactions
Yukawa interactions are of the utmost importance for the dynamics of EWB. Before we
explore the phenomenology of these interaction rates, we first list all the Yukawa rates
that enter into the Boltzmann equations (3.11a-3.16b). The top Yukawa interaction rates
are [23]
Γyt[u˜3, q˜3, Hu] = 2NC y
2
t |At|2 IB (mu˜3 ,mq˜3 ,mHu) (4.20a)
Γyt[u˜3, q˜3, Hd] = 2NC y
2
t |µ|2 IB (mu˜3 ,mq˜3 ,mHd) (4.20b)
Γyt[u˜3, q3, H˜] = 2NC y
2
t IF
(
mH˜ ,mu˜3 ,mq3
)
(4.20c)
Γyt[u3, q3, Hu] = 2NC y
2
t IF (mu3 ,mHu ,mq3) (4.20d)
Γyt[u3, q˜3, H˜] = 2NC y
2
t IF
(
mu3 ,mq˜3 ,mH˜
)
(4.20e)
For EWB in the MSSM, only a subset of these rates are relevant. First, the left-handed
third generation squarks must be very heavy, with masses in excess of 6.5 TeV, as required
by precision electroweak constraints and having a viable electroweak phase transition [46].
Therefore, all Yukawa interactions involving decays of q˜3 will be Boltzmann suppressed,
shown in Eq. (4.17). Second, decay processes involving Hu, q3, u3 are kinematically for-
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bidden. However, scattering processes (Hu q3 ↔ u3 g, and permutations) also contribute to
Γyt[q3, u3, Hu] and are very active; their total rate was estimated in Refs. [20, 29] to be
Γyt[u3, Hu, q3] ' 0.2αs y2t T . (4.21)
Lastly, the rate for decays H˜ ↔ q¯3 t˜R can be largest top Yukawa rate of all. In particular,
viable EWB requires both a light right-handed top squark (for a strong first-order phase
transition) and a light Higgsino (to have a sufficiently large CP-violating source to generate
the observed BAU). In Fig. 4.2, we show the ratio Γyt[u˜3, q3, H˜]/τ−1diff , as a function of the
Higgsino mass parameter µ (red, solid curve), for mt˜R = 80 GeV. When this ratio is much
greater than unity, chemical equilibrium is reached; the combination of chemical potentials
(µq3 − µu˜3 − µH˜) vanishes. In addition, we also plot Γyt[u3, Hu, q3]/τ−1diff (dashed green),
for the scattering contribution in Eq. (4.21).
The bottom Yukawa interaction rates are
Γyb[d˜3, q˜3, Hu] = 2NC y
2
b |µ|2 IB
(
md˜3 ,mq˜3 ,mHu
)
(4.22a)
Γyb[d˜3, q˜3, Hd] = 2NC y
2
b |Ab|2 IB
(
md˜3 ,mq˜3 ,mHd
)
(4.22b)
Γyb[d˜3, q3, H˜] = 2NC y
2
b IF
(
mH˜ ,md˜3 ,mq3
)
(4.22c)
Γyb[d3, q3, Hd] = 2NC y
2
b IF (md3 ,mHd ,mq3) (4.22d)
Γyb[d3, q˜3, H˜] = 2NC y
2
b IF
(
md3 ,mq˜3 ,mH˜
)
(4.22e)
The tau Yukawa interaction rates are
Γyτ [e˜3, ˜`3, Hu] = 2 y2τ |µ|2 IB (me˜3 ,m˜`3 ,mHu) (4.23a)
Γyτ [e˜3, ˜`3, H2] = 2 y2τ |At|2 IB (me˜3 ,m˜`3 ,mHd) (4.23b)
Γyτ [`3, e˜3, H˜] = 2 y
2
τ IF
(
mH˜ ,me˜3 ,m`3
)
(4.23c)
Γyτ [e3, `3, Hd] = 2 y
2
τ IF (me3 ,mHd ,m`3) (4.23d)
Γyτ [e3, ˜`3, H˜] = 2 y2τ IF (me3 ,m˜`3 ,mH˜) (4.23e)
The determination of the bottom and tau Yukawa couplings themselves is the subject of
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Figure 4.3: Contour plot of τdiff/τyb (left) and τdiff/τyτ (right) in tan β-mA parameter space.
Values of τyb and τyτ include contributions from Hd ↔ qLbR and Hd ↔ `LτR only. Tau
Yukawa chemical equilibrium is maintained for τdiff/τyτ & 10; similarly for the bottom
Yukawa.
some care. At tree-level, these couplings are determined by
yτ =
mτ
v cos β
, yb =
mb
v cos β
, yt =
mt
v sin β
, (4.24)
where v ' 174 GeV is the Higgs vev at T = 0. Both couplings are enhanced over their SM
values for tan β À 1. Quantum corrections lead to two complications. First, we include
the QCD (QED) running of yb (yτ ) from the scale where the mass mb (mτ ) is measured
to the electroweak scale Q = MZ ; this reduces yb by a factor ηb ' 1.4 and has negligible
impact on yτ [37]. Second, we allow for the possibility that yb,τ is smaller than expected at
tree-level, due to mb,τ receiving large one-loop corrections enhanced by tan β, denoted as
δb and δτ , for which we include only the dominant contributions [37, 38]. Including both
of these effects, we have
yτ (Q) =
mτ
v cos β (1 + δτ tan β)
, yb(Q) =
mb/ηb
v cos β (1 + δb tan β)
. (4.25)
One important class of bottom and tau Yukawa interactions comes from the decays
Hd ←→ q¯3 d3 , ¯`3 e3, (4.26)
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shown in Fig. 3.2a. The rate for these decays is largest when (i) the Yukawa couplings
are enhanced by tan β À 1, and (ii) the zero-temperature pseudoscalar Higgs mass mA
sufficiently light, so that Hd is not Boltzmann suppressed in the plasma; cf. Eq. (2.20).
In Fig. 4.3 (left panel), we show a contour plot of ratio Γyb[q3, Hd, u3]/τ−1diff ≡ τdiff/τyb in
the mA-tan β plane. Where the ratio is large, indicated by the darker regions, this bottom
Yukawa interaction is in chemical equilibrium; we have (µq3 − µHd − µu3) → 0. This
occurs for tan β & 5 and mA . 800 GeV. Similarly, In Fig. 4.3 (right panel), we show the
same plot for Γyτ [`3, Hd, e3]/τ−1diff ≡ τdiff/τyτ . Tau Yukawa chemical equilibrium occurs for
tan β & 15 and mA . 600 GeV. (The reason that the Yukawa interaction is weaker for tau
than for bottom is because the latter is enhanced over the former by NCm2b/m
2
τη
2
b ∼ 8.)
Not only are bottom and tau Yukawa interactions enhanced when mA is light, CP-
violating sources in the MSSM are enhanced as well. The leading, resonantly-enhanced
contributions are proportional to the parameter ∆β, the change in β ≡ tan−1(vu/vd) as
one moves from the symmetric to the broken phase. (We show how this arises in a toy
model in Chapter. 5.) It has been shown numerically that ∆β → 0 for mA → ∞ [39].
However, even in this limit, there still survive contributions to the Higgsino CP-violating
source that, though smaller, are sufficient to generate the BAU [41, 33].
Scattering contributions, shown in Fig. 3.2b, also contribute to bottom and tau Yukawa
rates. They are suppressed in comparison by αs or αw, but become the dominant contribu-
tion when absorption and decay are kinematically forbidden. In addition, F-term-induced
four-scalar interactions, shown in Fig. 3.2c, also induce transport coefficients proportional
to top, bottom, and tau Yukawa couplings; however, one can show that if all Γyi (for
i = t, b, τ ) interactions are in chemical equilibrium, then chemical equilibrium is satis-
fied for these four-scalar interactions as well.
Additional bottom and tau Yukawa interactions (4.22, 4.23) may also be significant,
depending on the supersymmetric spectrum. In our results to follow, we work within the
approximation that gaugino interactions successfully lead to superequilibrium. In this case,
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it is the total Yukawa rates that enter into the transport equations:
Γyt ≡ Γyt[u˜3, q˜3, Hu] + Γyt[u˜3, q˜3, Hd] (4.27a)
+ Γyt[u˜3, q3, H˜] + Γyt[u3, q3, Hu] + Γyt[u3, q˜3, H˜]
Γyb ≡ Γyb[d˜3, q˜3, Hu] + Γyb[d˜3, q˜3, Hd] (4.27b)
+ Γyb[d˜3, q3, H˜] + Γyb[d3, q3, Hd] + Γyb[d3, q˜3, H˜]
Γyτ ≡ Γyτ [e˜3, ˜`3, Hu] + Γyτ [e˜3, ˜`3, H2] (4.27c)
+ Γyτ [`3, e˜3, H˜] + Γyτ [e3, `3, Hd] + Γyτ [e3, ˜`3, H˜] .
We will evaluate these rates numerically in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 5
Intermission: a Novel Interpretation of
the CP-violating Source
So far, we have formulated the problem of charge transport during the electroweak phase
transition. We derived a system of Boltzmann equations; we described which interactions
are relevant and how to compute their rates. In subsequent chapters, we will solve these
equations and investigate their phenomenology. However, we pause here for a brief, but
somewhat tangential, intermission: the nature of the physics that gives rise to the CP-
violating source. Our results here are not meant to be quantitative, but only a heuristic
guide; for numerical evaluation, we rely upon Refs. [31, 22]. In the literature, the compu-
tation of the CP-violating source has been the subject of on-going scrutiny and significant
theoretical machinery involving the Closed-Time-Path formalism [31, 32, 33, 34]. Here,
we attempt to strip the CP-violating source down to its barest essence, and to answer: how
does a spacetime-dependent Higgs field give rise to a CP-asymmetric charge from an ini-
tially CP-symmetric plasma?
We present a very simplified toy model that shows how a CP-violating source arises
from two-flavor oscillations, similar to neutrino oscillations, with a spacetime-dependent
mass matrix. This statement may seem peculiar; it is well-known that there can be no
CP-violation in two-flavor neutrino oscillations in vacuum. Here, however, CP-violation is
physical; the spacetime-dependence of the mixing matrix plays a key role.
Consider a system with two states {|L〉, |R〉} (“flavor basis” states). The spacetime-
dependent Higgs field induces spacetime-dependent masses for these states. For simplicity,
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we neglect the spatial-dependence of the Higgs field and consider a time-dependent Hamil-
tonian H(t). We diagonalize H(t) using the time-dependent mixing matrix V (t), such
that
V (t)T H(t)V (t)∗ = ω(t) ≡
 ω1(t) 0
0 ω2(t)
 , (5.1)
where ω1,2 are the energy eigenvalues and V (t) is given in Eq. (2.7). Let us define a new
basis {|1〉, |2〉} (“mass basis” states), by
|α〉 = V ∗αi(t) |i(t)〉 , (5.2)
where α = L,R and i = 1, 2. The Schrodinger equation for the mass basis states is
i
d
dt
|i(t)〉 = (ω(t) + ΣT (t) )
ij
|j(t)〉 , (5.3)
where Σ = i V † V˙ . The solution to this equation is
|i(t)〉 = exp
[
−i
∫ t
0
dt′
(
ω(t′) + ΣT (t′)
) ]
ij
|j(0)〉 (5.4)
= exp
[
−i
(
ω(t) t+ ΣT (t′) t+ ω˙(t)
t2
2
)]
ij
|j(0)〉
where the second line follows by expanding to linear order in derivatives of H(t) (i.e. linear
order in ω˙ and Σ).
The initial condition for our states is one of thermal equilibrium. In equilibrium, the
density matrix is diagonal in the mass basis. Therefore, we assume that for t ≤ 0, we have
H(t) = constant; our initial condition at t = 0 is an ensemble of mass basis states |1(0)〉
and |2(0)〉, with weights w1,2. The weights are the thermal abundances of the mass states
in the plasma, given by
wi =
1
eωi/T − 1 . (5.5)
Note that w1 6= w2 since in general ω1 6= ω2.
Now suppose that for t > 0, we have H˙ 6= 0. We ask: what is the probability that |L〉
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states will be produced after time t? Consider the following amplitude:
Aαj(t) ≡ V ∗αi(t) exp
[
−i
∫ t
0
dt′
(
ω(t′) + ΣT (t′)
) ]
ij
, (5.6)
This is the amplitude for a mass state |j(0)〉 to be converted into a flavor state state |α〉
after time t. Let us evaluate explicitly the probabilities for states |1(0)〉 and |2(0)〉 to be
converted into state |L〉. We have
|AL1(t)|2 = cos2 θ − 2 sin 2θ
∆ω
sin
(
∆ω t
2
) [
θ˙ cos
(
∆ω t
2
)
(5.7a)
− sin θ cos θ σ˙ sin
(
∆ω t
2
)]
|AL2(t)|2 = sin2 θ + 2 sin 2θ
∆ω
sin
(
∆ω t
2
) [
θ˙ cos
(
∆ω t
2
)
(5.7b)
− sin θ cos θ σ˙ sin
(
∆ω t
2
)]
,
where ∆ω = ω1 − ω2. These amplitudes have been evaluated to linear order in the deriva-
tives ω˙i, θ˙, and σ˙ — collectively denoted as O(∂X). The probability of finding a state L
after time t is
PL(t) = w1 |AL1(t)|2 + w2 |AL2(t)|2 . (5.8)
This probability does not equal unity, as long as w1 6= w2.
Now, consider an analogous two-state system corresponding to antiparticles, with flavor
states |L¯〉, |R¯〉. It is helpful to regard these states as related to their particle counterparts
by the time-reversal operator Θ: Θ |α〉 = 〈α¯|. (By CPT-symmetry, this is equilivalent to
CP-conjugation.) Using the fact that 〈i|α〉 = V ∗iα, we have
〈¯i|α¯〉 = 〈α|i〉 = Viα , (5.9)
with mass basis antiparticle states |1¯〉, |2¯〉. The antiparticle states transform differently from
the particle states, according to
|α¯〉 = Vαi(t) |¯i(t)〉 . (5.10)
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The mass-basis Schrodinger equation is
i
d
dt
|¯i(t)〉 = (ω(t)− Σ(t) )ij |j¯(t)〉 . (5.11)
We wish to consider the amplitudes
A¯αj(t) ≡ Vαi(t) exp
[
−i
∫ t
0
dt′ (ω(t′)− Σ(t′) )
]
ij
(5.12)
for producing an |α¯〉 state after time t from state |j¯(0)〉. In particular, the formulae are
identical to the particle amplitudes (5.7) with the replacement σ → −σ. We assume that
the thermal bath is initially CP-symmetric; therefore, the antiparticle mass states |¯i(0)〉
have the same weights wi as the particle states |i(0)〉. The probability of finding state L¯
after time t is
PL¯(t) = w1
∣∣A¯L1(t)∣∣2 + w2 ∣∣A¯L2(t)∣∣2 . (5.13)
Given this analysis, is a CP-asymmetry created? The CP-violating source
SCPupslopeL (t) ≡
d
dt
(PL(t)− PL¯(t)) (5.14)
is the rate of production of an asymmetry between L and L¯ states, given a CP-symmetric,
equilibrium initial state. Using Eq. (5.7), it is
SCPupslopeL (t) = (w1 − w2) σ˙ sin2 2θ sin (∆ω t) , (5.15)
to linear order in derivatives of H(t), with ∆ω = (ω1 − ω2). The spacetime-dependent
phase σ(t) leads to a CP-violating source that generates more L than L¯. If we apply this
toy model to the case of Higgsino/Wino mixing (2.21), we find
σ = arg [M2 vu + µ
∗ vd] , (5.16)
so that
σ˙ = sinφ2 β˙ . (5.17)
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We note that β˙ 6= 0when the vevs vu,d are spacetime-dependent; therefore, the CP-violating
source is non-zero only within the bubble walls themselves.
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Chapter 6
Computing the Baryon Asymmetry, Part
I: Analytic Results
We now embark upon a long road of solving the full system of Boltzmann equations. Ulti-
mately, we are interested in
nL ≡
3∑
i=1
(
nuiL + ndiL + nνiL + n`iL
)
, (6.1)
the total left-handed quark and lepton charge density that biases electroweak sphalerons.
The Boltzmann equations, given in Eqs. (6.16-6.18), may seem like a dark and impene-
trable jungle. Charge density, created in one species, is converted into other species through
a web of Yukawa, gaugino, and supergauge interactions. We can illumimate the situation
greatly by considering the Boltzmann equation, not for a single species, but for the total
hypercharge in the plasma
Y ≡
3∑
i=1
(
1
6
(qi + q˜i) +
2
3
(ui + u˜i)− 1
3
(di + d˜i)− 1
2
(`i + ˜`i)− (ei + e˜i)) (6.2)
+
1
2
(
Hu −Hd + H˜
)
.
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The Boltzmann equation for Y is
∂µ j
µ
Y (X) = −
1
2
[
ΓM [u3, q3]
(
u3
ku3
− q3
q3
)
+ ΓM [d3, q3]
(
q3
q3
− d3
kd3
)
(6.3)
+ ΓM [u˜3, q˜3]
(
u˜3
ku˜3
− q˜3
q˜3
)
+ ΓM [d˜3, q˜3]
(
q˜3
q˜3
− d˜3
kd˜3
)
+ ΓM [e3, `3]
(
`3
k`3
− e3
e3
)
+ ΓM [e˜3, ˜`3]( ˜`3
k˜`
3
− e˜3
e˜3
)
+ ΓM [Hu]
Hu
kHu
− ΓM [Hd] Hd
kHd
+ ΓM [H˜]
H˜
kH˜
]
+
1
2
(
SCPupslope
t˜
+ SCPupslope
b˜
+ SCPupslopeτ˜ + S
CPupslope
H˜
+ SCPupslopeHu + S
CPupslope
Hd
)
.
If all charge densities on the RHS are proportional to Y , as we show below, then this
equation takes the form
∂µ j
µ
Y (X) = − Γ¯M Y + SCPupslopeY . (6.4)
All Yukawa, gaugino, and strong sphaleron rates cancel from the hypercharge Boltzmann
equation; the only terms that remain are the total CP-violating source
SCPupslopeY ≡
1
2
(
SCPupslope
t˜
+ SCPupslope
b˜
+ SCPupslopeτ˜ + S
CPupslope
H˜
+ SCPupslopeHu + S
CPupslope
Hd
)
(6.5)
that generates hypercharge, and rate Γ(Y )M , a linear combination of various ΓM rates in
Eq. (6.3), that washes out hypercharge within the broken phase.
In writing Eq. (6.4), we have decoupled the full system of coupled Boltzmann equa-
tions into two separate, much simpler questions. First, how is hypercharge generated, dif-
fused into the unbroken phase, and ultimately washed out? The answer is provided by
the single Boltzmann equation for Y . Second, how much hypercharge is converted into
the left-handed quark and lepton charge density that drives weak sphaleron processes? By
assuming certain interactions are in chemical equilibrium, we find a series of algebraic
relations between various charge densities, using which we find
nL = κY Y , (6.6)
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where κY is a constant of proportionality that depends on various statistical k-factors. The
hypercharge Y depends on interactions with the expanding bubble wall; the conversion
factor κY depends on which inelastic interactions are chemical equilibrium in the plasma.
In this section, we pursue these arguments in more detail.
6.1 Superequilibrium
If we assume that gauginos are sufficiently light (mV˜ . 1 TeV), so that τV˜ ¿ τdiff , then
superequilibrium is satisfied. This assumption is extremely useful; it allows us to consider
supermultiplet charge densities, e.g., Qi ≡ qi + q˜i, rather than qi and q˜i separately.
Let us see how this works in more detail. For example, consider left-handed quarks and
squarks; their Boltzmann equations are
∂µ q
µ
i = −ΓV˜ [qi, q˜i]
(
qi
kqi
− q˜i
kq˜i
)
+ ... (6.7a)
∂µ q˜
µ
i = ΓV˜ [qi, q˜i]
(
qi
kqi
− q˜i
kq˜i
)
+ ... (6.7b)
where we have isolated only the gaugino interaction terms. By taking a linear combina-
tion of these equations, we can write a Boltzmann equation for the difference of chemical
potentials (µqi − µq˜i):
6
T 2
(
1
kqi
∂µ q
µ
i −
1
kq˜i
∂µ q˜
µ
i
)
(6.8)
=
d
dt
(µqi − µq˜i)−Dqi∇2µqi +Dq˜i∇2µq˜i
= − 2
(
1
kqi
+
1
kq˜i
)
ΓV˜ [qi, q˜i] (µqi − µq˜i) + ...
It is clear that in the limit that ΓV˜ → ∞, the plasma is rapidly driven to chemical equilib-
rium, where (µqi − µq˜i)→ 0. In other words, on time scales longer than τV˜ , superequilib-
rium is approximately satisfied; we have
qi
kqi
− q˜i
kq˜i
= O
(
1
ΓV˜
)
, (6.9)
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where the RHS vanishes in the limit of ΓV˜ → ∞. (In practice, we will neglect these
and other O ( 1
Γ
)
corrections; their impact upon the analytic solution to the Boltzmann
equations was studied to some extent in Ref. [23].) Expressing this relation in terms of
charge densities, we have
qi
kqi
=
q˜i
kq˜i
=
Qi
kQi
, (6.10)
where kQi ≡ kqi + kq˜i . Furthermore, if we take the sum of Eqs. (6.7), the resulting Boltz-
mann equation for Qi is independent of ΓV˜ .
Similar arguments can be repeated for all species. Ultimately, the complete set of su-
permultiplet isoscalar charge densities is
Ui ≡ nuiR + nu˜iR , Qi ≡ nuiL + ndiL + nu˜iL + nd˜iL ,
Di ≡ ndiR + nd˜iR , H ≡ nH+u + nH0u − nH−d − nH0d + nH˜± + nH˜0 , (6.11)
Ri ≡ neiR + ne˜iR , Li ≡ nνiL + neiL + nν˜iL + ne˜iL ,
where i ∈ {1, 2, 3} labels the generations. Furthermore, we define the following additional
notation: Q ≡ Q3, T ≡ U3, B ≡ D3, L ≡ L3, and R ≡ R3.
However, not all of these supermultiplet densities are independent, or relevant for EWB.
Because we have neglected both flavor mixing and first and second generation Yukawa cou-
plings, first and second generation lepton charge is not produced. We have L1,2 = 0, which
follows directly from Eqs. (3.15). Similarly, first and second generation quark charge is pro-
duced solely through strong sphaleron processes, e.g., tL t¯R bL b¯R
ss−→∑i=1,2 u¯iL uiR d¯iL diR.
Clearly, first and second generation left- and right-handed quarks are produced in equal
numbers; therefore, we have
Q1 = Q2 = −2U1 = −2U2 = −2D1 = −2D2 . (6.12)
Next, we have decoupled weak sphalerons from the system of Boltzmann eqns, since Γ−1ws ∼
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105/T À τdiff [44]; therefore, lepton and baryon number are individually conserved:
∫ ∞
−∞
dz
3∑
i=1
(Qi + Ui +Di) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dz (L+R) = 0 . (6.13)
Because the left- and right-handed (s)lepton have different gauge quantum numbers, they
have different diffusion constants in the plasma. Even though lepton number is globally
conserved, regions of net lepton number can develop since R diffuses more easily than L.
For quarks and squarks, this does not occur since the left- and right-handed (s)quark diffu-
sion constants, dominated by strong interactions, are approximately equal [29]. Therefore,
baryon number is locally conserved:
3∑
i=1
(Qi + Ui +Di) = 0 . (6.14)
Combining Eqs. (6.12,6.14), we have
B = −(T +Q) . (6.15)
Therefore, we may consider a reduced set of Boltzmann equations involving only the den-
sities Q, T , Q1, L , R, H; the remaining densities are then determined by Eqs. (6.12,6.15).
We now present the Boltzmann equations that result under the present assumptions: (i)
superequilibrium, (ii) no first and second generation Yukawa couplings, and (iii) no flavor
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mixing. For the quarks and squarks, we obtain
vwQ
′ −DQQ′′ = − Γyt
(
Q
kQ
− T
kT
+
H
kH
)
− Γyb
(
Q
kQ
+
T +Q
kB
− H
kH
)
(6.16a)
− Γmt
(
Q
kQ
− T
kT
)
− Γmb
(
Q
kQ
+
T +Q
kB
)
− SCPupslope
t˜
− SCPupslope
b˜
−2 Γss
(
2
Q
kQ
− T
kT
+
Q+ T
kB
+
1
2
2∑
i=1
[
4
1
kQi
+
1
kUi
+
1
kDi
]
Q1
)
vw T
′ −DQ T ′′ = Γyt
(
Q
kQ
− T
kT
+
H
kH
)
+ Γmt
(
Q
kQ
− T
kT
)
+ SCPupslope
t˜
(6.16b)
+ Γss
(
2
Q
kQ
− T
kT
+
Q+ T
kB
+
1
2
2∑
i=1
[
4
1
kQi
+
1
kUi
+
1
kDi
]
Q1
)
vwQ
′
1 −DQQ′′1 = −2 Γss
(
2
Q
kQ
− T
kT
+
T +Q
kB
+
1
2
2∑
i=1
[
4
1
kQi
+
1
kUi
+
1
kDi
]
Q1
)
;
(6.16c)
and for Higgs bosons and Higgsinos we have
vwH
′ −DH H ′′ = − Γyt
(
Q
kQ
− T
kT
+
H
kH
)
− Γh H
kH
+ SCPupslope
H˜
(6.17)
+ Γyb
(
Q
kQ
+
Q+ T
kB
− H
kH
)
+ Γyτ
(
L
kL
− R
kR
− H
kH
)
;
and lastly for leptons and sleptons we have
vw L
′ −DL L′′ = − Γyτ
(
L
kL
− R
kR
− H
kH
)
− Γmτ
(
L
kL
− R
kR
)
− SCPupslopeτ˜ (6.18a)
vw R
′ −DRR′′ = Γyτ
(
L
kL
− R
kR
− H
kH
)
+ Γmτ
(
L
kL
− R
kR
)
+ SCPupslopeτ˜ . (6.18b)
The relevant interaction coefficients in Eqs. (6.16-6.18) are as follows:
• The coefficients Γyi, where i ∈ {t, b, τ}, denote the total interaction rates arising
from third generation Yukawa couplings yi, as defined in Eq. (4.27). (The top Yukawa
interaction rate has been denoted Γy in previous work.)
• The strong sphaleron rate is Γss = 16κ′ α4s T , where αs is the strong coupling and
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κ′ ∼ O(1) [42].
• The coefficients Γh and Γmi, where i ∈ {t, b, τ}, denote the CP-conserving scattering
rates of particles with the background of broken electroweak symmetry within the
bubble [22].
We also allow for new CP-violating sources SCPupslope
b˜,τ˜ ,H
, although in the present work we do
not evaluate their magnitudes. In the MSSM, the most viable CP-violating source is SCPupslope
H˜
,
arising from CP-violating Higgsino-Wino or Higgsino-Bino mixing within the expanding
bubble wall [45]. The constant vw ' 0.05 is the velocity of the expanding bubble wall. The
k-factors, e.g.
kR ≡ kτR + kτ˜R , kQ ≡ kq + kq˜, . . . , (6.19)
follow the same notation as in Eqs. (6.11). The diffusion constants are, e.g.,
DQ ≡ kqDq + kq˜Dq˜
kQ
, . . . , (6.20)
again following Eqs. (6.11).
These Boltzmann equations are different from those in the established literature [20],
because of the inclusion of bottom and tau Yukawa interactions. Below, we will show how
ours reduce to those in the limit that yb, yτ → 0.
6.2 Yukawa equilibrium
Top, bottom, and tau Yukawa interactions may all be in chemical equilibrium during EWB.
The corresponding chemical equilibrium conditions allow one to express all charge densi-
ties in terms of a single charge density. Instead of expressing them in terms of Y , we will
express them all in terms of H , the Higgs and Higgsino charge density, which has been the
convention in previous work.
First, we consider the lepton densities. When tau Yukawa interactions are in chemical
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equilibrium condition, the relation
L
kL
− H
kH
− R
kR
= 0 . (6.21)
is satisfied. The sum of the Boltzmann equations for L and R (6.18) is
vw (R + L)
′ + (DRR′′ +DL L′′) = 0 . (6.22)
Since the left- and right-handed lepton diffusion constants are not equal, there is no simple
relation that would allow us to relate R to L. However, in the limit that vw → 0, Eq. (6.22)
implies that
DL L = −DRR . (6.23)
(We have assumed the boundary conditions L(∞) = L′(∞) = R(∞) = R′(∞) = 0.)
Therefore, we have
L(z) ≡ κLH(z) + ∆L(z) = kL
kH
DR kR
DL kL +DR kR
H(z) + ∆L(z) (6.24a)
R(z) ≡ κRH(z) + ∆R(z) = −kR
kH
DL kL
DL kL +DR kR
H(z) + ∆R(z) , (6.24b)
where ∆L and ∆R are the O(vw) corrections to these relations, derived below.
Let us now describe the physics of Eqs. (6.24) through two limiting cases. Case (i):
set DR = DL. In this limit, Eq. (6.22) implies that lepton number is locally conserved:
L + R = 0. Higgs density H , created by the CP-violating source, is converted into L
through tau Yukawa interactions, until chemical equilibrium (6.21) is reached, when
L(z) =
kL
kH
kR
kL + kR
H(z) . (6.25)
Case (ii): take DR → ∞, keeping DL finite. Any R density created by tau Yukawa inter-
actions instantly diffuses away to z = ±∞; therefore, we set R = 0. Now, tau Yukawa
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chemical equilibrium (6.21) implies
L(z) =
kL
kH
H(z) . (6.26)
In other words, tau Yukawa interactions will enforce chemical equilibrium locally. Since
RH lepton density is diffusing away, reducing the local R, more conversion of H into R
and L occurs to compensate, thereby resulting in more LH lepton density. This conversion
ceases when Eq. (6.26) is reached. Therefore, a large diffusion constant for RH leptons en-
hances the density for LH leptons close to the bubble wall. This enhancement, maximized
for DR →∞, lies in the range
5
3
≤ kR + kL
kR
≤ 7 , (6.27)
since 1 ≤ kR ≤ 3 and 2 ≤ kL ≤ 6. The lower (upper) bound is reached when me˜3 À T À
m˜`
3
(me˜3 ¿ T ¿ m˜`3).
Next, consider the case of physical relevance, where DR À DL, but keeping both
DR, DL finite. Close to the bubble wall, LH lepton density will be enhanced, as argued
above. However, far from the bubble wall, an additional effect occurs: RH lepton density,
having diffused far into the unbroken phase, is converted into L and H by tau Yukawa
interactions. This effect suppresses L. Close to the bubble wall, Higgsinos created by the
CP-violating source (e.g., H > 0) will be converted into LH leptons (L > 0) and RH anti-
leptons (R < 0), and then, far from the wall, the RH anti-leptons will be converted into LH
anti-leptons, thereby suppressing L. This physics is incorporated in the O(vw) corrections
∆L and∆R, which we now derive. Using Eqs. (6.21, 6.22, 6.24), we can derive differential
equations for these densities:
−DLR∆L′′ + vw∆L′ = vw kR k
2
L
kH(kL + kR)2
DL −DR
DLR
H ′ (6.28a)
−DLR∆R′′ + vw∆R′ = vw k
2
R kL
kH(kL + kR)2
DL −DR
DLR
H ′ , (6.28b)
where DLR ≡ (DL kL + DR kR)/(kL + kR). With the boundary conditions ∆L(±∞) =
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∆R(±∞) = 0, the solutions to these equations are
∆L(z) = vw
k2L kR
kH (kR + kL)2
DL −DR
D2LR
∫ ∞
z
dz′ H(z′) evw(z−z
′)/DLR (6.29a)
∆R(z) = vw
kL k
2
R
kH (kR + kL)2
DL −DR
D2LR
∫ ∞
z
dz′ H(z′) evw(z−z
′)/DLR . (6.29b)
Using Eqs. (6.24,6.29), it is straight-forward to show that these solutions for L and R
satisfy ∫ ∞
−∞
dz (L+R) = 0 , (6.30)
so lepton number is globally conserved, even though L(z) + R(z) 6= 0 locally. Regions
of net lepton-number can arise due to the different diffusion constants of left- and right-
handed (s)leptons. Numerically, as we show in Sec. 7, the impact from ∆L and ∆R on the
analytic computation of nB/s is onlyO(10%). Since there are much larger uncertainties in
the analytic computation, it is safe to neglect ∆L and ∆R from Eqs. (6.24).
Next, we consider the quark densities. When top and bottom Yukawa interactions are
in chemical equilibrium, the relations
Q
kQ
+
H
kH
− T
kT
= 0 , (6.31a)
Q
kQ
− H
kH
+
B
kB
= 0 . (6.31b)
are satisfied; cf. Eqns. (3.2, 3.4). These equations imply that
2
Q
kQ
− T
kT
− B
kB
= 0 . (6.32)
First and second generation quark densities only couple to third generation densities, via
strong sphaleron interactions, through the linear combination (2Q/kQ − T/kT − B/kB),
as can be seen from Eqns. (6.16). Since this combination vanishes, third generation quark
densities do not source 1st/2nd generation quark densities. Mathematically, if we impose
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Eq. (6.32), the Q1 Boltzmann equation (6.16c) becomes
vw Q
′
1 −DqQ′′1 ∝ − ΓssQ1 , (6.33)
which, with the boundary conditions Q1(±∞) = 0, implies Q1(z) = 0. According to
Eq. (6.14), we have Ui = Di = −Qi/2 = 0, for i = 1, 2. Therefore, we conclude that
all first and second generation quark and squark charge densities vanish in the presence of
fast top and bottom Yukawa interations. Strong sphalerons only induce first and second
generation densities in order to wash out an asymmetry between left- and right-handed
quark chemical potentials; when bottom Yukawas are active, this asymmetry vanishes and
strong sphalerons have no effect. Eqns. (6.31) imply
T ≡ κT H = kT
kH
2kB + kQ
kB + kQ + kT
H
Q ≡ κQH = kQ
kH
kB − kT
kB + kQ + kT
H (6.34)
B ≡ κBH = − kB
kH
2kT + kQ
kB + kQ + kT
H .
To summarize, we have expressed all quark and lepton charge densities in terms of H ,
the Higgs and Higgsino charge density, assuming that their generation Yukawa interactions
are in chemical equilibrium.
Using these Yukawa chemical equilibrium relations, it is now possible to see how hy-
percharge is converted into nL. The contribution to nL from third generation LH quarks
is
nu3L + nd3L =
kq
kH
kB − kT
kB + kQ + kT
H , (6.35)
while that from first and second generation LH quarks is suppressed. Furthermore, the
contribution to nL from third generation leptons is
n`3 =
k`3
kH
DR kR
DL kL +DR kR
H(z) +
k`3
kL
∆L(z) . (6.36)
It is by convention that these densities are expressed in terms of H . Neglecting the non-
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local ∆L,∆R terms, we can express H in terms of Y using
Y =
(
κQ
6
+
2κT
3
− κB
3
− κL
2
− κR + 1
2
)
H . (6.37)
To the extent that the non-local lepton terms can be neglected, the charge densities are
proportional to the total hypercharge Y , generated by the CP-violating source; the constants
of proportionality describe how much hypercharge is converted into each species, which
depends on which interactions are in chemical equilibrium.
Let us contrast these results to previous work that neglected bottom Yukawa interac-
tions [20]:
nu3L + nd3L =
kq
kH
kB − 9kT
kB + 9kQ + 9kT
H , (6.38a)
nuiL + ndiL =
kqi
kH
2kQ(kB − 9kT ) + 2kT (9kT + 2kB)
kB + 9kQ + 9kT
H , i = 1, 2 , (6.38b)
The formulae are completely different. Whereas in previous work significant baryon asym-
metry could arise from first and second generation LH quarks, the presence of bottom
Yukawa interactions completely changes the picture: no first and second generation quark
density is created. In addition, with fast bottom Yukawa interactions, the third generation
quark charge vanishes when kT ' kB, or equivalenty mt˜R ' mb˜R ; without them, this can-
cellation never occurs. Let us explain the physical origin of this cancellation. Suppose that
the CP-violating source creates positive Higgs/Higgsino density, such that H > 0. Due
to hypercharge conservation, top Yukawa interactions will convert Higgsinos and Higgs
bosons into LH quark and squark antiparticles (driving Q < 0), while bottom Yukawa
interactions will convert Higgsinos and Higgs bosons into LH quark and squark parti-
cles (driving Q > 0). Which effect wins depends on the masses mt˜R and mb˜R , since the
equipartition of H charge density prefers lighter degrees of freedom in the plasma. In the
lepton-mediated scenario, the quark contribution is suppressed by choosing mt˜R ≈ mb˜R ,
or mt˜R , mb˜R À T .
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6.3 Solving the Boltzmann equation
In terms of H , the left-handed fermion charge density (6.46) becomes
nL(z) =
kq
kH
kB − kT
kB + kQ + kT
H(z) +
k`
kH
kRDR
kLDL + kRDR
H(z) +
k`
kL
∆L(z) , (6.39)
where ∆L is given in Eq. (6.24a). The first term is the contribution to nL from third
generation quarks, while the second and third terms are contributions from third generation
leptons. The lepton contribution is predominantly given by the second term only; the third
term, as discussed above, is suppressed for vw ¿ 1. This equation is the main result of this
paper; from it, we infer several conclusions:
• The lepton contribution is enhanced for mτ˜R ¿ mτ˜L , when kR is largest and kL
smallest; (cf. Eqs. (6.19,3.4)). It is also enhanced for DR À DL. Its sign is fixed
with respect to H , which in turn is fixed by the sign of the CP-violating source,
as we show below. Therefore, in a lepton-mediated EWB scenario, where nL is
predominantly leptonic, the sign of the CP-violating phase most relevant for EWB
uniquely fixes the sign of nB/s.
• Left-handed charge comes from third generation quarks and leptons, and not first and
second generation quarks and leptons. The form of nL is qualitatively different than
in previous treatments that neglected Γyb and Γyτ , where left-handed charge came
from quarks of all generations, and not from leptons.
• Furthermore, the quark contribution to nL vanishes for kB = kT , which occurs (i)
when mt˜R ,mb˜R À T , or (ii)when mt˜R = mb˜R . If either or both squarks are light,
then the sign of this contribution is opposite to that of the leptonic contribution for
mt˜R < mb˜R and the same for mt˜R > mb˜R .
We explore these implications in more detail numerically in Chapter 7.
We emphasize that our conclusions are quite general, although it appears that our Boltz-
mann equations (6.16-6.18) have been specialized to the MSSM. In any extention of the
MSSM, if the following conditions hold — (i) that third generation Yukawa interaction
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rates are faster than the diffusion rate, (ii) CP-violation is communicated to the first and
second generation quark sectors solely through strong sphalerons, and (iii) any beyond-
the-MSSM supermultiplets carry no hypercharge — then Eq. (6.39) and its conclusions
remain valid.
Since nB/s is determined by nL, all that remains is to solve for the Higgs charge density
H . We can reduce the Boltzmann equations (6.16-6.18) into a single equation for H by
taking the appropriate linear combination of equations
(6.16a) + 2× (6.16b) + (6.17) + (6.18a) , (6.40)
such that the Yukawa and strong sphaleron rates all cancel, and expressing the densities
L,Q, T in terms of H using Eqs. (6.24,6.34). This master Boltzmann equation equation is
an integro-differential equation for H(z), due to the presence of the ∆L term. Therefore,
for simplicity, we treat ∆L perturbatively: first, we neglect ∆L in our solution for H , and
then, given our solutionH , we include the ∆L contribution in Eq. (6.39) for nL. Neglecting
∆L, the master Boltzmann equation is
vwH
′ − D¯ H ′′ = − Γ¯H + S¯ , (6.41)
where
D¯ =
DH +DQ(κT − κB) +DL κL
1 + κT − κB + κL (6.42a)
Γ¯ =
Γh + Γmt + Γmb + Γmτ
kH(1 + κT − κB + κL) (6.42b)
S¯ =
SCPupslope
H˜
+ SCPupslope
t˜
− SCPupslope
b˜
− SCPupslopeτ˜
1 + κT − κB + κL . (6.42c)
Although the form of Eq. (6.41) is identical to that in the established literature [20, 22],
the form of Eqs. (6.42) is dramatically different. We note that there is no dependence on
the first/second generation quark sector, owing to the fact that they do not participate in the
dynamics which determines nL.
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To solve Eq. (6.41), we follow Ref. [20] making the approximations (a) that the true
spatial dependence of the chiral relaxation rates may be replaced by a step-function, so that
we may write Γ¯(z) = Γ¯ θ(z); and (b) that S¯(z) ' 0 for z < −Lw/2. For the symmetric
phase, where z < −Lw/2, we obtain
H = A evwz/D¯ , (6.43)
where
A =
∫ ∞
0
dy S¯(y)
e−γ+y
D¯γ+
+
∫ 0
−Lw/2
dy S¯(y)
[
γ−
vwγ+
+
e−vwy/D¯
vw
]
. (6.44)
Furthermore, we have defined
γ± ≡ 1
2D¯
[
vw ±
√
v2w + 4Γ¯D¯
]
. (6.45)
Although the form of Eqns. (6.43-6.45) is similar to that in previous work [20], our results
for D¯, Γ¯, and S¯ are different, due to the modified structure of the Boltzmann equations in
the presence of fast bottom and tau Yukawa rates.
After solving the system of Boltzmann equations (6.16-6.18) for each density, the left-
handed fermion charge density is
nL =
(
kq
kQ
)
Q+
∑
i=1,2
(
kqi
kQi
)
Q1 +
(
k`
kL
)
L , (6.46)
where kq ≡ ktL + kbL , k` ≡ kντL + kτL , etc. The three terms in Eq. (6.46) correspond to
the contributions to nL from third generation quarks, first/second generation quarks, and
third generation leptons, respectively. If the masses of all left-handed squarks and sleptons
is much above the temperature of the phase transition, only fermions contribute to the left-
handed density and we have
nL ' Q+ 2Q1 + L . (6.47)
Finally, we show how our Boltzmann equations reproduce those given in previous work
in the limit yb, yτ → 0. In this limit, we can neglect the rates Γyb,τ and Γmb,τ , and CP-
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violating sources SCPupslope
b˜,τ˜
. First, since there is no source for lepton charge, we have L = R = 0.
Second, the only source for B density is strong sphaleron processes; therefore, we have
−2B = Q1 (6.48)
in analogy with Eq. (6.12). Thus, Eqs. (6.15,6.48) imply that Q1 = 2(Q + T ). Therefore,
by Eq. (6.47), we have the often-used relation nL = 5Q + 4T ; this relation is no longer
valid for τyb, τyτ . τdiff . In addition, the Boltzmann equations of Refs. [20, 22, 23] follow
from Eqs. (6.16a,b,6.17); they too are no longer valid for τyb, τyτ . τdiff .
6.4 Baryons at last
Baryon number generation is decoupled from the dynamics that determines nL because
Γ−1ws À τdiff . The Boltzmann equation for nB is [21]
vw n
′
B −DQ n′′B +RnB = −
3
2
Γws nL(z) (6.49)
where Γws is the weak sphaleron rate, and the relaxation term
R ≡ Γws
[
9
4
(
1 +
nsq
6
)−1
+
3
2
]
(6.50)
describes how baryon-number generation ceases when weak sphalerons reach chemical
equilibrium, when
∑
i µqi + µ`i = 0. (Also, nsq is the number of light squarks.) The weak
sphaleron rate is spacetime-dependent; here, we take
Γws → Γws θ(−Lw/2− z) (6.51)
so that weak sphalerons are active only in the unbroken phase, for z < −Lw/2. The
solution to Eq. (6.49) is
nB = − 3Γws
2DQλ+
∫ −Lw/2
−∞
dz nL(z) e
−λ−z . (6.52)
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with
λ± =
1
2DQ
(
vw ±
√
v2w + 4DQR
)
, (6.53)
The entropy density is given by
s =
2pi2
45
g∗S T 3 , (6.54)
where g∗S ∼ 130, for the parameters given in the text. Given nL, either numerically or
analytically, we can compute nB/s.
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Chapter 7
Computing the Baryon Asymmetry, Part
II: Numerical Results
In the preceding chapter, we showed how the Boltzmann equations may be solved analyt-
ically. We argued that bottom and tau Yukawa interactions are not only relevant to EWB
dynamics, but dramatically change how hypercharge is converted into left-handed quark
and lepton density. Independent of the nature of the CP-violating source, this collisional
effect can suppress or flip the sign of the baryon asymmetry. In some regions of parameter
space, these interactions will be crucial for connecting EWB to experiments.
We now investigate these claims by studying the Boltzmann equations numerically. We
assume that superequilibrium is maintained (assuming gaugino masses mV˜ . 1 TeV);
therefore, we work with the reduced system of Boltzmann equations given in Eqs. (6.16-
6.18). First, we study a “lepton-mediated scenario” that strongly illustrates the key features
described above: (i) the quark contribution to nL is suppressed for mt˜R ' mb˜R , and (ii) the
baryon asymmetry, driven by left-handed leptons, has opposite sign compared to what one
would predict if neglecting bottom and tau Yukawa interactions.
Next, we investigate other regions of parameter space: (i) a “light-stop scenario,” simi-
lar to that in Ref. [46], and (ii) a heavy squark and slepton scenario, which may be relevant
for EWB the NMSSM. In the latter case, we find that lepton-mediated EWB is the default
scenario over a wide range of parameter space.
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µ 120 GeV M2T −(60 GeV)2 T 100 GeV DQ 6/T
M1 120 GeV M2B (100 GeV)
2 v(T ) 125 GeV DH , DL 100/T
M2 250 GeV M2R (300 GeV)
2 ∆β 0.015 DR 380/T
tan β 20 mA 150 GeV vw 0.05 Lw 25/T
Table 7.1: Important parameters for electroweak baryogenesis.
7.1 Lepton-mediated electroweak baryogenesis: input pa-
rameters
We now consider an MSSM scenario that illustrates some of the novel features discussed
in Sec. 6. As we will see, the picture here is that the BAU is induced predominantly
by leptonic left-handed charge: hence, lepton-mediated. The key parameters that govern
the behavior of this scenario are (i) tan β & 20 and pseudoscalar Higgs mass (at zero
temperature) mA . 500 GeV, ensuring τyτ , τyτ ¿ τdiff , and (ii) right-handed top and
bottom squarks with approximately equal mass, thereby suppressing the quark contribution
to nL. Here, we take both squarks to be light, with O(100 GeV) masses, since a strong
first-order phase transition requires a light top squark.
Although we work within the context of the MSSM, many of our conclusions are much
more general. In EWB scenarios beyond the MSSM, light squarks are not required for a
strong first-order phase transition (see e.g. Refs. [49, 50, 51]). Even if the squarks are very
heavy, EWB is still mediated by leptons as long as the previous two conditions are met.
The computation of nB/s relies upon many numerical inputs, described here. We have
evaluated the masses of particles during the EWPT assuming that electroweak symmetry is
unbroken, as discussed in Chapter 2. This approximation is motivated by the fact that most
of the charge transport dynamics takes place outside the bubble, in the region of unbroken
symmetry. These masses receive contributions from the mass parameters in Tab. 7.1 and
from finite-temperature corrections, listed in the Tab. 2.2. The right-handed stop, sbottom,
and stau SUSY-breaking mass-squared parameters are M2T , M
2
B, and M
2
R, respectively. The
RH stop is required to be light to achieve a strong first-order phase transition [46]; taking
the RH sbottom and stau to be light as well ensures that the quark contribution to nL is
suppressed, while the lepton contribution is enhanced, in accord with Eq. (6.39). We take
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all other squark and slepton mass-squared parameters to be 10 TeV. (In addition, we take
At = 7 TeV; with these parameters the lightest zero-temperature stop mass is mt˜1 ' 102
GeV.)
The diffusion constantsDi have been computed in Ref. [28, 29]; the fact that DR À DL
enhances the left-handed lepton charge, as discussed in Sec. 6. The bubble wall velocity
vw, thickness Lw, profile parameters ∆β and v(T ) describe the dynamics of the expand-
ing bubbles during the EWPT, at temperature T [40]. The spacetime-dependent vevs are
approximated by
v(z) ' 1
2
v(T )
[
1− tanh
(
− 3z
Lw
)]
(7.1)
β(z) ' β(T )− 1
2
∆β
[
1 + tanh
(
− 3z
Lw
)]
, (7.2)
following Ref. [32].
We consider a CP-violating source SCPupslope
H˜
arising solely from Higgsino-Bino mixing, en-
hanced for µ = M1, and calculated following Refs. [31, 22]. The relevant CP-violating
phase φ1 ≡ arg(M1µb∗) virtually unconstrained from electric dipole moment searches if
we assume that the gaugino phases are non-universal, such that φ1 À φ2 [45]. The Hig-
gsino and Bino thermal widths are ΓH˜ ' 0.025T and ΓH˜ ' 0.020T [48]. Numerically,
we find
SCPupslope
H˜
' − 0.15 GeV × β′(z) v(z)2 sinφ1 . (7.3)
The magnitude of SCPupslope
H˜
— and thus nB/s — is proportional to ∆β, which itself goes
as ∆β ∝ 1/m2A. Therefore, within this computation, viable EWB requires mA to be
sufficiently light; this leads to significant bottom and tau Yukawa interaction rates. (In
other computations, there exist contributions to SCPupslope
H˜
that are not suppressed as mA →
∞ [41, 46].)
The CP-conserving relaxation rates wash-out CP-violating asymmetries within the bro-
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Figure 7.1: Left-handed charge densities for quarks that source nB/s, for lepton-mediated
scenario. Solid (dashed) curve is our numerical (analytic) result, as function of distance z
from bubble wall. Shaded region denotes broken electroweak symmetry. Dotted curve are
numerical results obtained neglecting tau/bottom Yukawa interactions. The effect of these
interactions is to suppress LH quark charge, while enhancing LH lepton charge, thereby
flipping the sign of nL and nB/s compared to previous computations.
ken phase. Computed following Ref. [22], these rates are
Γh(z) ' 2.5× 10−3 GeV−1 × v(z)2 (7.4)
Γmt(z) ' 3.0× 10−3 GeV−1 × v(z)2 sin2 β(z) (7.5)
Γmb(z) '
(
yb
yt
)2
cot2 β(z) Γmt(z) . (7.6)
We neglect additional CP-violating relaxation rates from squarks, (s)leptons, and Higgs
scalars.
7.2 Lepton-mediated scenario: results
We now solve the Boltzmann equations (6.16-6.18) numerically for the lepton-mediated
EWB scenario, with input parameters defined above. In Fig. 7.1, we show the left-handed
charge density nL that arises from quarks, for maximal CP-violating phase φ1 = −pi/2.
Our numerical results are shown by the solid curves, plotted as a function of the distance z
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Figure 7.2: Left-handed charge densities for leptons and quarks (right) that source nB/s, for
lepton-mediated scenario. Solid (dashed) curve is our numerical (analytic) result, as func-
tion of distance z from bubble wall. Shaded region denotes broken electroweak symmetry.
Dotted curve (at zero) is our numerical result obtained neglecting tau/bottom Yukawa inter-
actions. The effect of these interactions is to suppress LH quark charge, while enhancing
LH lepton charge, thereby flipping the sign of nL and nB/s compared to previous compu-
tations.
to the moving bubble wall. The region of broken electroweak symmetry (denoted v 6= 0) is
for z > 0, while unbroken symmetry is for z < 0 (denoted v = 0). As advertised, the total
left-handed quark charge is suppressed compared to our computation neglecting bottom
and tau Yukawa interactions (dotted curve).
In Fig. 7.2, we show the left-handed, third generation lepton charge density, for φ1 =
−pi/2. Without tau Yukawa interactions, no lepton charge density is generated; this is
indicated by the dotted curve at zero. However, our numerical (solid) and analytic (dashed)
results indicate that tau Yukawa interactions do generate significant lepton charge. In fact,
as promised, nL is predominantly leptonic, while the quark contribution is suppressed.
The resulting baryon asymmetry depends crucially upon whether or not bottom and tau
Yukawa interactions have been incorporated into the Boltzmann equations. We find
nB/s ≈
 6× sinφ1 (nB/s)CMB Bottom/tau included− 11× sinφ1 (nB/s)CMB Bottom/tau neglected (7.7)
where (nB/s)CMB = 8.84 × 10−11 is the central value obtained from the CMB [2], re-
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Figure 7.3: Baryon asymmetry (nB/s), normalized to (nB/s)CMB, for sinφ1 = pi/2, as a
function of lightest (RH) bottom squark mass at zero temperature, for lightest (RH) stau
mass mτ˜ = 90 GeV (lower solid and dashed curves) and mτ˜ = 1 TeV (middle solid
and dashed). The uppermost, dotted curve is numerical results neglecting bottom and tau
Yukawa interactions.
quiring sinφ1 ≈ 1/6. However, if we had neglected bottom/tau Yukawa interactions, we
would have required sinφ1 ≈ −1/11. If electric dipole moment searches uncover new CP-
violating phases, such as φ1, the inclusion Γyb and Γyτ will clearly be essential in testing
the consistency of supersymmetric EWB scenarios.
The agreement in the unbroken phase between our numerical and analytic results is
good. (The latter has been plotted only for z < 0.) However, close to the bubble wall,
there is some disagreement between numerical and analytic lepton charge densities. For
|z| .
√
D¯ τyτ ' 2 GeV, the lepton density has not had enough time to reach chemical
equilibrium; here, our analytic approximation is breaking down, as discussed in Chapter 3.
7.3 MSSM parameter exploration
In the preceding section, the lepton-mediated scenario dramatically illustrated the novel
effects from bottom and tau Yukawa interactions. However, this scenario relied up having
mt˜R ' mb˜R , so that the quark contribution to nL would be suppressed. Now we ask: as we
deviate away from these parameters, what happens to the baryon asymmetry? In Fig. 7.3,
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we show how the baryon asymmetry is affected by increasing mb˜R , while keeping the right-
handed stop mass fixed. There are two pairs of solid and dashed curves; the upper and lower
solid curves correspond to our numerical results, with a lightest (mostly right-handed) stau
mass mτ˜1 = 1 TeV and 90 GeV, respectively. The dashed curves are the corresponding
analytic results, in good agreement with our numerical curves. As mb˜R is increased, the
baryon asymmetry is reduced in magnitude and then flips sign. For mb˜R À mt˜R , the
quark contribution to nL is no longer suppressed and has opposite sign compared to the
lepton contribution; the former overwhelms the latter. The mass of the right-handed tau
slepton also plays a minor role; from Eq. (6.36), we see that the lepton contribution to nL is
enhanced slightly when the right-handed stau is light, i.e., not Boltzmann suppressed. Our
numerical result neglecting bottom and tau Yukawa interactions is shown by the uppermost,
dotted curve.
The favored region of MSSM parameter space for EWB is the so-called “light-stop
scenario,” where all squarks and sleptons, except the right-handed stop, have TeV-scale
masses [46]. In Fig. 7.3, this corresponds to the region where mb˜1 = mτ˜1 = 1 TeV.
(Increasing these masses further has no impact on EWB; they are effectively decoupled
from the plasma.) In this region, the impact of bottom and tau Yukawa couplings is only a
factor-of-two. Furthermore, if in addition we take mA →∞, then bottom and tau Yukawa
interactions will be suppressed; one regains the dotted curve.
7.4 Beyond the MSSM
In the MSSM, lepton-mediated EWB can occur only in a small window of parameter space,
where
mt˜R ' mb˜R ' 100 GeV. (7.8)
Is there a compelling reason to expect that the SUSY-breaking right-handed stop and sbot-
tom masses will conspire to satisfy Eq. (7.8)?
In extensions of the MSSM, lepton-mediated EWB can be much more generic, without
fine-tuning between RH stop and sbottom masses — namely, when both species are Boltz-
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mann suppressed in the plasma. In Eq. (6.39), we note that the left-handed quark charge
vanishes when kB ' kT . For mt˜R , mb˜R À T , we have
ku˜3 , kd˜3 → 0 , (7.9)
and then
kT − kB ' ku3 − kd3 ' 0 , (7.10)
since the plasma masses for top and bottom quarks, largely determined by QCD interac-
tions, are approximately equal.
We previously argued that structure of EWB Boltzmann equations, which describe how
hypercharge is generated and equilibrated in the plasma, is not modified in the presence
of an additional gauge singlet, since the singlet carries no hypercharge. The singlet sector
will modify the nature of the phase transition, the properties of the expanding bubbles,
and, perhaps, the CP-violating sources. The singlet, however, will not negate the impact
of Yukawa interactions. Therefore, it makes sense to decouple these issues: we can study
how chemical equilibration might work in the NMSSM by going to larger mt˜R , assuming
that a first-order phase transition is provided by the singlet and carrying the bubble wall
parameters and CP-violating sources over from the MSSM.
In Fig. 7.4, we show how the lepton-mediated EWB is the default scenario for mt˜R , mb˜R
À T . We plot (nB/s), normalized to (nB/s)CMB and taking φ2 = pi/2, as a function of
tan β. In each panel, the three curves correspond to zero-temperature stop mass mt˜1 = 102
GeV (solid), 323 GeV (dashed), and 612 GeV (dotted). On the left, we have mA = 150
GeV; on the right, we have mA = 1 TeV. All other squark and slepton masses have been
taken to be TeV-scale. Where (nB/s) is negative, the nL is quark-dominated; where it
is positive, nL is lepton-dominated. We have taken the CP-violating source to be fixed,
despite the fact that we are varying mA:
SCPupslope
H˜
' − 1.0 GeV × β′(z) v(z)2 , (7.11)
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Figure 7.4: Baryon asymmetry (nB/s), normalized to (nB/s)CMB, for sinφ1 = pi/2, as
a function of tan β, for mA = 150 (left panel) and mA = 1 TeV. The plotted curves
correspond to zero-temperature stop mass mt˜1 = 102 GeV (solid), 323 GeV (dashed), and
612 GeV (dotted), with mb˜1 = 1 TeV. Positive (nB/s) is lepton-driven, negative (nB/s) is
quark-driven.
with corresponding relaxation rate
Γh(z) ' 1.3× 10−2 GeV−1 × v(z)2 . (7.12)
All other parameters are the same as before.
The important lesson of Fig. 7.4 is not the overall magnitude of (nB/s); it is how the
nB transitions from quark-driven to lepton-driven as one increases mt˜R . First, consider the
solid curve in the left-panel, for which mt˜R ' 100 GeV ¿ mb˜R . Here, nL is dominated by
quarks. Increasing tan β suppresses nL slightly, as Γyτ turns on, generating some lepton
charge that partially cancels the quark-dominated nL. Next, notice the dramatic effect when
we increase to mt˜R ' 300 GeV (dashed curve). At small tan β, the magnitude of nL is
suppressed in comparison to the previous curve; bottom Yukawa interactions are suppress-
ing the quark contribution to nL as (kT − kB) is decreased. At larger tan β, bottom and tau
Yukawa interactions become more efficient; the lepton charge density quickly overwhelms
the already-suppressed left-handed quark charge. Last, we increase to mt˜R ' 600 GeV
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(dotted curve). Even at small tan β, bottom Yukawa interactions have completely sup-
pressed the quark charge, since (kB − kT ) ' 0. At larger tan β, Γyτ turns on, generating
significant lepton density.
In Fig. 7.4, right panel, we repeat this story for mA = 1 TeV. Even at large mA, the
same story holds, albeit with a slower turn-on of tau Yukawa interactions with tan β. For
mt˜R ,mb˜R & 500 GeV, bottom and tau Yukawa interactions are very important. For small
tan β, the magnitude of the baryon asymmetry is suppressed because (i) bottom Yukawa
interactions have suppressed the quark contribution to nL, since (kT − kB) ' 0, and (ii)
tau Yukawa interactions are still too small to generate lepton charge. For moderate tan β,
the quark charge is still suppressed, but now Γyτ is large enough to generate leptonic nL.
We emphasize that this scenario does not require any fine-tuning, as in Eq. (7.8). All that
matters is that both right-handed stop and sbottom are Boltzmann suppressed in the plasma.
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Chapter 8
Pion Decays and Supersymmetry
8.1 Introduction
Low-energy precision tests provide important probes of new physics that are comple-
mentary to collider experiments[54, 55, 56]. In particular, effects of weak-scale super-
symmetry (SUSY) — one of the most popular extensions of the Standard Model (SM)
— can be searched for in a wide variety of low-energy tests: muon (g − 2) [119], β-
and µ-decay [57, 58], parity-violating electron scattering [59], electric dipole moment
searches [18], and SM-forbidden transitions like µ → eγ [60], etc. (For a recent review,
see Ref. [61].) In this chapter, we compute the SUSY contributions to pion leptonic (pil2)
decays and analyze the conditions under which they can be large enough to produce ob-
servable effects in the next generation of experiments. This work is somewhat tangential
to the preceeding chapters: it is not directly related to the baryon asymmetry, but may
provide important handles on parameters (e.g., chargino masses) that govern electroweak
baryogenesis.
In particular, we consider the ratio Re/µ, defined by
Re/µ ≡ Γ(pi
+ → e+νe + e+νeγ)
Γ(pi+ → µ+νµ + µ+νµγ) . (8.1)
The key advantage of Re/µ is that a variety of QCD effects that bring large theoretical
uncertainties— such as the pion decay constant Fpi and lepton flavor independent QCD
radiative corrections — cancel from this ratio. Indeed, Re/µ is one of few electroweak
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Figure 8.1: Representative contributions to ∆RSUSYe/µ : (a) tree-level charged Higgs boson exchange,
(b) external leg diagrams, (c) vertex diagrams, (d) box diagrams. Graph (a) contributes to the pseu-
doscalar amplitude, graphs (b,c) contribute to the axial vector amplitude, and graph (d) contributes
to both amplitudes.
observables that involve hadrons and yet are precisely calculable (see [62] for discussion
and Refs. [63, 64] for explicit computations). Moreover, measurements of this quantity
provide unique probes of deviations from lepton universality of the charged current (CC)
weak interaction in the SM that are induced by loop corrections and possible extensions
of the SM. In the present case, we focus on contributions from SUSY that can lead to
deviations from lepton universality [74].
The current, state-of-the-art SM computation of Re/µ is
RSMe/µ = (1.2352 ± 0.0001)× 10−4 , (8.2)
following a recent, improved treatment of hadronic effects through Chiral Perturbation
Theory [65, 66].
Experimentally, the most precise measurements of Re/µ have been obtained at TRI-
UMF [67] and PSI [68]. Taking the average of these results gives [1]
REXPTe/µ = (1.230 ± 0.004)× 10−4 , (8.3)
in agreement with the SM. Future experiments at these facilities will make more precise
measurements of Re/µ, aiming for precision at the level of < 1×10−3 (TRIUMF [69]) and
5× 10−4 (PSI [70]). These projected uncertainties are close to the conservative estimate of
theoretical uncertainties given in Ref. [63].
Deviations ∆Re/µ from the SM predictions in Eq. (8.2) would signal the presence of
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new, lepton flavor-dependent physics. In the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model
(MSSM), a non-vanishing ∆RSUSYe/µ may arise from either tree-level or one-loop correc-
tions. In section 8.2, we consider contributions to ∆RSUSYe/µ arising from R-parity conserv-
ing interactions (Fig. 8.1). Although tree-level charged Higgs exchange can contribute to
the rate Γ[pi+ → `+ν(γ)], this correction is flavor-independent and cancels fromRe/µ. One-
loop corrections induce both scalar and vector semileptonic dimension six four-fermion
operators. Such interactions contribute via pseudoscalar and axial vector pion decay am-
plitudes, respectively. We show that the pseudoscalar contributions are negligible un-
less the ratio of the up- and down-type Higgs vacuum expectation values (vevs) is huge
(vu/vd ≡ tan β & 103). For smaller tan β the most important effects arise from one-loop
contributions to the axial vector amplitude, which we analyze in detail by performing a nu-
merical scan over MSSM parameter space. We find that experimental observation of SUSY
loop-induced deviations at a significant level would require further reductions in both the
experimental error and theoretical SM uncertainty. Such improvements could lead to strin-
gent tests of “slepton universality” of the charged current sector of the MSSM, for which
it is often assumed that the left-handed first and second generation sleptons e˜L and µ˜L are
degenerate (see e.g. [52] ) and thus ∆RSUSYe/µ ' 0.
In section 8.3, we consider corrections toRe/µ from R-parity violating (RPV) processes.
These corrections enter at tree-level, but are suppressed by couplings whose strength is
contrained by other measurements. In order to analyze these constraints, we perform a fit
to the current low energy precision observables. We find that, at 95% C.L., the magnitude of
RPV contributions to ∆RSUSYe/µ could be several times larger than the combined theoretical
and anticipated experimental errors for the future Re/µ experiments. Details regarding the
calculation of one-loop corrections are given in Section 8.4. We summarize the main results
and provide conclusions in Section 8.5.
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8.2 R-parity conserving interactions
8.2.1 Pseudoscalar contributions
The tree-level amplitude for pi+ → `+ ν` that arises from the (V − A) ⊗ (V − A) four
fermion operator is
iM(0)AV = −i2
√
2GµVud 〈0| d¯γλPL u
∣∣pi+〉 uνγλPL v`
= 2VudFpiGµm` uνPR v` , (8.4)
where PL,R are the left- and right-handed projection operators,
Fpi = 92.4± 0.07± 0.25 MeV (8.5)
is the pion decay constant, Gµ is the Fermi constant extracted from the muon lifetime, and
Vud is the (1, 1) component of the CKM matrix. The first error in Eq. (8.5) is experimental
while the second arises from uncertainties associated with QCD effects in the one-loop
SM electroweak radiative corrections to the piµ2 decay rate. The superscript “(0)” and
subscript “AV ” in Eq. (8.4) denote a tree-level, axial vector contribution. At one-loop
order, one must subtract the radiative corrections to the muon-decay amplitude — since
Gµ is obtained from the muon lifetime — while adding the corrections to the semileptonic
CC amplitude. The corrections to the muon-decay amplitude as well as lepton flavor-
independent contributions to the semileptonic radiative corrections cancel from Re/µ.
Now consider the contribution from an induced pseudoscalar four fermion effective
operator of the form
∆LPS = −GPSVud√
2
ν(1 + γ5)` dγ5u . (8.6)
Contributions to Re/µ from operators of this form were considered in a model-independent
operator framework in Ref. [71] and in the MSSM in Ref. [72]. In the MSSM, such an
operator can arise at tree-level (Fig. 8.1a) through charged Higgs exchange and at one-loop
through box graphs (Fig. 8.1d). These amplitudes determine the value of GPS . The total
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amplitude is
iM(0)AV + iMPS = VudFpiGµm` uν(1 + γ5)v`
[
1 +
GPS
Gµ
ω`
]
(8.7)
where
ω` ≡ m
2
pi
m`(mu +md)
'
 5× 103 ` = e20 ` = µ (8.8)
is an enhancement factor reflecting the absence of helicity suppression in pseudoscalar con-
tributions as compared to (V −A)⊗(V −A) contributions [73]. Pseudoscalar contributions
will be relevant to the interpretation of Re/µ if∣∣∣∣GPSGµ
∣∣∣∣ ω` & 0.0005 , (8.9)
and if GPS ω` is lepton-flavor dependent.
The tree-level pseudoscalar contribution (Fig. 8.1a) gives
G
(0)
PS =
m` tan β(mu cot β −md tan β)√
2m2H+v
2
, (8.10)
where mH+ is the mass of the charged Higgs boson. Thus, we have
G
(0)
PS
Gµ
ω` =
m2pi tan β(mu cot β −md tan β)
(mu +md)m2H+
. (8.11)
It is indeed possible to satisfy (8.9) for
tan β & 20
( mH+
100 GeV
)
. (8.12)
Note that the combination G(0)PS/Gµ × ω` entering Eq. (8.7) is independent of lepton flavor
and will cancel from Re/µ. In principle, however, the extraction of Fpi from piµ2 decay could
be affected by tree-level charged Higgs exchange if the correction in Eq. (8.9) is & 0.003
in magnitude, corresponding to a shift comparable to the theoretical SM uncertainty as
estimated in Ref. [63]. In the case of charged Higgs exchange, one would require tan β &
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120 (mH+/100 GeV) to generate such an effect.
One-loop contributions to GPS are generated by box graphs (Fig. 8.1d). The magnitude
of these contributions is governed by the strength of chiral symmetry breaking in both the
quark and lepton sectors. Letting ² generically denote either a Yukawa coupling yf or a
ratio mf/MSUSY (where f = e, µ, u, or d), we find that
G
(1)
PS
Gµ
∼ α
8pis2W
(
mW
MSUSY
)2
²2 , (8.13)
where the superscript “(1)” denotes one loop induced pseudoscalar interaction. We have
verified by explicit computation that the O(²) contributions vanish. The reason is that in
each pair of incoming quarks or outgoing leptons the two fermions must have opposite
chirality in order to contribute to G(1)PS . Since CC interactions in the MSSM are purely left-
handed, the chirality must change at least twice in each graph, with each flip generating
a factor of ². For example, we show one pseudoscalar contribution in Fig. 8.2 that is
proportional to ²2 = yµyd. Here, the chirality changes at the ud˜H˜ and νµ˜H˜ vertices.
Potentially, this particular contribution can be enhanced for large tan β; however, to satisfy
(8.9), we need
tan β & 103
(
MSUSY
100 GeV
)3
. (8.14)
These extreme values of tan β can be problematic, leading yb and yτ to become nonpertur-
batively large. To avoid this scenario, we need roughly tan β . 65 (see [52] and references
therein).
Pseudoscalar contributions can also arise through mixing of left- and right-handed
scalar superpartners. Since each left-right mixing insertion introduces a factor of ², the lead-
ing contributions to G(1)PS will still be O(²2). However, if the triscalar SUSY-breaking pa-
rameters af are not suppressed by yf as normally assumed, it is possible to have ² ∼ O(1),
potentially leading to significant contributions. This possibility, although not experimen-
tally excluded, is considered theoretically “unnatural” as it requires some fine-tuning to
avoid spontaneous color and charge breaking (see Ref. [58] for discussion). Neglecting
this possibility and extremely large values of tan β, we conclude that loop-induced pseu-
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Figure 8.2: This contribution to G(1)PS is suppressed by ²
2 = yµyd.
doscalar contributions are much too small to be detected at upcoming experiments. These
conclusions are consistent with an earlier, similar analysis in Ref. [72].
8.2.2 Axial vector contributions
One-loop radiative corrections also contribute to the axial vector amplitude. The total am-
plitude can be written as
iMAV = VudfpiGµm` uν(1 + γ5)v` [1 + ∆rˆpi −∆rˆµ] , (8.15)
where ∆rˆpi and ∆rˆµ denote one-loop contributions to the semileptonic and µ-decay am-
plitudes, respectively and where the hat indicates quantities renormalized in the modified
dimensional reduction (DR) scheme. Since ∆rˆµ cancels from Re/µ, we concentrate on the
SUSY contributions to ∆rˆpi that do not cancel from Re/µ. It is helpful to distinguish various
classes of contributions
∆rˆSUSYpi = ∆
`
L +∆
`
V +∆
q
L +∆
q
V +∆B +∆GB , (8.16)
where∆`L (∆
q
L),∆
`
V (∆
q
V ),∆B, and∆GB denote leptonic (hadronic) external leg (Fig. 8.1b),
leptonic (hadronic) vertex (Fig. 8.1c), box graph (Fig. 8.1d), and gauge boson propagator
contributions, respectively. The corrections ∆qL,V and ∆GB cancel from Re/µ, so we do not
discuss them further (we henceforth omit the “`” superscript). The explicit general formu-
lae for ∆L, V,B, calculated in DR, are given in Section 8.4. We have verified that ∆L and
∆V agree with Ref. [75] for case of a pure SU(2)L chargino/neutralino sector.
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At face value, it appears from equations (8.37-8.39) that ∆RSUSYe/µ carries a non-trivial
dependence on MSSM parameters since the SUSY masses enter both explicitly in the loop
functions and implicitly in the mixing matrices Z, defined in equations (8.32-8.36). Nev-
ertheless, we are able to identify a relatively simple dependence on the SUSY spectrum.
We first consider ∆RSUSYe/µ in a limiting case obtained with three simplifying assump-
tions: (1) no flavor mixing among scalar superpartners; (2) no mixing between left- and
right-handed scalar superpartners; and (3) degeneracy between ˜`L and ν˜` and no gaugino-
Higgsino mixing. Our first assumption is well justified; experimental bounds on flavor
violating processes constrain the contributions to Re/µ from lepton flavor violation in the
slepton soft-breaking sector to be less than the sensitivies at upcoming experiments by a
factor of 10− 20 [72].
Our second assumption has minimal impact. In the absence of flavor mixing, the
charged slepton mass matrix decomposes into three 2 × 2 blocks; thus, for flavor `, the
mass matrix in the {˜`L, ˜`R} basis is M2L + (s2W − 12)m2Z cos 2β m` (a`y` − µ tan β)
m`
(
a`
y`
− µ tan β
)
M2R − s2Wm2Z cos 2β
 ,
where M2L (M
2
R) is the SUSY-breaking mass parameter for left-handed (right-handed) slep-
tons, a` is the coefficient for the SUSY-breaking triscalar interaction, y` is the Yukawa cou-
pling, and µ is the Higgsino mass parameter. Under particular models of SUSY-breaking
mediation, it is usually assumed that a`/y` ∼ MSUSY , and thus left-right mixing is negli-
gible for the first two generations due to the smallness of me and mµ. Of course, a` could
be significantly larger and induce significant left-right mixing [58]. For reasons discussed
above, we neglect this possibility.
We have adopted the third assumption for purely illustrative purposes; we will relax
it shortly. Clearly, fermions of the same weak isospin doublet are not degenerate; their
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masses obey
m2˜`
L
= m2ν˜` −m2W cos 2β +m2` (8.17)
m2
d˜L
= m2u˜L −m2W cos 2β +m2d −m2u . (8.18)
In addition, gaugino mixing is certainly always present, as the gaugino mass matrices con-
tain off-diagonal elements proportional to mZ [see Eqs. (8.33, 8.34)]. However, the third
assumption becomes valid for MSUSY À mZ .
Under our three assumptions, the SUSY vertex and external leg corrections sum to a
constant that is independent of the superpartner masses, leading to considerable simpli-
fications. The Bino [U(1)Y gaugino] vertex and external leg corrections exactly cancel.
The Wino [SU(2)L gaugino] vertex and leg corrections do not cancel; rather, ∆V +∆L =
α/4pis2W , a constant that carries no dependence on the slepton, gaugino, or Higgsino mass
parameters. The occurrence of this constant is merely an artifact of our use of the DR renor-
malization scheme. (In comparison, in modified minimal subtraction, we find ∆V +∆L = 0
in this same limit.1) This dependence on renormalization scheme cancels in Re/µ. (In addi-
tion, this scheme-dependent constant enters into the extraction of Gµ; hence, the individual
decay widths Γ(pi → `ν`) are also independent of renormalization scheme.)
The reason for this simplification is that under our assumptions, we have effectively
taken a limit that is equivalent to computing the one-loop corrections in the absence of elec-
troweak symmetry breaking. In the limit of unbroken SU(2)L×U(1)Y , the one-loop SUSY
vertex and external leg corrections sum to a universal constant which is renormalization
scheme-dependent, but renormalization scale-independent [75]. (For unbroken SU(2)L, the
SM vertex and external leg corrections yield an additional logarithmic scale dependence;
hence, the SU(2)L β-function receives contributions from both charge and wavefunction
renormalization.) In addition, virtual Higgsino contributions are negligible, since their in-
teractions are suppressed by small first and second generation Yukawa couplings. Setting
all external momenta to zero and working in the limit of unbroken SU(2)L symmetry, we
1Technically, since MS breaks SUSY, it is not the preferred renormalization scheme for the MSSM.
However, this aspect is not important in the present calculation.
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find that the Higgsino contributions to ∆L +∆V are y2`/32pi
2.
In this illustrative limit, the only non-zero contributions to ∆RSUSYe/µ come from two
classes of box graphs (Fig. 8.1d) — one involving purely Wino-like interactions and the
other with both a virtual Wino and Bino. The sum of these graphs is
∆
(`)
B =
α
12pis2W
(
m2W
M22
)[
F1(xL, xQ) + t
2
WF2(xB, xL, xQ)
]
(8.19)
where we have defined
F1(xL, xQ) ≡ 3
2
[
xL(xL − 2) ln xL
(xL − xQ)(1− xL)2 (8.20)
+
xQ(xQ − 2) ln xQ
(xQ − xL)(1− xQ)2 −
1
(1− xL)(1− xQ)
]
and
F2(xB, xL, xQ) ≡ 1
2
[
xB(xB + 2
√
xB) ln xB
(1− xB)(xB − xL)(xB − xQ)
+
xL(xL + 2
√
xB) ln xL
(1− xL)(xL − xB)(xL − xQ) (8.21)
+
xQ(xQ + 2
√
xB) lnxQ
(1− xQ)(xQ − xL)(xQ − xB)
]
,
where xB ≡ M21/M22 , xL ≡ m2˜`/M22 , and xQ ≡ m2Q˜/M22 , with masses M1, M2, m˜`,
and mQ˜ of the Bino, Wino, left-handed `-flavored slepton, and left-handed 1st generation
squark, respectively. Numerically, we find that always F1 À F2; the reason is that the sum
of Bino-Wino graphs tend to cancel, while the sum of pure Wino graphs all add coher-
ently. Hence, Bino exchange (through which the term proportional to F2 arises) does not
significantly contribute to ∆RSUSYe/µ .
In Fig. 8.3, we show F1(xL, xQ) as a function of xL for fixed xQ. Since F1 is symmetric
under xL ↔ xQ, Fig. 8.3 also shows F1 as a function of xQ, and hence how ∆B depends
on mu˜L . For xL, xQ ∼ 1, we have F1 ∼ O(1), while if either xL À 1 or xQ À 1, then
F1 → 0, which corresponds to the decoupling of heavy sleptons or squarks. There is no
enhancement of ∆B for xL ¿ 1 or xQ ¿ 1 (i.e. if M2 is very heavy) due to the overall
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Figure 8.3: The box graph loop function F1(xL, xQ) as a function of xL ≡ m2L˜/M
2
2 for several
values of xQ ≡ m2Q˜/M
2
2 . For xL ∼ xQ ∼ 1 (i.e. SUSY masses degenerate), F1(xL, xQ) ∼ 1. For
xL À 1 or xQ À 1 (i.e. very massive sleptons or squarks), F1(xL, xQ)→ 0.
1/M22 suppression in (8.19).
The total box graph contribution is
∆RSUSYe/µ
RSMe/µ
= 2 Re[∆(e)B −∆(µ)B ]
' α
6pis2W
(
mW
M2
)2
(8.22)
×
[
F1
(
m2e˜
M22
,
m2
Q˜
M22
)
− F1
(
m2µ˜
M22
,
m2
Q˜
M22
)]
.
Clearly ∆RSUSYe/µ vanishes if both sleptons are degenerate and is largest when they are far
from degeneracy, such that me˜L À mµ˜L or me˜L ¿ mµ˜L . In the latter case, we have∣∣∣∣∣∆R
SUSY
e/µ
RSMe/µ
∣∣∣∣∣ . 0.001×
(
100 GeV
MSUSY
)2
(8.23)
for e.g. MSUSY ≡M2 ∼ mu˜L ∼ me˜L ¿ mµ˜L .
We now relax our third assumption to allow for gaugino-Higgsino mixing and non-
degeneracy of ˜`and ν˜`. Both of these effects tend to spoil the universality of ∆V + ∆L,
giving
∆V +∆L − α
4pis2W
≡ α
8pis2W
f ' 0.001 f . (8.24)
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Figure 8.4: ∆RSUSYe/µ versus µ, with fixed parameters M1 = 100 GeV, M2 = 150 GeV, me˜L = 100
GeV,mµ˜L = 500GeV,mu˜L = 200GeV. Thin solid line denotes contributions from (∆V +∆L) only;
dashed line denotes contributions from∆B only; thick solid line shows the sum of both contributions
to ∆RSUSYe/µ .
The factor f measures the departure of ∆V +∆L from universality. If the SUSY spectrum
is such that our third assumption is valid, we expect f → 0 . For realistic values of the
SUSY parameters, two effects lead to a non-vanishing f : (a) splitting between the masses
of the charged and neutral left-handed sleptons that results from breaking of SU(2)L, and
(b) gaugino-Higgsino mixing. The former effect is typically negligible. To see why, we
recall from Eq. (8.17) that
m˜`= mν˜`
[
1 +O
(
m2W
m2˜`
)]
, (8.25)
where we have neglected the small non-degeneracy proportional to the square of the lepton
Yukawa coupling. We find that the leading contribution to f from this non-degeneracy is
at least O(m4W/m4˜`), which is . 0.1 for m˜`& 2mW .
Significant gaugino mixing can induce f ∼ O(1). The crucial point is that the size
of f from gaugino mixing is governed by the size of M2. If M2 À mZ , then the Wino
decouples from the Bino and Higgsino, and contributions to ∆V +∆L approach the case of
unbroken SU(2)L. On the other hand, if M2 ∼ mZ , then ∆V +∆L can differ substantially
from α/4pis2W .
In the limit that m˜`
L
ÀM2 (` = e, µ), we also have a decoupling scenario where ∆B =
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Figure 8.5: ∆RSUSYe/µ /R
SM
e/µ as a function of M2, with µ = 200 GeV and all other parameters fixed
as in Fig. 8.4. Each line shows the contribution indicated as in the caption of Fig. 8.4.
0, ∆V +∆L = α4pis2W , and thus f = 0. Hence, a significant contribution to ∆Re/µ requires
at least one light slepton. However, regardless of the magnitude of f , if me˜L = mµ˜L , then
these corrections will cancel from Re/µ.
It is instructive to consider the dependence of individual contributions ∆B and ∆V +∆L
to ∆RSUSYe/µ , as shown in Figs. 8.4 and 8.5. In Fig. 8.4, we plot the various contributions
as a function of the supersymmetric mass parameter µ, with M1 = 100 GeV, M2 = 150
GeV, me˜L = 100 GeV, mµ˜L = 500 GeV, mu˜L = 200 GeV. We see that the ∆V + ∆L
contributions (thin solid line) vanish for large µ, since in this regime gaugino-Higgsino
mixing is suppressed and there is no ∆V + ∆L contribution to ∆RSUSYe/µ . However, the
∆B contribution (dashed line) is nearly µ-independent, since box graphs with Higgsino
exchange (which depend on µ) are suppressed in comparison to those with only gaugino
exchange. In Fig. 8.5, we plot these contributions as a function of M2, with µ = 200 GeV
and all other parameters fixed as above. We see that both ∆V +∆L and ∆B contributions
vanish for large M2.
One general feature observed from these plots is that ∆V + ∆L and ∆B contributions
tend to cancel one another; therefore, the largest total contribution to ∆RSUSYe/µ occurs when
either ∆V + ∆L or ∆B is suppressed in comparison to the other. This can occur in the
following ways: (1) if µÀ mZ , then ∆B may be large, while ∆V +∆L is suppressed, and
(2) if mu˜L , md˜L À mZ , then ∆V +∆L may be large, while ∆B is suppressed. In Fig. 8.5,
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we have chosen parameters for which there is a large cancellation between ∆V + ∆L and
∆B. However, by taking the limits µ → ∞ or mu˜L , md˜L → ∞, ∆RSUSYe/µ would coincide
with the ∆B or ∆V +∆L contributions, respectively.
Because the ∆V + ∆L and ∆B contributions tend to cancel, it is impossible to deter-
mine whether e˜L or µ˜L is heavier from Re/µ measurements alone. For example, a positive
deviation in Re/µ can result from two scenarios: (1) ∆RSUSYe/µ is dominated by box graph
contributions with me˜L < mµ˜L , or (2) ∆R
SUSY
e/µ is dominated by ∆V + ∆L contributions
with me˜L > mµ˜L .
Guided by the preceding analysis, we expect for ∆RSUSYe/µ :
• The maximum contribution is
∣∣∣∆RSUSYe/µ /Re/µ∣∣∣ ∼ 0.001.
• Both the vertex + leg and box contributions are largest if M2 ∼ O(mZ) and vanish if
M2 À mZ . If M2 ∼ O(mZ), then at least one chargino must be light.
• The contributions to ∆RSUSYe/µ vanish if me˜L = mµ˜L and are largest if either mµ˜L ¿
me˜L or mµ˜L À me˜L .
• The contributions to ∆RSUSYe/µ are largest if e˜L or µ˜L is O(mZ).
• If µ À mZ , then the lack of gaugino-Higgsino mixing suppresses the ∆V + ∆L
contributions to ∆RSUSYe/µ .
• If mu˜L , md˜L À mZ , then the ∆B contributions to ∆RSUSYe/µ are suppressed due to
squark decoupling.
• If u˜L, d˜L, and µ are allO(mZ), then there may be cancellations between the ∆V +∆L
and ∆B contributions. ∆RSUSYe/µ is largest if it is dominated by either ∆V + ∆L or
∆B contributions.
We now study ∆RSUSYe/µ quantitatively by making a numerical scan over MSSM param-
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Figure 8.6: ∆RSUSYe/µ as a function of the ratio me˜L/mµ˜L . The dark and light regions denote the
regions of MSSM parameter space consistent and inconsistent, respectively, with the LEP II bound.
eter space, using the following ranges:
mZ/2 < {M1, |M2|, |µ|, mu˜L} < 1 TeV
mZ/2 < {mν˜e , mν˜µ} < 5 TeV (8.26)
1 < tan β < 50
sign(µ), sign(M2) = ±1 ,
where me˜L , mµ˜L , and md˜L are determined from Eqs. (8.17,8.18).
Direct collider searches impose some constraints on the parameter space. Although
the detailed nature of these constraints depends on the adoption of various assumptions
and on interdependencies on the nature of the MSSM and its spectrum [1], we implement
them in a coarse way in order to identify the general trends in corrections to Re/µ. First,
we include only parameter points in which there are no SUSY masses lighter than mZ/2.
(However, the current bound on the mass of lightest neutralino is even weaker than this.)
Second, parameter points which have no charged SUSY particles lighter than 103 GeV are
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Figure 8.7: ∆RSUSYe/µ as a function of Min[me˜L , mµ˜L], the mass of the lightest first or second
generation charged slepton. The dark and light regions denote the regions of MSSM parameter
space consistent and inconsistent, respectively, with the LEP II bound.
said to satisfy the “LEP II bound.” (This bound may also be weaker in particular regions of
parameter space.)
Additional constraints arise from precision electroweak data. We consider only MSSM
parameter points whose contributions to the oblique parameters S, T , and U [76] agree
with electroweak precision observables (EWPO). A recent fit to both high- and low-energy
EWPO using the value of mt = 170.9 ± 1.8 GeV [77] has been reported in Ref. [78],
yielding
T = −0.111± 0.109
S = −0.126± 0.096 (8.27)
U = 0.164± 0.115
where the errors quoted are one standard deviation and where the value of the Standard
Model Higgs boson mass has been set to the LEP lower bound mh = 114.4 GeV. Using
the correlation matrix given in Ref. [78] and the computation of superpartner contributions
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to the oblique parameters reported in Ref. [59], we determine the points in the MSSM
parameter space that are consistent with EWPO at 95% confidence. Because we have
neglected the 3rd generation and right-handed scalar sectors in our analysis and parameter
scan, we do not calculate the entire MSSM contributions to S, T , and U . Rather, we only
include those from charginos, neutralinos, and the first two generation left-handed scalar
superpartners. Although incomplete, this serves as a conservative lower bound; in general,
the contributions to S, T , and U from the remaining scalar superpartners (that we neglect)
only causes further deviations from the measured values of the oblique parameters. In
addition, we have assumed that the lightest CP-even Higgs mass is the same as the SM
Higgs mass reference point: mh = 114.4 GeV, neglecting the corrections due to the small
mass difference, and the typically small contributions from the remaining heavier Higgs
bosons.
We do not impose other electroweak constraints in the present study, but note that they
will generally lead to further restrictions. For example, the results of the E821 measure-
ment of the muon anomalous magnetic moment [79] tend to favor a positive sign for the µ
parameter and relatively large values of tan β. Eliminating the points with sign(µ) = −1
will exclude half the parameter space in our scan, but the general trends are unaffected.
We show the results of our numerical scan in Figs. 8.6–8.9. In Figs. 8.6–8.8, the dark
regions contain all MSSM parameter points within our scan consistent with the LEP II
bound, while the light regions contain all MSSM points inconsistent with the LEP II bound,
but with no superpartners lighter than mZ/2. In effect, the dark (light) regions show how
large ∆RSUSYe/µ /Re/µ can be, assuming consistency (inconsistency) with the LEP II bound,
as a function of a given parameter. In Fig. 8.6, we show ∆RSUSYe/µ /Re/µ as a function of the
ratio of slepton masses me˜L/mµ˜L . If both sleptons are degenerate, then ∆R
SUSY
e/µ vanishes.
Assuming the LEP II bound, in order for a deviation in Re/µ to match the target precision
at upcoming experiments, we must have
δRe/µ ≡
∣∣∆RSUSYe/µ /Re/µ∣∣ & 0.0005 , (8.28)
and thus me˜L/mµ˜L & 2 or mµ˜L/me˜L & 2. (This result is consistent with an earlier anal-
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Figure 8.8: ∆RSUSYe/µ versus mχ1 , the mass of the lightest chargino. The dark and light regions
denote the regions of MSSM parameter space consistent and inconsistent, respectively, with the
LEP II bound.
ysis [72], where the authors conclude that ∆RSUSYe/µ would be unobservably small if meL
and mµL differ by less than 10%.)
In Fig. 8.7, we show ∆RSUSYe/µ /Re/µ as a function of Min[me˜L , mµ˜L], the mass lightest
first or second generation slepton. If the lighter slepton is extremely heavy, then both heavy
sleptons decouple, causing ∆RSUSYe/µ to vanish. Assuming the LEP II bound, to satisfy
(8.28), we must have me˜L . 300 GeV or mµ˜L . 300 GeV.
In Fig. 8.8, we show ∆RSUSYe/µ /Re/µ as a function of mχ1, the lightest chargino mass.
If mχ1 is large, ∆RSUSYe/µ vanishes because M2 must be large as well, suppressing ∆B and
forcing ∆V and ∆L to sum to the flavor independent constant discussed above. Assuming
the LEP II bound, to satisfy (8.28), we must have mχ1 . 250 GeV.
Finally, we illustrate the interplay between ∆V + ∆L and ∆B by considering δRSUSYe/µ
as a function of |µ| and mu˜L . In Fig. 8.9, we show the largest values of δRSUSYe/µ obtained
in our numerical parameter scan, restricting to parameter points which satisfy the LEP II
bound. The solid shaded areas correspond to regions of the |µ|-mu˜L plane where the largest
value of δRSUSYe/µ lies within the indicated ranges. It is clear that δR
SUSY
e/µ can be largest
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Figure 8.9: Contours indicate the largest values of δRSUSYe/µ obtained by our numerical parameter
scan (8.26), as a function of |µ| and mu˜L . The solid shaded regions correspond to the largest values
of δRSUSYe/µ within the ranges indicated. All values of δR
SUSY
e/µ correspond to parameter points which
satisfy the LEP II bound.
in the regions where either (1) µ is small, mu˜L is large, and the largest contributions to
∆RSUSYe/µ are from ∆V +∆L, or (2) µ is large, mu˜L is small, and the largest contribution to
∆RSUSYe/µ is from ∆B. If both µ and mu˜L are light, then ∆R
SUSY
e/µ can still be very small due
to cancellations, even though both ∆V + ∆L and ∆B contributions are large individually.
More precisely, to satisfy (8.28), we need either µ . 250 GeV, or µ & 300 GeV and
mu˜L . 200 GeV.
8.3 Contributions from R-parity Violating Processes
In the presence of RPV interactions, tree-level exchanges of sfermions (shown in Fig. 8.10),
lead to violations of lepton universality and non-vanishing effects in Re/µ. The magnitude
of these tree-level contributions is governed by both the sfermion masses and by the pa-
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Figure 8.10: Tree-level RPV contributions to Re/µ.
rameters λ′11k and λ
′
21k that are the coefficients in RPV interactions:
LRPV, ∆L=1 = λ′ijkLiQj ˜¯d†k + . . . (8.29)
Defining [81, 82]
∆′ijk(f˜) =
|λ′ijk|2
4
√
2Gµm2f˜
≥ 0, (8.30)
contributions to Re/µ from RPV interactions are
∆RRPVe/µ
RSMe/µ
= 2∆′11k − 2∆′21k. (8.31)
Note that RPV contribution to the muon lifetime (and, thus, the Fermi constant Gµ) cancels
in Re/µ, therefore does not enter the expression.
The quantities ∆′ijk etc. are constrained by existing precision measurements and rare
decays. A summary of the low energy constraints is given in Table III of Ref. [61], which
includes tests of CKM unitarity (primarily through RPV effects in superallowed nuclear β-
decay that yields a precise value of |Vud| [80]), atomic parity violating (PV) measurements
of the cesium weak charge QCsW [83], the ratio Re/µ itself [67, 68], a comparison of the
Fermi constant Gµ with the appropriate combination of α, mZ , and sin2 θW [84], and the
electron weak charge determined from SLAC E158 measurement of parity violating Møller
scattering[85].
In Fig. 8.11 we show the present 95% C.L. constraints on the quantities ∆′11k and ∆
′
21k
obtained from the aforementioned observables (interior of the blue curve). Since the ∆′ijk
are positive semidefinite quantities, only the region of the contour in the upper right hand
quadrant are shown. The green curve indicates the possible implication of a future mea-
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Figure 8.11: Present 95% C.L. constraints on RPV parameters ∆′j1k, j = 1, 2 that enter
Re/µ obtained from a fit to precision electroweak observables. Interior of the dark blue
contour corresponds to the fit using the current value of ∆Re/µ/RSMe/µ [67, 68], while the
dashed red contour corresponds to the fit using the future expected experimental precision
[69], assuming the same central value. The light green curve indicates prospective impact
of a future measurement of the proton weak charge at Jefferson Lab [86].
surement of the proton weak charge planned at Jefferson Lab [86], assuming agreement
with the Standard Model prediction for this quantity and the anticipated experimental un-
certainty. The dashed red curve shows the possible impact of future measurements of Re/µ,
assuming agreement with the present central value but an overall error reduced to the level
anticipated in Ref. [69]; with the error anticipated in Ref. [70] the width of the band would
be a factor of two smaller than shown.
Two general observations emerge from Fig. 8.11. First, given the present constraints,
values of ∆′21k and ∆
′
11k differing substantially from zero are allowed. For values of these
quantities inside the blue contour, ∆RSUSYe/µ could differ from zero by up to five standard
deviations for the error anticipated in Ref. [69]. Such RPV effects could, thus, be consider-
ably larger than the SUSY loop corrections discussed above. On the other hand, agreement
of Re/µ with the SM would lead to considerable tightening of the constraints on this sce-
nario, particularly in the case of ∆′21k, which is currently constrained only by Re/µ and
deep inelastic ν (ν¯) scattering [87].
The presence of RPV interactions would have significant implications for both neu-
trino physics and cosmology. It has long been known, for example, that the existence of
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∆L = ±1 interactions — such as those that could enter Re/µ — will induce a Majorana
neutrino mass [88], while the presence of non-vanishing RPV couplings would imply that
the lightest supersymmetric particle is unstable and, therefore, not a viable candidate for
cold dark matter. The future measurements of Re/µ could lead to substantially tighter con-
straints on these possibilities or uncover a possible indication of RPV effects. In addition,
we note that the present uncertainty associated with RPV effects entering the piµ2 decay
rate would affect the value of Fpi at a level about half the theoretical SM uncertainty as
estimated by Ref. [63].
8.4 General Radiative Corrections in the MSSM
In this section, we present the complete formulae for the R-parity conserving vertex, exter-
nal leg, and box graphs. The reader that wishes to avoid these technicalities is advised to
move to our conclusions in Section 8.5.
The MSSM Lagrangian and Feynman rules [89] are expressed in terms of chargino and
neutralino mixing matrices Z± and ZN , respectively, which diagonalize the superpartner
mass matrices, defined as follows. The four neutralino mass eigenstates χ0i are related to
the gauge eigenstates ψ0 ≡ (B˜, W˜ 3, H˜0d , H˜0u) by
ψ0i = Z
ij
N χ
0
j , (8.32)
where
ZTN

M1 0 −cβ sWmZ sβ sWmZ
0 M2 cβ cWmZ −sβ cWmZ
−cβ sWmZ cβ cWmZ 0 −µ
sβ sWmZ −sβ cWmZ −µ 0
ZN =

mχ1 0
. . .
0 mχ4

is the diagonalized neutralino mass matrix. The chargino mass eigenstates χ±i are related
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to the gauge eigenstates ψ+ ≡ (W˜+, H˜+u ) and ψ− ≡ (W˜−, H˜−d ) by
ψ±i = Z
ij
± χ
±
j , (8.33)
where
ZT−
 M2 √2sβmW√
2cβmW µ
 Z+ =
 mχ1 0
0 mχ2
 (8.34)
is the diagonalized chargino mass matrix. We note that the off-diagonal elements which
mix gauginos and Higgsinos stem solely from electroweak symmetry breaking.
The charged slepton mass eigenstates L˜i are related to the gauge eigenstates ˜` ≡
(e˜L, µ˜L, τ˜L, e˜R, µ˜R, τ˜R) by ˜`
i = Z
ij
L L˜j , (8.35)
where
Z†LM
2˜` ZL =

m2
L˜1
0
. . .
0 m2
L˜6
 (8.36)
is the diagonalized slepton mass matrix. There are two classes of off-diagonal elements in
M2˜` which can contribute to slepton mixing: mixing between flavors and mixing between
left- and right-handed components of a given flavor, both of which arise through SUSY-
breaking terms. (Left-right mixing due to SUSY-preserving terms will be suppressed by
m`/m˜` and is irrelevant for the first two generations.)
Similarly, up-type squarks, down-type squarks, and sneutrinos have mixing matrices
ZU , ZD, and Zν , respectively, defined identically to ZL — except for the fact that there
are no right-handed sneutrinos in the MSSM and thus there are only three sneutrino mass
eigenstates.
There are three types of contributions to ∆RSUSYe/µ in the MSSM: external leg, vertex,
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and box graph radiative corrections. The leptonic external leg corrections (Fig. 8.1b) are
∆
(i)
L = −
α
16pis2W
(
|Z1jN tW − Z2jN |2 B(mχ0j ,mν˜i) + 2 |Z1k− |2 B(mχk ,mL˜i) (8.37)
+ |Z1jN tW + Z2jN |2 B(mχ0j ,mL˜i) + 2 |Z1k+ |2 B(mχk ,mν˜i)
)
,
where the loop function is [91]
B(m1,m2) =
∫ 1
0
dx x ln
(
M2
m21(1− x) +m22x
)
.
The leptonic vertex corrections (Fig. 8.1c) are
∆
(I)
V =
α
8pis2W
(
(Z1jN tW + Z
2j
N ) (Z
1j∗
N tW − Z2j∗N ) C2(mν˜i ,mχ0j ,mL˜i) (8.38)
+ 2 (Z2j∗N − tW Z1j∗N ) Z1k+
[
(Z2jN Z
1k
+ −
1√
2
Z4jN Z
2k
+ ) C2(mχ0j ,mν˜i ,mχk)
+ (Z2j∗N Z
1k
− +
1√
2
Z3j∗N Z
2k
− ) mχ0jmχk C1(mχ0j ,mν˜i ,mχk)
]
+ 2 (Z2jN + tW Z
1j
N ) Z
1k
−
[
(Z2j∗N Z
1k
− +
1√
2
Z3j∗N Z
2k
− ) C2(mχk ,mL˜i ,mχ0j )
+ (Z2jN Z
1k
+ −
1√
2
Z4jN Z
2k
+ ) mχ0jmχk C1(mχk ,mL˜i ,mχ0j )
] )
,
with loop functions
C1(m1,m2,m3) =
∫ 1
0
dx dy
1
m21x+m
2
2y +m
2
3(1− x− y)
C2(m1,m2,m3) =
∫ 1
0
dx dy ln
(
M2
m21x+m
2
2y +m
2
3(1− x− y)
)
.
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The corrections from box graphs (Fig. 8.1d) are
∆
(I)
B =
αm2W
8pis2W
× (8.39)(
|Z1k− |2 (Z2m∗N + tWZ1m∗N ) (Z2mN −
1
3
tWZ
1m
N ) D1(mχ0m ,md˜L ,mχk ,mL˜i)
+ |Z1j+ |2 (Z2mN − tWZ1mN ) (Z2m∗N +
1
3
tWZ
1m∗
N ) D1(mχj ,mu˜L ,mχ0m ,mν˜i)
+ Z1j− Z
1j
+ (Z
2m
N − tWZ1mN ) (Z2mN −
1
3
tWZ
1m
N ) mχ0mmχj D2(mχ0m ,md˜L ,mχj ,mν˜i)
+ Z1k− Z
1k
+ (Z
2m∗
N + tWZ
1m∗
N ) (Z
2m∗
N +
1
3
tWZ
1m∗
N )
× mχ0mmχk D2(mχk ,mu˜L ,mχ0m ,mL˜i)
)
,
with loop functions
Dn(m1,m2,m3,m4) =
∫ 1
0
dx dy dz
1
[m21x+m
2
2y +m
2
3z +m
2
4(1− x− y − z)]n
.
In formulae (8.37-8.39), I = 1 corresponds to pi → e νe and I = 2 corresponds to pi →
µ νµ. All other indeces are summed over. We use DR renormalization at scale M . We have
defined tW ≡ tan θW and sW ≡ sin θW . We have neglected terms proportional to either
Yukawa couplings or external momenta (which will be suppressed by O(mpi/MSUSY )).
Finally, the SUSY contribution to Re/µ is
∆RSUSYe/µ
Re/µ
= 2 Re[∆(1)V −∆(2)V +∆(1)L −∆(2)L +∆(1)B −∆(2)B ] . (8.40)
In addition, the following are some useful formulae needed to show the cancellations
of vertex and leg corrections in the limit of no superpartner mixing:
C2(m1,m2,m1) = B(m2,m1)
2m21 C1(m1,m2,m1)− 2B(m1,m2) + 2B(m2,m1) = 1 .
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8.5 Conclusions
Given the prospect of two new studies of lepton universality in pi`2 decays [69, 70] with ex-
perimental errors that are substantially smaller than for existing measurements and possibly
approaching the 5× 10−4 level, an analysis of the possible implications for supersymmetry
is a timely exercise. In this study, we have considered SUSY effects on the ratio Re/µ in the
MSSM both with and without R-parity violation. Our results indicate that in the R-parity
conserving case, effects from SUSY loops can be of order the planned experimental error
in particular, limited regions of the MSSM parameter space. Specifically, we find that a
deviation in Re/µ due to the MSSM at the level of
0.0005 .
∣∣∣∣∣∆R
SUSY
e/µ
Re/µ
∣∣∣∣∣ . 0.001 , (8.41)
implies (1) the lightest chargino χ1 is sufficiently light
mχ1 . 250 GeV ,
(2) the left-handed selectron e˜L and smuon µ˜L are highly non-degenerate:
me˜L
mµ˜L
& 2 or me˜L
mµ˜L
. 1
2
,
(3) at least one of e˜L or µ˜L must be light, such that
me˜L . 300 GeV or mµ˜L . 300 GeV,
and (4) the Higgsino mass parameter µ and left-handed up squark mass mu˜L satisfy either
|µ| . 250 GeV
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or
|µ| & 300 GeV, mu˜L . 200 GeV.
Under these conditions, the magnitude ∆RSUSYe/µ may fall within the sensitivity of the new
Re/µ measurements.
In conventional scenarios for SUSY-breaking mediation, one expects the left-handed
slepton masses to be comparable, implying no substantial corrections to SM predictions for
Re/µ. Significant reductions in both experimental error and theoretical, hadronic physics
uncertainties in RSMe/µ would be needed to make this ratio an effective probe of the super-
partner spectrum.
On the other hand, constraints from existing precision electroweak measurements leave
considerable latitude for observable effects from tree-level superpartner exchange in the
presence of RPV interactions. The existence of such effects would have important conse-
quences for both neutrino physics and cosmology, as the presence of the ∆L 6= 0 RPV
interactions would induce a Majorana mass term for the neutrino and allow the lightest
superpartner to decay to SM particles too rapidly to make it a viable dark matter candi-
date. Agreement between the results of the new Re/µ measurements with RSMe/µ could yield
significant new constraints on these possibilities.
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Chapter 9
Supersymmetric Signatures in Muon
and Beta Decays
9.1 Introduction
The search for physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) lies at the forefront of particle
and nuclear physics. Among the prospective candidates for SM extensions, low-energy su-
persymmetry (SUSY) remains one of the most attractive possibilities. Its elegant solution
to the naturalness problem associated with stability of the electroweak scale, its generation
of coupling unification near the GUT scale, and its viable particle physics explanations for
the abundance of matter (both visible and dark), have motivated a plethora of phenomeno-
logical studies over the years. With the advent of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), direct
evidence for low-energy SUSY may become available in the near future.
In the search for new physics, studies of precision electroweak observables and rare
or SM-forbidden processes provide an important and complementary probe to collider
searches (for recent discussions, see Refs. [54, 55]). Indeed, precise measurements of
Z-pole observables and other electroweak precision measurements, as well as the branch-
ing ratios of rare decays such as b→ sγ or Bs → µ+µ− have placed important constraints
on supersymmetric models. At low energies, the recent evidence for a possibly significant
deviation of the muon anomalous magnetic moment, (gµ − 2), from SM expectations pro-
vides at least a tantalizing hint of low-energy SUSY in the regime of large tan β [79, 92].
Similarly, new searches for the permanent electric dipole moments of various systems will
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probe SUSY (and other) CP-violation sources at a level of interest to explaining the baryon
asymmetry of the universe[18, 54], while precision studies of fixed target, parity-violating
electron scattering will be strongly sensitive to the existence lepton-number violating su-
persymmetric interactions[93].
In this paper, we study the implications of SUSY for weak decays of the muon, neutron,
and nuclei. Our work is motivated by the prospect of significantly higher precision in
future measurements of the muon lifetime (τµ) and decay correlation parameters, as well
as of considerably higher precision in studies of neutron and nuclear β-decay at various
laboratories, including the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS), Los Alamos Neutron Science
Center (LANSCE), NIST, the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL), and a possible high-intensity
radioactive ion beam facility. Recent experimental progress including: new measurements
of muon decay parameters at TRIUMF and PSI[94, 95, 96]; new measurements of the muon
lifetime at PSI[97, 98]; Penning trap studies of nuclear β-decay[99]; the development of
cold and ultracold neutron technology for the study of neutron decay; and plans for new
measurements of the leptonic decays of the pion[100, 101] – point to the high level of
experimental activity in this direction.
Theoretically, recent efforts have focused on the use of such experiments to test the
unitarity of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix, including analyses of SUSY correc-
tions to the (V − A) ⊗ (V − A) structure of the SM charged current (CC) interaction
[57, 81, 102] and improved limits on hadronic structure effects in neutron and nuclear β-
decays[103]. Going beyond the (V − A) ⊗ (V − A) structure of the SM CC interaction,
it has recently been shown that the scale of neutrino mass implied by neutrino oscillation
experiments and the cosmic microwave background implies stringent bounds on chirality-
changing scalar and tensor operators that could contribute to weak decays[104, 105, 106].
Comprehensive reviews of non-(V − A)⊗ (V − A) effects in β-decay have been given in
Refs. [107, 108, 109]
Here, we study the effects of supersymmetric interactions that give rise to non-(V−A)⊗
(V − A) interactions but evade the neutrino mass bounds. Such effects can arise through
radiative corrections in supersymmetric models containing only left-handed neutrinos. For
concreteness, we focus on the minimal supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM). We do
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not consider simple extensions of the MSSM with right-handed or Majorana neutrinos
and their superpartners as required by non-vanishing neutrino mass, as the effects of the
corresponding neutrino sector on weak decays is highly constrained.1. We show that in the
MSSM, radiatively-induced non-(V −A)⊗ (V −A) interactions are particularly sensitive
to flavor and left-right mixing among first and second generation sleptons and squarks. The
flavor structure of the MSSM has been the subject of extensive scrutiny, and as we show
below, experimental studies of lepton flavor violation (LFV) lead to tight constraints on
the corresponding effects in weak decays. In contrast, there exist few independent probes
of left(L)-right(R) mixing among scalar fermions. It is generally assumed that this mixing
is proportional to the relevant Yukawa couplings, implying that it is highly suppressed in
processes involving only first and second generation sfermions. However, this “alignment”
assumption is not inherent in the structure of the SUSY–breaking sector of the MSSM, and
while its use can simplify MSSM phenomenology, it is of interest to explore experimental
observables that may test this assumption. In what follows, we argue that studies of weak
decay correlations may provide such experimental tests. Specifically, we find that:
(i) Supersymmetric box graph corrections to the µ-decay amplitude generates a non-
vanishing scalar interaction involving right handed charged leptons (gSRR 6= 0 in the
standard parameterization used below) in the presence of flavor mixing among left-
handed (LH) sneutrinos and among right-handed (RH) sleptons, or flavor-diagonal
mixing among LH and RH sleptons.
(ii) Analogous box graph effects can give rise to non-vanishing scalar and tensor inter-
actions in light quark β-decay. The generation of these interactions requires non-
vanishing left-right mixing among first generation sleptons and squarks. Studies of
the energy-dependence of β-decay correlations and β-polarization – as well as of the
energy-independent spin-polarization correlation – provide a probe of these interac-
tions and the requisite L-R mixing.
(iii) Flavor-mixing among the LH sleptons (ν˜L, ˜`L) is highly constrained by searches for
1In see-saw scenarios, for example, the scale of the additional sneutrino mass is sufficiently large that
these degrees of freedom decouple from low-energy observables.
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lepton flavor violation in processes such as µ→ eγ and µ→ e conversion. Thus, any
observable departure from (V −A)⊗(V −A) interactions in µ-decay associated with
the MSSM would arise from large, flavor diagonal L-R mixing among smuons (µ˜)
and selectrons (e˜). The former are also constrained by the present value of (gµ − 2).
At present, we are not aware of any analogous constraints on L-R mixing among first
generation squarks and sleptons.
(iv) The magnitude of the effects in µ-decay are below the present sensitivity of decay
correlation studies. However, the presence of the SUSY-induced scalar interaction
could modify the extraction of the Fermi constant (Gµ) from the next generation of
τµ measurements at PSI. Similarly, improvements in β-decay correlation precision
by . an order of magnitude would allow one to probe the SUSY-induced scalar
and tensor interactions generated by large L-R mixing. Such measurements could in
principle provide a unique test of L-R mixing among first generation superpartners.
In the remainder of the paper, we provide details of our analysis. Section 9.2 gives a
general overview of weak decay correlations and our notation and conventions. In Sec-
tion 9.3 we discuss the computation of the relevant SUSY corrections and give analytic
expressions for the resulting operators. Section 9.4 contains a discussion of constraints re-
sulting from other measurements and numerical implications for the µ-decay and β-decay
correlations. We summarize our conclusions in Section 9.5.
9.2 Weak Decay Correlations: General Features
Departures from the SM (V − A) ⊗ (V − A) structure of the low-energy leptonic and
semileptonic CC weak interactions can be characterized by an effective four fermion La-
grangian containing all independent dimension six operators. In the case of µ-decay, it is
conventional to use
Lµ−decay = −4Gµ√
2
∑
γ, ², µ
gγ²µ e¯²Γ
γνe ν¯µΓγµµ (9.1)
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where the sum runs over Dirac matrices Γγ = 1 (S), γα (V), and σαβ/
√
2 (T) and the sub-
scripts µ and ² denote the chirality (R,L) of the muon and final state lepton, respectively2.
Note that the use of this Lagrangian is only appropriate for the analysis of processes that
occur at energies below the electroweak scale, as it is not SU(2)L×U(1)Y invariant. At
tree-level in the SM one has gVLL = 1 with all other g
γ
²µ = 0. In the limit of vanishing
lepton masses, non-QED SM electroweak radiative corrections to the tree-level amplitude
are absorbed into the definition of Gµ.
In the literature, there exist several equivalent parameterizations of non-Standard Model
contributions to light quark β-decay[107, 108, 109]. In analogy with Eq. (9.1) we use
Lβ−decay = −4Gµ√
2
∑
γ, ², δ
aγ²δ e¯²Γ
γνe u¯Γγdδ (9.2)
where the notation is similar to that for the µ-decay effective Lagrangian. As with Lµ−decay,
only the purely left-handed (V −A)⊗ (V −A) interaction appears at tree-level in the SM.
In this case, one has aVLL = Vud, the (1,1) element of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
(CKM) matrix. Including electroweak radiative corrections leads to
aVLL = Vud (1 + ∆r̂β −∆r̂µ) , (9.3)
where∆r̂β contains the electroweak radiative corrections to the tree-level (V −A)⊗(V −A)
β-decay amplitude and ∆r̂µ contains the corresponding corrections for µ-decay apart from
the QED corrections that are explicitly factored out when definiting Gµ from the muon
lifetime.
Supersymmetric contributions to ∆r̂β−∆r̂µ have been computed in Refs. [57, 81, 102].
These corrections can affect tests of the unitarity of the first row of the CKM matrix, as
they must be subtracted from aVLL when determining Vud from β-decay half lives. The
corresponding implications for CKM unitarity tests have been discussed in those studies.
Supersymmetric corrections can also give rise to non-vanishing gγ²µ and a
γ
²δ that parame-
terize the non-(V − A) ⊗ (V − A) interactions in Eqs. (9.1,9.2). The presence of these
2The normalization of the tensor terms corresponds to the convention adopted in Ref. [110]
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operators cannot be discerned using the muon lifetime or β-decay half lives alone, but they
can be probed using studies of the spectrum, angular distribution, and polarization of the
decay products. We consider here non-(V −A)⊗ (V −A) that are generated by one-loop
corrections and are, thus, suppressed by a factor of α/4pi. Consequently, we focus on those
operators that interfere linearly with SM contributions in weak decay observables and have
the largest possible phenomenological effects.
In the case of polarized µ− (µ+) decay, the electron (positron) spectrum and polar-
ization are characterized by the eleven Michel parameters[111, 112], four of which (ρ, η,
ξ, and δ) describe the spectral shape and angular distribution. An additional five (ξ′, ξ′′,
η′′, α/A, β/A) are used to characterize the electron (positron) transverse and longitudinal
polarization, while the final two (α′/A, β′/A) parameterize time-reversal odd correlations
between the muon polarization and the outgoing charged lepton spin. In what follows, we
find that SUSY box graphs generate non-vanishing contributions to gSRR. This coupling
appears quadratically in the parameters ξ and ξ′ and interferes linearly with the SM term
gVLL in η, η
′′, and β′/A. The linear-dependence of η on gSRR is particularly interesting, since
η = 0 in the SM, and since a non-zero value for this parameter enters the extraction of Gµ
from τµ:
1
τµ
=
G2µm
5
µ
192pi3
[1 + δQED]
[
1 + 4η
me
mµ
− 8
(
me
mµ
)2][
1 +
3
5
(
mµ
MW
)2]
, (9.4)
where δQED denote the QED corrections the decay rate in the low-energy (Fermi) effective
theory.
For β-decay, it is customary to use the description of the differential decay rate written
down by Jackson, Treiman, and Wyld [113] (see also [107, 108, 109]):
dΓ ∝ N (Ee)
{
1 + a
~pe · ~pν
EeEν
+ b
Γme
Ee
+ 〈 ~J〉 ·
[
A
~pe
Ee
+B
~pν
Eν
+D
~pe × ~pν
EeEν
]
(9.5)
+~σ ·
[
N〈 ~J〉+G ~pe
Ee
+Q′pˆepˆe · 〈 ~J〉+R〈 ~J〉 × ~pe
Ee
]}
dΩedΩνdEe,
where N (Ee) = peEe(E0 − Ee)2; Ee (Eν), ~pe (~pν), and ~σ are the β (neutrino) energy,
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momentum, and polarization, respectively; ~J is the polarization of the decaying nucleus;
and Γ =
√
1− (Zα)2.
As we discuss below, SUSY box graphs may generate non-zero contributions to the
operators in Eq. (9.2) parameterized by aSRR, a
S
RL, and a
T
RL. The latter interfere linearly
with the SM parameter aVLL in terms in Eq. (9.5) that depend on β energy, including the
so-called Fierz interference coefficient, b; the parity-violating correlation involving neu-
trino momentum and nuclear spin, B; and the polarization correlation coefficient, Q′. In
addition, the energy-independent spin-polarization correlation coefficient N also contains
a linear dependence on aSRR, a
S
RL, and a
T
RL. Specifically, one has
b ζ = ± 4 Re
[
M2F gV gS a
V
LL(a
S
RL + a
S
RR)
∗ − 2M2GT gAgT aVLLaT∗RL
]
(9.6)
B ζ = 2 Re
[
± λJ ′J M2GT
(
(g2A |aVLL|2 + 4 g2T |aTRL|2) ∓
Γm
E
4 gAgT a
V
LLa
T∗
RL
)
(9.7)
+ δJ ′J MFMGT
√
J
J + 1
(
2 gV gA |aVLL|2
∓ Γm
E
(4 gV gT a
V
LLa
T∗
RL − 2 gAgS aVLL(aSRL + aSRR)∗)
)]
Q′ ζ = 2 Re
[
λJ ′J M
2
GT
(
(g2A |aVLL|2 + 4g2T |aTRL|2) ∓
Γm
E
2 gAgT a
V
LLa
T∗
RL
)
(9.8)
∓ δJ ′J MFMGT
√
J
J + 1
(
2 gV gA |aVLL|2
∓ Γm
E
(4 gV gT a
V
LLa
∗T
RL − 2 gAgS aVLL(aSRL + aSRR)∗)
)]
N ζ = 2 Re
[
λJ ′J M
2
GT
(
Γm
E
(4g2T |aTRL|2 + g2A |aVLL|2)∓ 4gTgA aTRLaV ∗LL
)
(9.9)
+ δJ ′J MFMGT
√
J
J + 1
(
(4gV gT a
V
LLa
T∗
RL − 2gSgA (aSRR + aSRL)aV ∗LL)
± Γm
E
(4gSgT (a
S
RR + a
S
RL)a
T∗
RL − 2gV gA |aVLL|2)
)]
ζ = 2M2F
(
g2V |aVLL|2 + g2S |aSRL + aSRR|2
)
+ 2M2GT (g
2
A |aVLL|2 + 4 g2T |aTRL|2) ,
(9.10)
(9.11)
where J (J ′) are the initial (final) nuclear spin and λJ ′J = (1, 1/J + 1,−J/J + 1) for
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J ′ = (J − 1, J, J + 1)3. The quantities MF and MGT are Fermi and Gamow-Teller matrix
elements and gV,A,S,T are vector, axial vector, scalar, and tensor form factors. For transitions
between initial (i) and final (f ) nuclear states the corresponding reduced matrix elements
are
〈f ||u¯γλd+H.C.||i〉 = gV (q2)MF
〈f ||u¯γλγ5d+H.C.||i〉 = gA(q2)MGT (9.12)
〈f ||u¯d+H.C.||i〉 = gS(q2)MF
〈f ||u¯σλρd+H.C.||i〉 = gT (q2)MGT .
The conserved vector current property of the SM CC interaction implies that gV (0) = 1
in the limit of exact isospin symmetry. Isospin breaking corrections imply deviations from
unity of order a few ×10−4 [114] (for an earlier estimate, see Ref. [115]). A two param-
eter fit to β-decay data yields gA(0)/gV (0) = 1.27293(46)[109], assuming only a non-
vanishing SM coupling, aVLL, and neglecting differences in electroweak radiative correc-
tions between hadronic vector and axial vector amplitudes. Theoretical expectations for gS
and gT are summarized below.
9.3 SUSY-Induced Scalar and Tensor Interactions
We compute the SUSY contributions to the weak decay correlations in the MSSM and
obtain non-vanishing contributions to gSRR, a
S
RR, and a
S,T
RL from the box diagrams in Figures
9.1 (µ-decay) and 9.2 (β-decay). These amplitudes – as well as others not shown explicitly
in Figures 9.1 and 9.2 – also contribute to the parameters gVLL and a
V
LL that arise in the
SM. A complete analysis of those contributions, along with the gauge boson propagator,
vertex, and external leg corrections, is given in Ref. [57]. Here, we focus on the non-
(V − A)⊗ (V − A) operators generated by the diagrams shown explicitly.
Since the SM CC interaction is purely left-handed (LH), the generation of operators
3The quantity ζ is often denoted by ξ in the literature. However, we have modified the notation to avoid
confusion with the Michel parameter ξ.
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l˜i
l˜i′
µ
χ˜0j
e
νµ
χ˜+j′
ν¯e
(a)
ν˜i′
l˜i
µ
χ˜0j
ν¯e
νµ
χ˜0j′
e
(b.1)
χ˜0j
χ˜0j′
µ
l˜i
e
νµ
ν˜i′
ν¯e
(b.2)
Figure 9.1: Feynman diagrams relative to supersymmetric contributions giving rise to non (V −
A) ⊗ (V − A) amplitudes in the muon decay. The amplitude relative to the diagram shown in (a)
involves left-right slepton mixing, while those in (a) are non-vanishing if lepton flavor mixing is
present in the slepton sector.
d˜i
l˜i′
d
χ˜0j
e
u
χ˜+j′
ν¯e
(a)
u˜i
l˜i′
d
χ˜+j
ν¯e
u
χ˜0j′
e
(b)
Figure 9.2: Feynman diagrams relative to supersymmetric contributions giving rise to anomalous
amplitudes in β decay processes.
involving the right-handed (RH) SM fields requires the presence of RH fermion superpart-
ners in the one-loop graphs. These particles appear either by virtue of left-right mixing
among superpartners in Figures 9.1(a) and 9.2(a,b) or through coupling of the neutralinos
(χ˜0j ) to the RH sleptons as in Figures 9.1(b.1, b.2). Note that in the latter case, a given vir-
tual slepton mass eigenstate l˜i will couple to both the first and second generation charged
leptons, thereby requiring the presence of non-zero flavor mixing. In contrast, the contribu-
tions of Figures. 9.1(a) and 9.2(a,b) involve only L-R mixing but no flavor mixing among
the sfermions in the loops.
To set our notation, we largely follow the conventions of Refs. [89, 90]. The L-R and
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flavor mixing among the sfermions is determined by the sfermion mass matrices. In the
flavor basis, one has
M2
f˜
=
 M2LL M2LR
M2LR M
2
RR
 (9.13)
where for quark and charged slepton superpartners M2AB (A,B = L,R) are 3× 3 matrices
with indices running over the three flavors of sfermion of a given chiral multiplet (L,R).
For sneutrinos, only M2LL is non-vanishing. After electroweak symmetry-breaking, the
M2AB take the forms (using squarks as an illustration)
M2LL =m
2
Q +m
2
q +∆f (9.14)
M2RR =m
2
f¯ +m
2
q + ∆¯f (9.15)
with
∆f =
(
If3 −Qf sin2 θW
)
cos 2βM2Z (9.16)
∆¯f = Qf sin
2 θW cos 2βM
2
Z (9.17)
and
M2LR =M
2
RL =
v [af sin β − µYf cos β] , u˜− type sfermionv [af cos β − µYf sin β] , d˜− type sfermion , (9.18)
where tan β = vu/vd gives the ratio of the vacuum expectation value of the two neutral
Higgs fields, Yf and af are the 3 × 3 Yukawa and soft triscalar couplings and µ is the
supersymmetric coupling between the two Higgs supermultiplets. The matrices m2Q, m
2
f¯
,
and m2q are the mass matrices for the LH squarks, RH squarks, and quarks, respectively. It
is often customary to assume that af ∝ Yf , in which case one may diagonalize M2LR by
the same rotation that diagonalizes the fermion mass matrices and leads to a magnitude for
L-R mixing proportional to the relevant fermion mass. In what follows, however, we will
avoid making this assumption. Indeed, studies of the decay correlation parameters may
provide a means of testing this alignment hypothesis.
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The matrix M2
f˜
can be diagonalized by the unitary matrix Zf . The corresponding
sfermion mass eigenstates F˜j are given as a linear combination of the flavor eigenstates
f˜I as
F˜j = Z
jI
f f˜I (9.19)
where I = 1, 2, 3 indicate the flavor states f˜LI and I = 4, 5, 6 refer to the RH flavor states
f˜RI−3 .
In general, the charginos (χ˜+j ) and neutralinos entering the loop graphs are mixtures of
the electroweak gauginos and Higgsinos. Since the characteristics of this mixing are not
crucial to our analysis and a detailed discussion can be found elsewhere (e.g., Refs. [89,
90]), we simply give our notation for the relevant mixing:
χ0i = Nijψ
0
i i, j = 1 . . . 4 (9.20)
for the neutralinos and χ+1
χ+2
 = V
 W˜+
H˜+u
 ,
 χ−1
χ−2
 = U
 W˜−
H˜−d
 ; (9.21)
for the charginos. Here, the fields ψ0i denote the (B˜, W˜
0, H˜0d , H˜
0
u) fields.
Using the foregoing conventions, we obtain the following contributions to the gSRR, a
S
RR,
and aS,TRL :
gSRR = δ˜
(a)
µ + δ˜
(b.1)
µ + δ˜
(b.2)
µ
aSRR = δ˜
(a)
β (9.22)
aSRL = −2aTRL = δ˜(b)β
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where
δ˜(a)µ =
αM2Z
pi
|Um1|2 Z2i∗L Z5iL Z1kL Z4k∗L |Nj1|2 F1
(
Mχ0j ,Mχ+m ,Ml˜i ,Ml˜k
)
(9.23)
δ˜(b.1)µ =
−αM2Z
2pi
Nj1(N
∗
j2 − tanθWN∗j1) N∗k1(Nk2 − tanθWNk1) (9.24)
× Z1m∗ν Z2mν Z4i∗L Z5iL F1
(
Mχ0j ,Mχ0k ,Ml˜i ,Mν˜m
)
δ˜(b.2)µ =
−αM2Z
2pi
Nj1(Nj2 − tanθWNj1) N∗k1(N∗k2 − tanθWN∗k1) (9.25)
× Z1m∗ν Z2mν Z4i∗L Z5iL Mχ0j Mχ0k F2
(
Mχ0j ,Mχ0k ,Ml˜i ,Mν˜m
)
δ˜
(a)
β =
αM2ZVud
3pi
|Uk1|2 Z1i∗D Z4iDZ1mL Z4m∗L |Nj1|2 (9.26)
× F1
(
Mχ0j ,Mχ+k
,Md˜i ,Ml˜m
)
δ˜
(b)
β =
−αM2ZVud
3pi
Uj1V
∗
j1Z
1i∗
U Z
4i
U Z
1m
L Z
4m∗
L |Nk1|2 (9.27)
×Mχ+j Mχ0kF2
(
Mχ+j ,Mχ
0
k
,Mu˜i ,Ml˜m
)
and where we have defined the loop functions
Fn (ma,mb,mc,md) ≡
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1−x
0
dy
∫ 1−x−y
0
dz (9.28)[
x m2a + y m
2
b + z m
2
c + (1− x− y − z)m2d
]−n
.
9.4 Phenomenological Constraints and Implications
We now analyze the possible magnitude of the box graph contributions. At first glance,
the results in Eqs. (9.23-9.27) exhibit the expected scaling with masses and couplings:
δ˜ ∼ (α/4pi) × (MZ/M˜)2, where M˜ is a generic superpartner mass. Thus, one expects
these contributions to be of order 10−3 when M˜ is comparable to the electroweak scale.
However, the prefactors involving products of the sfermion mixing matrices can lead to
substantial departures from these expectations. (The impact of the neutralino and chargino
mixing matrices Njk, Ujk etc. is less pronounced). In particular, there are two general
classes box graph contributions: those which depend on slepton flavor mixing (δ(b.1,2)µ ) and
those which depend on L-R mixing (δ(a)µ and δ
(a,b)
β ). We examine each class of contributions
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independently by performing a numerical scan over MSSM parameter space while taking
into consideration the results of direct searches for superpartners, precision electroweak
data, and LFV studies. In particular, we attempt to constrain the viable parameter space –
and thus the magnitude of these box graph contributions – by requiring consistency with
the experimental bounds for the branching ratio for µ→ eγ and for (gµ − 2).
9.4.1 Lepton Flavor Mixing Contributions
The contributions to gSRR from δ
(b.1,2)
µ depend on the products of stermion mixing matri-
ces Z1m∗ν Z
2m
ν and Z
5i
L Z
4i∗
L , which are non-vanishing only in the presence of flavor mixing
among the first two generations of sneutrinos and RH charged sleptons, respectively. The
existence of such flavor mixing also gives rise to lepton flavor violating (LFV) processes
such as µ → eγ and µ → e conversion and, indeed, the products Z1m∗ν Z2mν and Z5iL Z4i∗L
enter the rates for such processes at one-loop order. Consequently, the non-observation of
LFV processes leads to stringent constraints on these products of mixing matrix elements.
To estimate the order of magnitude for these constraints, we focus on the rate for the
decay µ → eγ, which turns out to be particularly stringent. In principle, one could also
analyze the constraints implied by limits on the µ → e conversion and µ → 3e branching
ratios. This would possibly make our conclusions on the maximal size of the flavor violat-
ing contributions to gSRR more severe, but it would not change our main conclusion: lepton
flavor mixing contributions to gSRR are unobservably small.
Experimentally, the most stringent bound on the corresponding branching ratio has been
obtained by the MEGA collaboration[116]:
Br(µ→ eγ) ≡ Γ(µ
+ → e+γ)
Γ(µ+ → e+νν¯) < 1.2× 10
−11 90% C.L. (9.29)
Theoretically, a general analysis in terms of slepton and sneutrino mixing matrices has
been given in Ref. [60]. Using the notation of that work, we consider those contributions
to the µ → eγ amplitude that contain the same combinations for LFV mixing matrices
as appear in the δ˜(b)µ . For simplicity, we also set (in the present analytical estimate, but
not in the following numerical computation) the chargino and neutralino mixing matrices
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to unity and neglect contributions that are suppressed by factors of mµ/MW . With these
approximations, the combination Z1mν Z
2m
ν appears only in the first term of the chargino
loop amplitude A(c)R2 according to the notation of Ref. [60]. Setting the chargino mixing to
1 (or, equivalently, considering the pure wino contribution alone), gives
A
(c)R
2 '
α
8pi sin2 θW
1
m2ν˜m
(
Z1mν Z
2m
ν
)
f (c)(xm) + · · · , xm =
(
mν˜m
mW˜
)
(9.30)
where f (c)(x) is a loop function. Analogously, the combination Z4iL Z
5i
L appears only in
the first term of the neutralino loop amplitude A(n)L2 . This time the amplitude reads (again
considering only the pure bino loop)
A
(n)L
2 '
α
4pi cos2 θW
1
m2
L˜i
(
Z4iL Z
5i
L
)
f (n)(xi) + · · · , xi =
(
mL˜i
mB˜
)
(9.31)
The resulting muon decay widths respectively read
Γ(c)(µ→ eγ) ' α
4
α2
(8pi sin2 θW )2
m5µ
m4ν˜m
(
Z1mν Z
2m
ν
)2 (
f (c)(xm)
)2
(9.32)
and
Γ(n)(µ→ eγ) ' α
4
α2
(4pi cos2 θW )2
m5µ
m4
L˜i
(
Z4iL Z
5i
L
)2 (
f (n)(xi)
)2
(9.33)
For simplicity, we consider two extremes: mν˜m ≈ mL˜i ≈ mW˜ ≈ mB˜=100, 1000 GeV
≡ M˜ . For either choice, we find
(
f (c)(1)
)2 ' (f (n)(1))2 ' 0.007 (9.34)
Inserting the numerical values, and requiring that Γ(n,c) . 10−30 GeV as required by the
limit (9.29), we find that
(
Z4iL Z
5i
L
)
max
≈ (Z1mν Z2mν )max <
10
−3 for M˜ = 100 GeV
10−1 for M˜ = 1000 GeV
(9.35)
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Figure 9.3: A scatter plot showing |∆τµ|/τSMµ (left vertical axis) and |gSRR| (right vertical axis), as
functions of Br(µ → eγ) (a) and of δLFV (b) (smaller δLFV means more lepton flavor mixing; see
the text for the precise definition). Filled circles represent models consistent with the current bound
Br(µ→ eγ) ≤ 1.2× 10−11, while empty circles denote all other models.
This implies that for superpartner masses of the order of 100 GeV, the amplitudes δ˜(b.1,b.2)µ
are suppressed by a factor 10−6 relative to the naive expectations discussed above, while
for 1000 GeV masses by a factor 10−2. In this latter case, however, the loop functions in the
amplitudes δ˜(b)µ experience a further suppression factor of order 10−2. Thus, the magnitude
of the δ˜(b)µ should be no larger than ∼ 10−7.
We substantiate the previous estimates by performing a numerical scan over the pa-
rameter space of the CP -conserving MSSM [117]. We do not implement any universality
assumption in the slepton soft supersymmetry breaking mass sector or in the gaugino mass
terms. However, in this section only, we neglect L-R mixing and consider flavor mixing be-
µ m1 m2 (M
2
LL)ij, (M
2
RR)ij tan β
30÷ 10000 2÷ 1000 50÷ 1000 102 ÷ 20002 1÷ 60
Table 9.1: Ranges of the MSSM parameters used to generate the models shown in Fig. 9.3. Here,
µ is the usual higgsino mass term, while m1,2 indicate the soft supersymmetry breaking U(1)Y and
SU(2) gaugino masses. The matrices M2LL and M
2
RR are symmetric; hence, we scanned over 6
independent masses within the specified range. All masses are in GeV.
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tween the first and second generation sleptons only. Under these assumptions, the mixing
that causes non-vanishing δ˜(b.1,2)µ stems solely from off-diagonal elements in the two 2×2
slepton mass matrices M2LL and M
2
RR. We scan independently over all the parameters
indicated in Table 9.1, within the specified ranges. For all models, we impose constraints
from direct supersymmetric-particles searches at accelerators and require the lightest su-
persymmetric particle (LSP) to be the lightest neutralino (see also [118] for more details).
The result of this scan is shown in Fig. 9.3. Although general models can accommodate
gSRR ∼ 10−5, the current constraint on Br(µ→ eγ) severely restricts the available parameter
space and reduces the allowed upper limit on gSRR by over an order of magnitude, as shown
in Fig. 9.3 (a). It is also instructive to exhibit the sensitivity of gSRR to the degree of flavor-
mixing and to show the corresponding impact of the LFV searches. To that end, we quantify
the amount of lepton flavor mixing by a parameter δLFV, defined as
δLFV = |δL|+ |δR| , (9.36)
where
δL = log
(
2 (M2LL)12
(M2LL)11 + (M
2
LL)22
)
δR = log
(
2 (M2RR)12
(M2RR)11 + (M
2
RR)22
)
(9.37)
and e.g., (M2LL)ij is the (i, j)-th component of left-handed slepton mass matrix. For exam-
ple, if |δL| is close to zero, then there is a large flavor mixing contribution from left-handed
sleptons; but if |δL| is large, then this flavor mixing is suppressed. Since the amplitudes
δ˜
(b.1,2)
µ depend on flavor mixing among both LH and RH sleptons, they contribute only if
both δL and δR are small. (In contrast, Br(µ → eγ) survives in the presence of flavor
mixing among either LH or RH sleptons.) Naturally, the flavor mixing contribution to gSRR
is largest when δLFV is smallest, as shown in Fig. 9.3(b). We note that to obtain a large
flavor mixing contribution to gSRR, it is not sufficient simply to have maximal mixing (i.e.
|ZijL | = 1/
√
2); in addition, one needs the absence of a degeneracy among the slepton mass
eigenstates, or else the sum over mass eigenstates [e.g., sum over i and i′ in Eqn (9.24)]
will cancel. In any case, we conclude that the flavor mixing box graph contributions are too
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small to be important for the interpretation of the next generation muon decay experiments,
where the precision in τµ is expected to be of the order of one ppm.
9.4.2 Left-Right Mixing Contributions
Significantly larger contributions to gSRR can arise from δ˜
(a)
µ , which requires only L-R mix-
ing among same generation sleptons. In the case of smuon L-R mixing, some considera-
tions follow from the present value for the muon anomalous magnetic moment, or (gµ−2),
which is a chirality odd operator and which can arise from L-R mixing in one-loop graphs
[119]. The only supersymmetric contribution δaµ to aµ ≡ (gµ − 2)/2 proportional to
one single power of the ratio of the muon mass and of supersymmetric particles is in fact
proportional to the smuon L-R mixing, and reads
δaLR−mixµ =
mµ
16pi2
∑
i,m
mχ0i
3m2µ˜m
Re[g1Ni1(g2Ni2 + g1Ni1)Z
2m∗
L Z
5m
L ]F
N
2 (m
2
χ0i
/m2µ˜m), (9.38)
where FN2 is the appropriate loop function specified in [119]. The expression features the
same dependence upon the smuon mixing matrix as does Eq. (9.23). Under the widely
considered alignment assumption that af ∝ Yf this term is usually suppressed, as the
smuon L-R mixing is also suppressed. Here, however, we drop that hypothesis, and allow
for large L-R mixing: this, in general, enhances the aforementioned contribution, and we
therefore expect that the experimental constraints on (gµ − 2) will set limits on gSRR. In
particular, assuming a common mass M˜ for all the supersymmetric particles, and maximal
L-R mixing, Eq. (9.38) approximately reduces to
δaLR−mixµ ≈
g21
4pi
1
12pi
(
mµ
M˜
)
≈ 10−7 for M˜ ∼ 100 GeV, (9.39)
where g1 indicates the U(1)Y gauge coupling. We consider here the 95% C.L. limit on
beyond-the-SM contributions to (gµ − 2) as quoted in Ref. [120],
aexpµ − ath−SMµ = (25.2± 9.2)× 10−10, (9.40)
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bearing in mind that a more conservative approach to the evaluation of the sources of the-
oretical uncertainty in the SM contribution could inflate the error associated with ath−SMµ
(see e.g. Ref. [121] for the hadronic light-by-light contribution).
A large value for δaµ, however, does not imply automatically a large gSRR, since the
latter also depends upon the mixing in the selectron sector, to which δaµ is blind. On the
other hand, large values of |gSRR| in general should produce a sizable δaµ, although the
possibility of cancellations with other terms, and the different loop function structures can
lead, in principle, to a suppression of δaµ even for large gSRR. This possibility is illustrated
in Fig. 9.4, showing a scan over MSSM parameters (discussed below). As indicated by the
results of this scan, imposing the (gµ − 2) constraints restricts, but does not exclude, the
possibility of obtaining relatively large values of |gSRR|.
The possible existence of nearly flat directions in the MSSM potential leads to addi-
tional constraints on the size of the scalar trilinear couplings from the condition of avoiding
charge and color breaking minima. Quantitatively, one can express those constraints in the
form [122]
a2u . 3Y2u
(
µ2u +m
2
Q˜
+m2u˜
)
a2d . 3Y2d
(
µ2d +m
2
Q˜
+m2
d˜
)
a2e . 3Y2e
(
µ2d +m
2
L˜
+m2e˜
)
(9.41)
where µ2u,d ≡ m2hu,d + |µ|2. The conditions above can be fulfilled for large values of af
for accordingly large values of Yf ×mf˜ or Yf × µu,d. Since gSRR depends on the product
F1×|(Z22L )∗Z52L |, the presence of large scalar fermion masses leads to a suppression of gSRR
via the loop functions F1. Thus, large values of gSRR are possible only when L-R mixing
is nearly maximal and the constraints of Eqs. (9.41) are satisfied with large values of µ2u,d.
Making use of the electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) conditions, one can express
µ2u,d as functions of MZ and of the CP-odd Higgs mass, mA. At the expense of introducing
some fine-tuning, one may then achieve arbitrarily large values for the right hand sides of
Eqs. (9.41), and hence of the trilinear scalar couplings, as long as mA is sufficiently large,
independently of the other sfermion soft supersymmetry breaking mass terms. The heavy
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Higgs sector does not enter in the loops contributing to any of the quantities at stake here,
and the size of mA therefore does not affect our results.
While this argument cannot be applied to models such as minimal supergravity, where
the sfermion and the heavy Higgs sector are connected at the GUT scale, in extended mod-
els (e.g., the non-universal Higgs mass extension of mSUGRA, [123]) the size of the tri-
linear scalar couplings can be taken to be much larger than the size of the soft breaking
sfermion mass terms. In turn, this implies the possibility of having a sizable L-R mixing
not only in the third generation sfermions but, in principle, in the first two generations as
well.
In contrast to the situation for µ-decay, the box graph contributions to the semilep-
tonic parameters aSRR and a
S,T
RL live entirely on L-R mixing among first generation sleptons
and squarks. To our knowledge, there exist no strong bounds on such mixing from pre-
cision electroweak measurements or searches for rare or SM-forbidden processes. Conse-
quently, we will consider the possibility of maximal L-R mixing which simply requires that
|M2LR| ∼ |M2LL −M2RR|. From Eqs. (9.14-9.18), this situation amounts to having af of
order the electroweak scale and m2F not too different from m
2
f¯
. The foregoing discussion
of charge and color breaking minima applies to this case as well as to µ-decay.
Taking into account the foregoing considerations, we carry out a numerical analysis
of the magnitude of the SUSY contributions to gSRR, a
S
RR, and a
S,T
RL . As before, we con-
sider the CP -conserving MSSM [117], and proceed to a random scan over its parameter
space. We do not resort to any universality assumption, neither in the scalar soft super-
symmetry breaking mass sector, nor in the gaugino mass terms nor in the soft-breaking
µ m1 m2 m3
30÷ 10000 2÷ 1000 50÷ 1000 mLSP ÷ 10000
mA mF˜ AF tan β
100÷ 10000 (1÷ 10)mLSP ±(m2F˜/mF ) 1÷ 60
Table 9.2: Ranges of the MSSM parameters used to generate the models shown in Figs. 9.4 and
9.5. All masses are in GeV, and mLSP ≡ min(|µ|, |m1|, |m2|). m3 and mA indicate the gluino
and the CP odd heavy Higgs boson masses, respectively. The quantity m
F˜
indicates the various
soft supersymmetry breaking masses, which we independently sampled; we dub the mass of the
corresponding SM fermion F as mF .
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Figure 9.4: A scatter plot showing |∆τµ|/τSMµ (a) and |gSRR| (b), relative to muon decay, left, and
aSRR+ a
S
RL, relative to β decay, right, as a function of the supersymmetric contribution to the muon
anomalous magnetic moment δaµ. Filled circles represent models consistent with the current 95%
C.L. range for beyond the standard model contributions to (gµ − 2), while empty circles denote all
other models.
trilinear scalar coupling sector, and scan independently over all the parameters indicated in
Table 9.2, within the specified ranges. We indicate with mF˜ a generic scalar fermion soft
mass (corresponding to a standard model fermion whose mass is mF ), and with mLSP the
smallest mass parameter entering the neutralino mass matrix (namely, m1,m2 and µ), in
absolute value. For all models, we impose constraints from direct supersymmetric-particles
searches at accelerators, rare processes with a sizable potential supersymmetric contribu-
tion, the lower bound on the mass of the lightest CP -even Higgs boson, and precision
electroweak tests. We also require the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) to be the
lightest neutralino (see also [118] for more details) and avoid parameter choices that lead
to tachyonic solutions.
We show the results of our scan in Fig. 9.4-9.6. In particular, we indicate in Fig. 9.4,
(a), the values of |∆τµ|/τSMµ (left axis) and |gSRR| (right axis) we obtained in our scan, as
a function of the supersymmetric contribution to the muon anomalous magnetic moment,
δaµ. Filled circles represent models consistent with the current 95% C.L. range for beyond
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Figure 9.5: The correlation between aSRR and gSRR (a) and between aSRR and aSRL (b). Filled
circles represent models consistent with the current 95% C.L. range for beyond the standard model
contributions to (gµ − 2), while empty circles denote all other models.
the standard model contributions to (gµ − 2), while empty circles denote all other models.
As we anticipated, large values of δaµ do not always imply large |gSRR|, and, vice-versa.
The values of |gSRR| compatible with the limits on (gµ − 2) and with all constraints on the
supersymmetric setup can be as large as a few times 10−4, though the size of the effect
could also be many orders of magnitude smaller. The models giving the largest effects tend
to have large L-R mixing (and hence large trilinear scalar couplings) both in the smuon and
in the selectron spectrum, and, naturally, a light supersymmetric particle spectrum. In con-
trast, assuming alignment between the triscalar and Yukawa matrices leads to unobservably
small effects in µ-decay.
Current limits on the parameter gSRR obtained from direct studies of µ-decay observables
lead to an upper bound of 0.067 according to the recent global analysis of Ref. [124]. Thus,
improvements in precision by more than two orders of magnitude would be required to
probe these non-(V − A) ⊗ (V − A) contributions in the large L-R mixing regime. On
the other hand, the impact of gSRR on the extraction of Gµ from the muon lifetime could
become discernible at the level of precision of the muon lifetime measurements underway
at PSI[97, 98]. These experiments expect to improve the precision on τµ such that the
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experimental error in Gµ is 10−6. At such a level, a contribution to η from gSRR of order
10−4 would begin to be of interest, as per Eq. (9.4). In particular, we note that there exist
regions of the MSSM parameter space that generate contributions to ∆τµ/τµ as large as a
few ×10−6 via the η parameter in Eq. (9.4), corresponding to ∼ ppm corrections to Gµ.
Consideration of this correction could be particularly interesting if future measurements
at a facility such as GigaZ lead to comparable improvements in other electroweak parame-
ters, such as MZ and sin2 θˆW (MZ). A comparison of these quantities can provide a test of
the SM (or MSSM) at the level of electroweak radiative corrections via the relation[125]
sin2 θˆW (MZ) cos
2 θˆW (MZ) =
piα√
2M2ZGµ [1−∆rˆ(MZ)]
(9.42)
where∆rˆ(MZ) contains electroweak radiative corrections to the (V −A)⊗(V −A) µ-decay
amplitude, the Z-boson self energy, and the running of αˆ. Any discrepancy in this relation
could signal the presence of new physics contributions to ∆rˆ(MZ) beyond those obtained
in the SM (or MSSM). Inclusion of ppm corrections to Gµ arising from the presence of
a non-zero η in Eq. (9.4) would be important in using Eq. (9.42) to carry out a ppm self-
consistency test. Resolution of other theoretical issues in the computation of ∆rˆ(MZ) –
such as hadronic contributions to the running of αˆ – would also be essential in performing
such a test.
In the case of β-decay, we show the analogue of the figure described above for the
muon decay, in Fig. 9.4, (b). We show, as a function of δaµ, the value of aSRR + a
S
RL. We
find that values of aSRR + a
S
RL as large as 10
−3 are consistent with all phenomenological
constraints. Since the amplitudes δ˜(a,b)β depend on L-R mixing among first, rather than
second, generation sleptons and squarks (the factors Z1i′L Z
4i′ ∗
L and Z
1i ∗
Q Z
4i
L , Q = U or
D, respectively) the parameters aSRR, a
S
RL, and a
T
RL are not as constrained by precision
measurements as is gSRR. Thus, it is possible for the β-decay parameters to reach their
naive, maximal scale α/4pi in the limit of maximal L-R mixing.
The correlations between gSRR and a
S
RR, and between a
S
RR and a
S
RL, are shown in the
panels (a) and (b), respectively, of Fig. 9.5. In the figure, again, filled circles represent
models consistent with the current 95% C.L. range for beyond the standard model contri-
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Figure 9.6: (a): The correlation between aSRR + aSRL and gSRR in “minimal supergravity” models
with maximal left-right mixing (i.e., where the trilinear scalar couplings have been set to the values
corresponding to a maximal contribution to the quantities of interest). The scalar mass universality
condition at the GUT scale dictates the strong correlation between the two quantities 0.7 . (aSRR+
aSRL)/g
S
RR . 1.5. Again, filled circles represent models consistent with the current 95% C.L.
range for beyond the standard model contributions to (gµ− 2), while empty circles denote all other
models. (b): MSSM-induced non-(V −A)⊗ (V −A) contributions to the energy-dependence of the
β-decay neutrino asymmetry parameter, B. Here, we have scaled out the energy-dependence and
have plotted B˜ = B/(Γm/E) for various randomly generated MSSM parameters. As before, dark
circles indicate models consistent with (gµ − 2) We have also assumed gS/gV = 1 = gT /gA
butions to (gµ − 2), while empty circles denote all other models. We notice that in general
there exists no strong correlation among the various quantities, ane we find some corre-
lation only for very large values of the quantities under investigation, in the upper right
portions of the plots. Also, no hierarchy between aSRR and a
S
RL exists.
A correlation between the various quantities of interest does arise, however, when some
priors are in place on the supersymmetric particle spectrum. In particular, we show the
results of a scan of minimal supergravity models (where scalar soft breaking mass univer-
sality is imposed at the GUT scale) in Fig. 9.6 (a). In particular, we display on the vertical
axis the values of aSRR + a
S
RL, and on the horizontal axis g
S
RR, for models where we im-
posed a maximal L-R mixing. In this case, we obtain that 0.7 . (aSRR + aSRL)/gSRR . 1.5.
In contrast to the model-independent parameter space scans, a nearly linear correlation be-
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tween these parameters arises due to the mSUGRA-dependent relations between sfermion
masses and requirement of maximal L-R mixing. Moreover, the magnitude of the β-decay
couplings is generally less than . 10−4 due to the (gµ − 2) constraints on smuon masses
and the mSUGRA sfermion mass relations. It is interesting to note that within this model
scenario, the observation of a non-zero β-decay correlation at the ∼ 10−4 level would im-
ply a non-zero gSRR of similar magnitude, along with the corresponding correction to the
theoretical µ-decay rate.
In the more general, model-independent situation, it is important to emphasize that
large L-R mixing in the first generation slepton and squark sectors can lead to aSRR, a
S
RL,
and aTRL as large as O(10−3). Coefficients of this magnitude could, in principle, be probed
with a new generation of precision β-decay correlation studies. At present, the most precise
tests of these quantities arises from superallowed Fermi nuclear β-decay, from which one
obtains constraints on the Fierz interference coefficient bF = 0.0026(26) [126, 80]. For
this transition one has
bF = ±2 gS
gV
aSRL + a
S
RR
aVLL
(9.43)
independent of the details of the nuclear matrix elements4. In Fig. 9.4, (b), we also show the
quantity bF assuming gS/gV = 1 in the right-hand vertical axis. The present experimental
sensitivity lies just above the upper end of the range of possible values of bF .
It is also interesting to consider the recent global analysis of Ref. [109], where several
different fits to β-decay data were performed. The fit most relevant to the presence analysis
corresponds to “case 2” in that work, leading to bounds on the following quantities:
RS ≡ gS
gV
aSRL + a
S
RR
aVLL
(9.44)
RT ≡ 2 gT
gV
aTRL
aVLL
In particular, including latest results for the neutron lifetime[127] that differs from the pre-
vious world average by six standard deviations leads to a non-zero RT : RT = 0.0086(31)
and RS = 0.00045(127) with χ2/d.o.f. = 1.75. In contrast, excluding the new τn result
4Here, we have assumed all quantities are relatively real.
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implies both tensor and scalar couplings consistent with zero. We note that SUSY box
graphs could not account for tensor couplings of order one percent since the natural scale
of the relevant correction – δ˜(b)β – is α/2pi ∼ 0.1% in the case of maximal L-R mixing and
SUSY masses of order MZ [see Eq. (9.27)]. Moreover, there exist no logarithmic or large
tan β enhancements that could increase the magnitude of this amplitude over this scale.
Future improvements in experimental sensitivity by up to an order of magnitude could
allow one to probe the MSSM-induced non-(V −A)⊗(V −A) contributions to the β-decay
correlation coefficients in the regime of large L-R mixing. For example, future experiments
using cold and ultracold neutrons could allow a determination of the energy-dependent
component of the neutrino asymmetry parameter B in polarized neutron decay at the level
of a few ×10−4. As indicated by the scatter plot in Fig. 9.6 (b) – where we show the range
of values for the energy-dependent part of the neutrino asymmetry – experiments with this
level of sensitivity could probe well into the region of parameter space associated with
large L-R mixing[128]. Similarly, prospects for significant improvements in the sensitivity
to the Fierz interference term using nuclear decays at a new radioactive ion beam facility
are under active consideration [129].
As with other low-energy, semileptonic observables, the theoretical interpretation of the
β-decay correlation coefficients requires input from hadron structure theory. For example,
the form factors that multiply the scalar and tensor couplings have not been determined ex-
perimentally, and there exists some latitude in theoretical expectations for these quantities.
The current estimates are [107]
0.25 . gS . 1 0.6 . gT . 2.3; . (9.45)
These ranges derive from estimates for neutral current form factors assuming the quark
model and spherically-symmetric wavefunctions [130]. In obtaining the dependence of bF
and B on MSSM parameters as in Figs. 9.4,9.6, we have assumed gS/gV = 1 = gT/gA,
so the final sensitivities of correlation studies to MSSM-induced non-(V − A)⊗ (V − A)
interactions will depend on firm predictions for these ratios. Similarly, the effects of sec-
ond class currents generated by the small violation of strong isospin symmetry in the SM
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may generate β energy-dependent contributions to the correlation coefficients that mimic
the effects of the MSSM-induced scalar and tensor interactions discussed here. An analy-
sis of these effects on the correlation coefficients a and A has been recently performed in
Ref. [131]. To our knowledge, no such study has been carried out for the correlation coeffi-
cients of interest here. Carrying out such an analysis, as well as sharpening the theoretical
expectations of Eq. (9.45), would clearly be important for the theoretical interpretation of
future correlation studies.
9.5 Discussion
If supersymmetric particles are discovered at the LHC, it will be then important to draw
predictions on a wide array of observables in order to determine the parameters that de-
scribe the superpartners interactions. As we have discussed above, precision studies of
weak decay correlations may provide one avenue for doing so. In particular, such studies
could probe a unique feature of SUSY not easily accessed elsewhere, namely, triscalar in-
teractions involving first and second generation scalar fermions. The presence of triscalar
interactions is implied by both purely supersymmetric Yukawa and bilinear components of
the superpotential and by soft, SUSY-breaking triscalar interactions in the Lagrangian. The
flavor and chiral structure of the latter are particularly vexing, since – in the MSSM – one
has both a large number of a priori unknown parameters and – experimentally – a limited
number of handles with which to probe them.
In light of this situation, it has been the common practice to rely on models that re-
late various parameters and reduce the number of inputs that must be determined from
data. Conventionally, one makes the “alignment” assumption, wherein the soft-triscalar
couplings for a given species of fermion are proportional to the corresponding Yukawa ma-
trices. Under this assumption, one would expect the effects of soft triscalar interactions to
be suppressed for the first and second generations. While the supersymmetric triscalar in-
teractions are, indeed, proportional to the Yukawa couplings, the soft triscalar interactions
need not be. As we have argued above, the study of weak decay correlations offer a means
for testing this possibility experimentally.
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The effects of triscalar couplings in weak decay correlations arise from one-loop graphs
that generate scalar and tensor interactions. These interactions are forbidden in the SM
CC interaction in the limit of massless fermions since it involves only LH fermions and
since the scalar and tensor operators couple fields of opposite chirality. In the MSSM,
such terms can arise via L-R mixing of virtual scalar fermions in one-loop box graphs,
and this L-R mixing can be significant when the corresponding soft, triscalar couplings
are unsuppressed. In the case of µ-decay, additional contributions to scalar and tensor
four-fermion operators can also be generated by flavor-mixing among same-chirality scalar
leptons, but this flavor-mixing is highly constrained by LFV studies such as µ→ eγ. Thus,
for both µ- and β-decay, observable, SUSY-induced scalar and tensor couplings can only
be generated by flavor diagonal L-R mixing.
Probing these interactions would require improvements in precision of one- and two-
orders of magnitude, respectively, for β-decay and µ-decay correlation coefficients. Order
of magnitude improvements for β-decay appear realistic, while the necessary advances for
µ-decay appear to be more daunting. On the other hand, if SUSY is discovered at the
LHC, then considerations of SUSY-induced, four-fermion scalar interactions involving RH
charged leptons may become necessary when extracting the Fermi constant from the muon
lifetime. Doing so could become particularly important when ppm tests of electroweak
symmetry become feasible.
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Chapter 10
Conclusions
Electroweak-scale supersymmetry, if realized in nature, has many important implications
for nuclear physics, particle physics, and cosmology. Supersymmetric electroweak baryo-
genesis may explain the origin of the baryon asymmetry. We studied how the charge
transport dynamics of collisions and diffusion play an important role in determining the
BAU. Gaugino, strong sphaleron, and third generation Yukawa interactions are the most
important interactions that convert hypercharge, generated within the bubble wall, into left-
handed quark and lepton charge that drives baryon number generation. We evaluated the
gaugino and third generation Yukawa thermally-averaged interaction rates for decay and
absorption processes in the plasma. We found:
• Gaugino interactions are generally in chemical equilibrium for gaugino massesmV˜ .
1 TeV. These interactions enforce superequilibrium — chemical equilibrium between
a particle and its superpartner.
• Top Yukawa interactions are always in chemical equilibrium due to the large scatter-
ing rate q3Hu ↔ u3 g. In addition, the decay process H˜ ↔ q¯3 tR can be even larger,
further enhancing chemical equilibrium.
• Bottom and tau Yukawa interactions can be in chemical equilibrium for large regions
of parameter space. For example, the decay processes Hd ↔ q3d¯3 (`3e¯3) are in
chemical equilibrium for tan β & 5(15), and mA . 800 GeV (600 GeV).
These interaction rates enter into the system of Boltzmann equations that governs the
charge densities.
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Next, we solved the Boltzmann equations for the charge densities. Our main result was
to show how the resulting charge densities depend strongly on the inclusion of bottom and
tau Yukawa interactions, which had been previously neglected. We found:
• Bottom Yukawa interactions suppress the conversion of charge from third generation
quarks to the first and second generations, via strong sphalerons. Without bottom
Yukawa interactions, strong sphalerons generate significant first and second genera-
tion left-handed quark charge.
• Bottom Yukawa interactions lead to a suppression of third generation left-handed
quark charge when (i) mt˜R , mb˜R & 500 GeV, or (ii) mt˜R ' mb˜R . Without bottom
Yukawa interactions, this suppression does not occur.
• Tau Yukawa interactions allow for the generation of significant left-handed lepton
charge; without them, no lepton charge is generated.
One interesting possibility that emerges is that the baryon asymmetry is “lepton-mediated,”
i.e., induced by left-handed lepton charge, rather than left-handed quarks, as previously
considered. Phenomenologically, the baryon asymmetry in this scenario can differ in both
magnitude and sign from what one would have computed neglecting these Yukawa inter-
actions. To the extent that electric dipole moment searches and collider studies can give
information about the CP-violating phases and supersymmetric spectrum, these interac-
tions play a crucial in making connections with experiment.
Lastly, we investigated how supersymmetry can be studied experimentally through pre-
cision measurements of weak decays. Leptonic pion decay is sensitive to R-parity viola-
tion in the first and second generations, the mass splitting between left-handed electron
and muon scalar superpartners, and the Higgsino-Wino spectrum. Deviations from the
SM expectation in precision studies of muon and beta decays can arise for large tri-scalar,
left-right mixing parameters. If a supersymmetric signal was observed through these tests,
it would point to regions of supersymmetric parameter space beyond the minimal SUSY-
breaking scenarios to which theoretical prejudice has been mostly confined.
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Appendix A
From Green’s Functions to Boltzmann
Equations: an Overview of the
Closed-Time-Path Formalism
The standard tool for discussing particle dynamics in the early universe is the Boltzmann
equation. The purpose of this section is to show how to derive it using the Closed-Time-
Path (CTP) formulation of quantum field theory, and apply these techniques to supersym-
metric electroweak baryogenesis. The CTP formalism is a language of finite-temperature,
non-equilibrium Green’s functions. These propagators are powerful tools: they contain all
the information about the dynamics of the theory — from the microscopic interactions to
the macroscopic evolution of the thermal plasma. After a brief review of this formalism, we
describe how to extract this information, and how our results related to standard treatments
of the Boltzmann equation (see, e.g., Ref. [36]).
To be concrete, we will consider the example of a single complex scalar field ϕ, with
Lagrangian
L = |∂µϕ|2 −m2ϕ |ϕ|2 + Lint . (A.1)
We define fϕ(k,X, t) and fϕ¯(k,X, t) to be the particle and antiparticle distribution func-
tions, for 3-momentum k, position X, and time t ≡ X0. The distribution function for the
charge density is f ≡ fϕ − fϕ¯; its Boltzmann equation is
∂f
∂t
+
k
ωk
· ∇Xf = C[fϕ, fϕ¯] , (A.2)
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with collision term C, a functional of fϕ and fϕ¯. (We have neglected Hubble expansion and
external forces.)
Ultimately, it turns out that there are two classes of interactions that arise from the col-
lision term in Eq. (A.2). First, there are the usual elastic and inelastic collisions of particles
in the plasma. The interactions in Eqs. (2.26,2.27) are all of this type. The collision terms
from these interactions are the usual thermally-averaged interaction rates; here, there is
little benefit for using the CTP approach. Second, there are interactions that arise from
the presence of the expanding bubble of broken electroweak symmetry, giving rise to a
CP-violating source. Here, the CTP approach is essential.
A.1 Closed-time-path Green’s functions
At zero temperature, perturbation theory is essentially the study of time-ordered propaga-
tors, such as
Gt(x, y) =
〈
T
{
ϕH(x) ϕ
†
H(y)
}〉
, (A.3)
where ϕH is the Heisenberg-picture field. The key difference when moving to finite tem-
perature is that the expectation value in Eq. (A.3) is taken with respect, not to the vacuum,
but to the thermal bath, an ensemble of states defined by a density matrix
ρˆ ≡
∑
n
wn|nh〉〈nh| , (A.4)
where the time-independent Heisenberg-picture states |nh〉 have weight wn.
Now, let us move to the interaction picture. First, the interaction-picture states |n(t)〉
are functions of time; we define the interaction states at time t = −∞ to coincide with the
Heisenberg states: |n−〉 ≡ |n(−∞)〉 = |nh〉. The density matrix is ρˆ =
∑
nwn|n−〉〈n−|.
Second, the interaction fields ϕ are related to their Heisenberg counterparts by the time-
evolution operator U
ϕh(x) = U(x0,−∞)† ϕ(x)U(x0,−∞) . (A.5)
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The operator U obeys the usual relations:
U(t1, t2) = U(t2, t1)
† = U(t2, t1)−1 (A.6)
and
U(t1, t2) = T
{
exp
(
i
∫ t2
t1
dz0
∫
d3z Lint(z)
)}
. (A.7)
With these relations, Eq. (A.3) becomes
Gt(x, y) =
∑
n
wn
〈
n−
∣∣∣ T {exp [i∫ d4z Lint(z)]}†
× T
{
ϕ(x) ϕ†(y) exp
[
i
∫
d4z Lint(z)
]} ∣∣∣ n−〉 , (A.8)
where
∫
d4z =
∫∞
−∞ dz
0
∫
d3z. Reading from right to left, Eq. (A.8) corresponds to starting
with the “in”-state |n−〉, then time-evolving from −∞ to +∞, acting with the field oper-
ators at times x0 and y0 along the way, and lastly time-evolving from +∞ back to −∞,
returning to the “in”-state. This time-contour, denoted C, is the “closed time path”; it is
closed in the sense that the contour begins and ends at t = −∞, connecting “in”-states
with “in”-states. Eq. (A.8) can then be succintly written as
Gt(x, y) =
〈
P
{
ϕ+(x)ϕ
†
+(y) exp
[
i
∫
C
d4z Lint(z)
]}〉
=
〈
P
{
ϕ+(x)ϕ
†
+(y) exp
[
i
∫
d4z
(
L(+)int (z)− L(−)int (z)
)]}〉
(A.9)
where P means path-ordering of fields along C. In the second line, we have broken C into
the sum of its two branches. The notation ϕ±(x) and L(±)int (x) — itself a function of ϕ±(x)
— denotes whether x0 is on the time-increasing (+), or time-decreasing (–) branch of C.
The path-ordering prescription is to time-order the (+) fields, to anti-time-order (T †) the
(–) fields, and lastly to put all the (–) fields to the left of the (+) fields.
A perturbative evaluation of Gt(x, y) proceeds similarly to zero-temperature field the-
ory. Wick’s theorem applies as usual, but with P-ordering instead of T -ordering. There-
fore, we must consider not one but four different propagators, corresponding to all possible
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path-ordering of x0 and y0 in 〈ϕ(x)ϕ†(y)〉:
G>(x, y) ≡
〈
P
{
ϕ−(x)ϕ
†
+(y)
}〉
=
〈
ϕ(x)ϕ†(y)
〉
(A.10a)
G<(x, y) ≡
〈
P
{
ϕ+(x)ϕ
†
−(y)
}〉
=
〈
ϕ†(y)ϕ(x)
〉
(A.10b)
Gt(x, y) ≡
〈
P
{
ϕ+(x)ϕ
†
+(y)
}〉
=
〈 T {ϕ(x)ϕ†(y)} 〉 (A.10c)
= θ(x0 − y0)G>(x, y) + θ(y0 − x0)G<(x, y)
Gt¯(x, y) ≡
〈
P
{
ϕ−(x)ϕ
†
−(y)
}〉
=
〈 T †{ϕ(x)ϕ†(y)} 〉 (A.10d)
= θ(y0 − x0)G>(x, y) + θ(x0 − y0)G<(x, y) .
These Green’s functions are the free or full propagators for fields in the interaction- or
Heisenberg-pictures, respectively. In particular, we see from Eq. (A.9) that a perturbative
expansion of Gt(x, y) will necessarily involve contracting (+) and (–) fields together (i.e.,
those contained in L(−)int ); these additional propagators are inescapable. These propagators
can be assembled into the matrix
G˜(x, y) ≡
 Gt(x, y) −G<(x, y)
G>(x, y) −Gt¯(x, y)
 . (A.11)
In this form, the propagators have the simple perturbative expansion
G˜(x, y) = G˜(0)(x, y) +
∫
d4w
∫
d4z
(
G˜(0)(x, z) Π˜(z, w) G˜(w, y)
)
(A.12a)
G˜(x, y) = G˜(0)(x, y) +
∫
d4w
∫
d4z
(
G˜(x, z) Π˜(z, w) G˜(0)(w, y)
)
. (A.12b)
These equations are the CTP version of the Schwinger-Dyson equations, where now both
the propagator and the self-energy Π˜ (defined by Lint) are 2× 2 matrices. The free propa-
gator G˜(0)(x, y) satisfies
(
∂2x +m
2
ϕ
)
G˜(0)(x, y) =
(
∂2y +m
2
ϕ
)
G˜(0)(x, y) = −i δ4(x− y) I˜ , (A.13)
where I˜ denotes the 2× 2 identity matrix in CTP propagator space.
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In vacuum, the Green’s functions G<,>(x, y) depend only on the relative coordinate
r ≡ x − y, through plane wave factors e±ik·r, with frequency ωk and wavelength |k|−1.
At finite temperature, however, expectation values are taken with respect to the thermal
plasma. The plasma itself is dynamical — namely, distribution functions for species in
the plasma depend on spacetime — so G<,>(x, y) depends also the average coordinate
X = (x+ y)/2. The Wigner transform, defined as
G<,>(k,X) =
∫
d4r eik·rG<,>(x, y) , (A.14)
naturally separates the microscopic dynamics (relevant over scales ω−1k , |k|−1 ∼ O(T−1))
from the macroscopic evolution of the plasma. This separation between macro- and mi-
croscopic scales is valid only as long as the plasma dynamics is characterized by scales
much longer than T−1. In our analysis, we rely upon this separation of scales to perform a
gradient expansion; formally denoted as an expansion in ∂X , it is essentially an expansion
in the ratio of micro- to macroscopic scales.
The Wigner-transformed propagators in Eq. (A.14) are the functions of primary interest.
In particular, we define the function
F (k,X) ≡ 1
2
(G>(k,X) +G<(k,X) ) . (A.15)
The CP-asymmetric distribution function f = fϕ − fϕ¯ from Eq. (A.2) is
f(k, X) =
∫
dk0
2pi
2 k0F (k,X) . (A.16)
In addition, we can define “moments” of this distribution function. The zeroth moment is
the charge density
n(X) ≡
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
f(k, X) =
∫
d4k
(2pi)4
2 k0F (k,X) , (A.17)
the difference between particle and antiparticle densities. The first moment is the charge
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current
j(X) ≡
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
k
ωk
f(k, X) =
∫
d4k
(2pi)4
2kF (k,X) . (A.18)
Justification of these relations follows from the fact that
∫
d4k
(2pi)4
2 kµ F (k,X) = i
〈
: ϕ†(X)
↔
∂µX ϕ(X) :
〉
, (A.19)
using equations (A.10, A.15). The normal-ordered combination of fields on the RHS is
precisely the current jµ(X) ≡ (n, j)µ. Lastly, the second moment is a velocity flux tensor
Vab(X) ≡
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
ka kb
ω2k
f(k, X) =
∫
d4k
(2pi)4
2
kakb
k0
F (k,X) , (A.20)
with spatial indeces a, b = 1, 2, 3. In what follows, our goal is to derive and solve a
Boltzmann equation for F (k,X).
A.2 Spectral functions
In the preceeding section, we described the formulation of CTP propagators, and how they
are related to the charge current density jµ(X) for a complex scalar field ϕ. Before we
derive the Boltzmann equation, we now show how the Wigner-transformed propagators
G<,>(k,X) contain the microscopic information about the spectrum of excitations in the
plasma. We will see that G<,>(k,X) is proportional to a spectral function that vanishes
unless the appropriate dispersion relation is satisfied.
We begin with the Schwinger-Dyson equations (A.12). Acting with the Klein-Gordon
operator on the full propagator, we have
(
∂2x +m
2
ϕ
)
Gλ(x, y) = −i
∫
d4z
[
Π˜(x, z) G˜(z, y)
]λ
(A.21a)(
∂2y +m
2
ϕ
)
Gλ(x, y) = −i
∫
d4z
[
G˜(x, z) Π˜(z, y)
]λ
, (A.21b)
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where λ =< or >. Taking the Wigner transform of the sum of Eqs. (A.21), we have
(
k2 −m2ϕ −
1
4
∂2X
)
Gλ(k,X) =
i
2
∫
d4r e−ik·r
∫
d4z
[
Π˜(x, z) G˜(z, y) + G˜(x, z) Π˜(z, y)
]λ
(A.22)
This is the “constraint equation”; it determines the spectra of the degrees of freedom of ϕ.
The free propagator satisfies (setting Π˜ = 0 and neglecting the ∂2X term)
(
k2 −m2ϕ
)
Gλ(k,X)(0) = 0 . (A.23)
The free propagators G<,>(k,X)(0) are non-zero only if the appropriate dispersion rela-
tion k0 = ±√|k|2 +m2 is satisfied. Therefore, they are proportional to the free spectral
function
ρ(0)(k) = 2pi sign(k0) δ(k2 −m2ϕ) . (A.24)
Let us consider how ρ(k) is modified in the presence of interactions by studying a
simple example:
Lint(x) = − λ
4
∣∣ϕ(x)∣∣4 . (A.25)
With this interaction, the self energy is
Π˜(x, y) = i λ δ4(x− y)
 Gt(x, y) 0
0 Gt¯(x, y)
 . (A.26)
Plugging into Eqn. (A.22), we have
(
k2 −m2ϕ −
1
4
∂2X
)
Gλ(k,X) =
λ
2
∫
d4r e−ik·r
(
Gt(x, x) +Gt(y, y)
)
Gλ(x, y) .
(A.27)
Now, by Taylor expanding
Gt(x, x) +Gt(y, y) = 2Gt(X,X) +
1
4
∂2Gt(X,X)
∂Xµ∂Xν
rµ rν +O(∂4X) , (A.28)
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we have at linear order in λ
(
k2 −m2ϕ − λGt(X,X)
)
Gλ(k,X) = 0 , (A.29)
neglectingO(∂2X) terms. (We return to these terms later.) The effect atO(λ) is a shift in the
pole of the spectral function. Later, we will be able to evaluate this shift more explicitly;
in the relativistic limit, and assuming an equilibrium distribution for ϕ, it has the familiar
form
λGt(X,X) =
λ
12
T 2 +
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
1
ωp
. (A.30)
The first term is the usual one-loop thermal mass, while the second term is the usual zero-
temperature ultraviolet divergence that must be removed through renormalization. This
is a simple example for how the spectral function is modified at one-loop and at finite
temperature; other interactions can affect ρ(k) in more complicated ways. For example,
massless fermions develop a non-analytic dispersion relation, including the propagation
of hole modes [43]; or, particles can develop a non-zero decay width. For the purposes of
evaluating collision rates of particles in the plasma, the dominant corrections to the spectral
function are the finite-temperature masses.
Therefore, we can write
G>(k,X) = ρ(k) g>(k,X) (A.31a)
G<(k,X) = ρ(k) g<(k,X) (A.31b)
where ρ(k) is the one-loop spectral function. Furthermore, the canonical commutation
relations 〈[
ϕ(t,x), ϕ˙†(t,y)
]〉
= − 〈[ϕ˙(t,x), ϕ†(t,y)]〉 = i δ3(x− y) (A.32)
imply that g>(k,X)− g<(k,X) = 1. Thus, finally, we have
G>(k,X) = ρ(k) (1 + g(k,X)) (A.33a)
G<(k,X) = ρ(k) g(k,X) (A.33b)
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and
F (k,X) = ρ(k)
(
1
2
+ g(k,X)
)
. (A.34)
To summarize, we have shown that the Wigner-transformed propagators G<,>(k,X)
can be written in terms of the spectral function ρ(k) and the distribution function g(k,X).
The form of the ρ(k,X) follows from the constraint equation, and agrees with our expec-
tations for free and 1-loop spectral functions. In the next section, we show how to solve for
g(k,X) by solving the Boltzmann equation. Once we know g(k,X), we can evaluate the
F (k,X) in (A.34).
A.3 Quantum Boltzmann equation
We now show how the Boltzmann equation emerges in the CTP formalism. The Boltzmann
equation will allow us to solve for the dynamical evolution of the distribution function
g(k,X) in the presence of collisions and a CP-violating source. Let us begin by taking the
Wigner transform of the difference of Eqs. (A.21). Thus we obtain the “kinetic equations”
2k · ∂XGλ(k,X) = C[g; k,X]λ , (A.35)
where λ =< or >, and
C[g; k,X]λ =
∫
d4r eik·r
∫
d4z
[
Π˜ (x, z) G˜ (z, y)− G˜ (x, z) Π˜ (z, y)
]λ
. (A.36)
Furthermore, we have
2k · ∂XF (k,X) = C[g; k,X] , (A.37)
defining C ≡ (C>+ C<)/2. Eq. (A.37) is the CTP analog of the usual Boltzmann equation.
Indeed, Eq. (A.2) follows upon integrating by
∫
dk0.
The collision term, to zeroth order in gradients, has the simple form
C[g; k,X]> = C[g; k,X]< = Π>(k,X)G<(k,X)− Π<(k,X)G>(k,X) . (A.38)
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In writing Eq. (A.38), we have neglected terms proportional to ∂XG<,>(k,X) and ∂XΠ<,>(k,X),
as per the gradient expansion. There are two general classes of interactions that enter into
the collision term: those that conserve ϕ-charge, and those that do not. The former lead
to kinetic equilibrium of ϕ, while the latter lead to chemical equilibration of ϕ with other
species in the plasma. Therefore, we write C = Ckin + Cch to distinguish these two classes.
To be pedegogical, we will now evaluate explicitly an example for each.
First, let us consider the |ϕ|4-interaction in Eq. (A.25). This collision term describes
elastic scattering of ϕ and ϕ¯ in the thermal plasma, causing them to reach kinetic equilib-
rium. We must compute the 2PI contribution to Π˜, arising from the diagram in Fig. We
have
Π<,>(x, y) = −λ
2
2
G<,>(x, y)G<,>(x, y)G>,<(y, x) . (A.39)
The Wigner transform is
Π<,>(k,X) =
(
3∏
i=1
∫
d4pi
(2pi)4
)
(2pi)4 δ4(k + p1 − p2 − p3) (A.40)
× G>,<(p1, X)G<,>(p2, X) G<,>(p3, X) .
This contribution to the collision term is
Ckin[g; k,X] = −λ
2
2
(
3∏
i=1
∫
d4pi
(2pi)4
ρ(pi, X)
)
(2pi)4 δ4(k + p1 − p2 − p3) ρ(k,X)
×
[
g(k,X) g(p1, X) (1 + g(p2, X)) (1 + g(p3, X))
− (1 + g(k,X)) (1 + g(p1, X)) g(p2, X) g(p3, X)
]
. (A.41)
This form is indeed reminiscent of the collision term in the usual treatment. There is the
momentum conserving δ-function, the λ2 is the matrix element squared, and the terms in
square brackets are familiar combination of distribution functions for a 2 → 2 scattering
process.
Second, we consider an interaction that leads to chemical equilibrium. Suppose that ϕ
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is coupled to complex scalars χ1,2 by
Lint = hϕχ†1 χ2 + h.c. (A.42)
with coupling constant h. The self-energy for this interaction is
Π>,<(x, y) = −|h|2G>,<χ1 (x, y)G<,>χ2 (y, x) , (A.43)
with
G<χi(p,X) = ρχi(p) gχi(p,X) . (A.44)
This interaction gives
Cch[g; k,X] = −h2
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
∫
d4q
(2pi)4
ρϕ(k,X) ρχ1(p,X) ρχ2(q,X) (A.45)
× (2pi)4 δ4(k − p+ q)
[
gϕ(k,X) (1 + gχ1(p,X)) gχ2(q,X)
− (1 + gϕ(k,X)) gχ1(p,X) (1 + gχ2(q,X))
]
,
which is the usual collision term for decay and inverse decay processes. We have added
subscripts to ρ and g to clarify the species to which they correspond.
Now that we have evaluated some collision terms, it is clear why the gradient expansion
is valid. According to the kinetic equation, ∂µXG
<(k,X) is O(²), where ² generically
denotes the square of a coupling constant (i.e. ² = λ2 or h2). Therefore, our expansion in
∂X in both the constraint equation (A.22) and the collision term (A.38) corresponds to an
expansion in ².
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